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ABSTRACT

Rhombohedral Pb(Mgj/3Nb2/3)03-PbTi03 (PMN-PT) single crystals near the 

morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) show enhanced strain levels combined with 

exceedingly large piezoelectric and electromechanical coupling coefficients for <001>- 

oriented and -poled crystal cuts. In principle, <001> fiber-textured PMN-PT ceramics 

should possess a high fraction of the electromechanical and dielectric properties 

displayed by their single crystal counterparts. To investigate this, the Templated Grain 

Growth (TGG) process was used to fiber-texture PMN-PT in the <001> direction. The 

TGG process involves the growth of multiple oriented template particles into a fine

grained matrix during thermal processing. The texture fraction of the ceramic increases 

with the increase of template growth, driven by the difference in surface free energies of 

the template and the matrix grains.

The TGG process is dependent upon the alignment and growth of the template 

particles within the ceramic matrix. The TGG process requires the template to have a 

strong epitaxial relationship to the crystal structure of the matrix composition. The 

template must also show the proper size and aspect ratio, so it may be mechanically 

aligned and grow at the expense of the fine matrix. This work emphasized the 

importance of the physical and compositional stability of the template particles at the 

desired growth temperature and environment. Potential template particles with a layered- 

perovskite and tungsten-bronze structure (Bi4Ti30i2, Sr3Ti207, KSr2Nb50 i5, and 

S^NthO?) were shown to form a cubic-pyrochlore phase when reacted with the PMN-PT 

matrix at temperatures >850°C. Some perovskite templates (including forms of PbTi03,

iii
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StTi03, and BaTi03> were shown to dissolve into the PMN-PT matrix or intergranular 

PbO-phase, minimizing their utility in templating the desired PMN-PT composition. 

BaTi03 platelet crystals were found to be suitable templates for the TGG of PMN-PT. 

The BaTi03 crystals were stable within the PMN-PT matrix at temperatures >850°C and 

they were shown to act as proper heteroepitaxial substrates for templated growth of the 

PMN-PT composition.

The TGG kinetics from {001}-, {110}-, and {lll}-BaTi03 crystals were 

observed and fitted to a diffusion-controlled model with a non-constant driving force. 

The crystal growth kinetics were shown to be limited by the decrease in the driving force 

due to the coarsening and shape change of the matrix grains. The growth kinetics were 

also shown to be dependent upon the intergranular liquid content and the template 

orientation. Excess PbO concentration >1 wt% was shown to accelerate the growth of 

the crystal layer. The <111> crystallographic orientation was found to be the fastest 

growing direction with the <001>-direction as the slowest.

PMN-32.5PT ceramics were fiber-textured by initially aligning {001}-BaTiO3

platelets (-75-150 pm in diameter) within the matrix by tapecasting. Dense PMN-

32.5PT ceramics (1 wt% excess PbO) with a 5 vol% template concentration were <00l>-

textured to a texture fraction -0.90 with an annealing time >1 h at 1150°C. The degree of

texturing was slightly increased with an increase in annealing time and template

concentration (10 vol% templates). The decrease in texturing rate was attributed to the

decreasing driving force for growth due to the coarsening and shape change of the matrix.

The texturing kinetics was also found to decrease after longer annealing times (>1 h) due

to grain impingement and porosity development around the templated grains.
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An increase in texture fraction of the {001 }-BaTiC>3 templated PMN-32.5PT 

ceramics produced an increase in the piezoelectric, electromechanical coupling, and 

compliance coefficients over randomly-oriented samples of the same composition. The 

d33 coefficient of highly textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics (~90%-textured) were found to 

be -1.2-1.5 times greater than randomly-oriented samples. The unipolar strain-field 

measurements (<5 kV/cm) of -90%-textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics produced d33 

coefficients as high as I ISO pC/N with relatively low piezoelectric hysteresis. Additional 

PbO was purposely added to the PMN-32.5PT matrix in order to increase the TGG 

kinetics and drive the samples to full-texture. Regardless of the texture quality, the 

presence of the intergranular PbO-phase resulted in a low dielectric constant 

(Enpoied<3000) for the textured samples, which remained similar to random PMN-32.5PT 

samples containing excess PbO. The presence of the residual BaTi03 templates within 

the templated grains did not alter the transition temperatures of the PMN-32.5PT 

ceramics. This suggests that BaTi03 did not dissolve into the matrix, further 

emphasizing the relative stability of the BaTi03 template particles. The magnitude of the 

dielectric and piezoelectric properties were also found to be limited by the presence of 

misoriented templated-grains, unoriented grains, porosity, and the remnant BaTi03 

templates.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The direct piezoelectric effect of a material gives a dielectric displacement 

linearly proportional to an applied mechanical stress. The same fundamental property 

produces the converse piezoelectric effect, which causes the material to strain in 

proportion to an applied electrical field.'" A great deal of understanding and 

development of inorganic piezoelectric crystals and ceramics has occurred since the 

discovery of the piezoelectric nature of barium titanate (BaTi03) in 1945. Currently, 

inorganic piezoelectric crystals and ceramics are applied to a broad variety of 

applications. These applications can be categorized into four major groups: 1) generators 

(which converts mechanical into electrical energy), 2) sensors (that converts mechanical 

force into a electrical signal), 3) sonic and ultrasonic transducers (which converts 

electrical into mechanical energy), and 4) actuators (that converts electrical signals into a 

mechanical displacement).'2"5’ Therefore, piezoelectric materials can be used to produce 

high quality igniters, hydrophones, microphones, micro-motors and -pumps, buzzers, 

loud speakers, micropositioners, delay lines, video head positioners, sonar, medical 

ultrasound equipment, and multiple other electromechanical devices.

Materials displaying piezoelectric, electrostrictive, piezomagnetic, 

magnetostrictive, photostrictive, thermoelastic, or shape memory physical characteristics 

may be applied to actuator applications. Currently, inorganic piezoelectric materials are 

the most widely used, especially in the case of high performance actuators, due to their
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high generative force, relatively accurate displacement, and high frequency operation 

capabilities.

The most widely used piezoelectric single crystal materials are a-quartz (SiO:), 

lithium niobate (LiNb03), and lithium tantalate (LiTaQj). These materials are 

extensively used in industrial applications as a result of their temperature stability, wide 

operating temperature range, and ease in processing in which large, defect-free single 

crystals by conventional growth techniques. The most widely used polycrystalline 

ceramics for piezoelectric applications are BaTi03 and Pb(Zrx,Tii.J03 (PZT), which both 

have the perovskite structure (AB03). PZT shows the maximum piezoelectric response 

at compositions near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) between the tetragonal 

and rhombohedral phases (PtHZro^TiowX^). Since there are two equally stable phases 

at this composition, there remains multiple allowable domain orientations which are 

associated with these phases, allowing for efficient poling. The processing and physical 

properties for the BaTi03 and PZT compositions have been thoroughly studied over the 

past fifty years. The properties and stability of both BaTi03 and PZT are commonly 

altered through the substitution of various isovaient or aliovalent ions for either the A or 

B sites of the perovskite structure.

For a high performance actuator, the piezoelectric material must show high 

thermal stability, high strain with an applied electric field, low mechanical loss, and thus, 

low hysteresis.<3) Therefore, piezoelectric materials for actuator applications should 

possess a high phase transition, or Curie, temperature, a high piezoelectric coefficient 

(dij), and in some cases a high mechanical quality factor, hi addition to the above 

mentioned requirements, for high performance medical transducer applications, a high

2
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electromechanical coupling coefficient (ky) is required since the kjj dictates the bandwidth 

of the transducer.

The next generation of actuators and transducers for the above mentioned 

applications require a significant increase in some or all of the typical figure of merit 

coefficients (dy, ky, and Qm) which describe the performance of the piezoelectric 

materials. The various solid solutions based on PZT ceramics are the most promising for 

many piezoelectric applications, but the degree of improvement in the PZT compositions 

has been modest from the 1970’s to the late 1990’s. The inability to grow single crystals 

of PZT near the MPB of a usable size and quality has slowed progress towards the next 

generation of novel high strain piezoelectric materials.

Although large single crystals of PZT at the MPB composition have not been 

been grown, other Pb-based relaxor ferroelectric-PbTi03 compositions at their MPB can 

be grown by conventional high temperature solution growth. This was first shown in the 

early 1980’s.(S,6> The Pb-based relaxor ferroelectric-PbTiOs compositions also have the 

basic perovskite structure, like PZT, but the B-sites are occupied by various off-valent 

ions. Kuwata et al., for single crystal Pb(Zn i^Nb^)03-PbTi03 (PZN-PT), and later Park 

and Shrout (1997)(4), for both single crystal PZN-PT and Pb(Mgi/3Nb2^)03-PbTi03 

(PMN-PT), reported piezoelectric coefficients (d33> between L500-2500 pC/N and 

electromechanical coupling coefficients f e )  >0.9 with low hysteresis. It should be noted 

that the best PZT (PZT-5H)<7 8) shows d33 of -600 pC/N and k33 of -0.70-0.75. PZT-5H 

is considered a “soft” ferroelectric, since its domain state can be easily altered by a small 

electric field or mechanical stress. However, under large field drives soft PZT shows 

undesirably large hysteresis, dielectric and mechanical loss, and heat generation.(4)

3
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Acceptor doping the PZT to form a “hard” PZT (PZT-4, PZT-8, PZT-7A) eliminates the 

large hysteresis under high drive levels, but it also lowers the piezoelectric coefficients 

(d33<300 pC/N) and the electromechanical coupling coefficients to some degree 

(k33<0.7). Therefore, the ultrahigh piezoelectric coefficients, electromechanical coupling 

coefficients, strain levels, and low hysteresis values observed for the PZN-PT and PMN- 

PT single crystals represent a significant step forward in piezoelectric actuation materials.

The enhanced piezoelectric response and low hysteresis for the rhombohedral 

PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals was observed primarily for <001> crystal cuts. 

Crystal cuts offset from this orientation displayed lower piezoelectric response and 

increased hysteresis. The elevated piezoelectric response for the [001] oriented 

rhombohedral single crystals was credited to the rotation of the polarization vector from 

the <111> to [001].(4) The low hysteresis in the rhombohedral crystals has been 

attributed to a stable domain configuration in the <001>. The manipulation of the crystal 

orientation in order to access a specific stable domain configuration had been termed 

“domain engineering.”

PMN-PT ceramics can not directly benefit from the findings for its single crystal 

counterpart, since the microstructure of a ceramic usually consists of a broad distribution 

of randomly oriented crystallites. This broad distribution results in the averaging of the 

single crystal properties which are anisotropic in nature.

It has been demonstrated that by orienting (texturing) the grain structure of the 

ceramic, the macroscopic symmetry can reflect that of its single crystal counterpart. The 

decrease in symmetry from the random polycrystalline ceramis to single crystal state 

depends on the texture dimensionality (fiber or sheet texture) and the distribution of the

4
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grain crystallographic orientation. Multiple piezoelectric compositions have been 

textured (Table l.l), and the texturing always leads to an increase in the property 

anisotropy. When the composition was textured in the polarization direction, there was 

always an increase in the piezoelectric coefficient over that of the random ceramic due to 

the increase in poling efficiency. All but one of the piezoelectric compositions textured 

possess relatively low symmetry, and thus, these compositions show an innate ability to 

form anisometric grains as well as anisotropic grain growth behavior. This behavior 

assists in the initial orientation of the grain structure during green processing and the 

further texture development due to anisotropic grain growth during high temperature 

treatment. The BaTi(>3 and Bioj(Nao.35Ko.is)ojTi03 compositions are the only 

piezoelectric compositions textured from cubic prototype groups reported in 

literature.0 US)

The primary objective of the research was to fiber-texture PMN-PT ceramics, 

especially the PMN-PT compositions near the MPB, in the <001> directions so that the 

single crystal electromechanical properties observed for <001>-cuts of PMN-PT single 

crystals can be accessed. A poled <001>-textured ceramic is a close match to the 

macroscopic symmetry displayed by a fully <001>-poled PMN-PT single crystal. This 

allows the textured PMN-PT ceramic to benefit from the concept of domain engineering 

in order to access the low hysteresis and extraordinary high piezoelectric response of the 

single crystals. In addition to the enhancement in the piezoelectric properties, processing 

problems encountered during the growth of the single crystal PMN-PT can be 

circumvented by texturing PMN-PT by conventional ceramic processing techniques. 

Single crystal growth of PMN-PT is limited by low production efficiency, high

5
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Table i.l :  Effect of texture on piezoelectric ceramics.

Composition Texture Piezoelectric Degree of 
Percentage Coefficient Enhancement Reference

Bi4Tij012 >98% d33= 30 pC/N 77% of xtal

Bi4Ti30 ,2 >95% d33= 10 pC/N 26% of xtal 10

Bioj(Nao.35Ko.i})o.5T i0 3 -90% d31=- 63 pC/N 60% >polyxtal 11

(PbJC)04Baa6Nb;O6 >50% d33= 120pC/N 50%>polyxtal 12

CaBi4Ti40 I5 83-100% d33= 45 pC/N 200% >po!yxtal 13

Na047jCa00JBi^473Ti4O13 86-93% d33=44pC/N 238% >polyxtal 13

^r0.33Ba0.47̂ );O6 -90% d33= 78 pC/N 87% of xtal 14

BaTiO. -27% dJ3= 270 pC/N 70% >polyxtal 15

xtal=single crystal 
polyxtakpolycrstalline

6
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production cost, long growth time, small product size, limited shape forming capability, 

and compositional heterogeneity. Standard ceramic processing techniques which provide 

the proper shear force to align the ceramic platelet or fiber particles during the green and 

final processing stages may allow for the formation of low cost, high yield, textured 

PMN-PT ceramics of various sizes and shapes.

U  SCIENTIFIC APPROACH

There are various processing techniques which can be employed to texture the 

grain structure of a ceramic. These processing routes will be described, compared, and 

contrasted in the following chapter. The processing route required to produce dense, 

fully-textured PMN-PT samples must be a relatively low cost process which can be 

scaled up. The Templated Grain Growth (TGG) process was selected as the most 

desirable route to texture PMN-PT, since it utilizes conventional ceramic processing 

techniques to produce highly textured, dense ceramics. TGG entails the mechanical 

alignment of a relatively small volume fraction of template particles within a ceramic 

matrix during green processing. With thermal treatment of the green ceramic, the 

template particles grow at the expense of the finer matrix powder in order to increase the 

volume fraction of textured material within the ceramic.(l6) This work will focus on the 

use of {001}-BaTiO3 crystallites as the template material in the TGG process to texture 

the PMN-PT composition in the <001>.

Texturing a bulk ceramic of a highly symmetric composition, like PMN-PT, has not 

yet been achieved with great consistency. As previously stated, ceramic systems with 

strong anisotropy are more easily textured. Beyond this challenging materials

7
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engineering hurdle are many scientific questions which must be answered relating to both 

the TGG processing of PMN-PT and the resultant dielectric and electromechanical 

properties of the textured PMN-PT ceramics. Some of the TGG issues that were 

addressed in this work include:

•  The stability of potential template particles, which display the proper crystal 

structure, particle shape, and particle size, in the PMN-PT matrix.

•  The heteroepitaxial nucleation and growth of oriented single crystal PMN-PT 

from the potential template particles.

•  The processing parameters which affect the kinetics of PMN-PT matrix grain 

growth and TGG.

The issues that will be addressed relating to the dielectric and piezoelectric response of 

the <001>-textured PMN-PT ceramics are as follows:

•  The effect of texturing PMN-PT on the dielectric permittivity, piezoelectric 

coefficients and electromechanical coupling coefficients.

•  The effect of fiber-texture on the stability of the engineered domain state of the 

grain-oriented PMN-PT ceramic.

•  The effect of a residual intergranular PbO-rich phase on the piezoelectric and 

dielectric properties of random and textured ceramic PMN-PT.

•  The mechanical clamping issues relating to the residual template particles 

embedded within the textured PMN-PT grain structure.

8
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U  ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS

Chapter 2 introduces a concise review of the definitions of piezoelectricity and 

ferroelectricity, and the relations of these two phenomena to symmetry. Included in 

Chapter 2 is a review of: I) the pertinent processing techniques which have been used to 

synthesize single crystal, thin film, ceramic, and powder PMN-PT, 2) the dielectric and 

electromechanical properties of PMN-PT, and 3) the typical processing techniques 

utilized to texture polycrystalline materials, as well as a description of the TGG process.

The physical and chemical characteristics required for particles to successfully act 

as templates for the TGG process are presented in Chapter 3. Various particle 

compositions, which include both whisker and platelet particle morphologies, were 

investigated as possible template candidates. Four template compositions ( B i^ O u ,  

S^TiiCh, KSr2NbsOis, and SriNbiO?) are non-perovskites materials, but these 

compositions have crystal structures which are composed of stacked layers of comer- 

sharing perovskite-like octahedra. The other four template compositions are perovskite 

materials (BaTi03, SrTiOj, and PbTi03> which all have a low lattice mismatch with 

PMN-PT. The results of the interaction of these particle compositions with the PMN-PT 

matrix are reported. The prime template candidates (BaTi0 3 andSrTi03>fortheTGGof 

PMN-PT are identified in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 describes the relationship between various processing variables on the 

kinetics of single crystal PMN-PT growth from BaTiC>3 template crystals. These 

variables include temperature, time, excess PbO concentration, and template orientation. 

The growth kinetics of both the PMN-PT matrix and single crystal were fitted to various

9
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diffusion and interface growth models. From these results, a proposed growth 

mechanism for the TGG of PMN-PT from BaTi03 template crystals is proposed.

(001 }-BaTi03 template crystals were used to texture PMN-32.5PT ceramics in 

the <001>. The effect of various processing variables on the quality and degree of 

<001>-texture is described in Chapter S. Some of the variables identified were template 

concentration, excess PbO concentration, density and growth time. The growth kinetics, 

reported in Chapter 4, were used in a simple space filling model to predict the resultant 

kinetics of the texture development.

The resultant piezoelectric and dielectric responses of both random and textured 

PMN-PT ceramics are reported in Chapter 6. The work shows the effect of excess PbO 

on the properties by affecting both the dielectric response and the degree of growth of the 

oriented grains. The limitations of domain movement (clamping) in the textured grains, 

resulting in the piezoelectric and ferroelectric hysteresis, were investigated by in-situ 

optical microscopy with applied fields. These results are also reported in Chapter 6.

10
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND

2.1 EFFECT OF SYMMETRY ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Neumann’s Principle can be stated as: The symmetry elements o f any physical 

property o f a crystal must include the symmetry elements o f the point group o f the 

crysta.l.(X) This postulate is the framework for the relationship between properties and 

symmetry for all known crystals. Neumann’s Principle also implies that physical 

properties can include more symmetry than is dictated by the point group. By 

generalizing Neumann’s Principle, it can be also stated that: The symmetry elements o f 

any physical property o f a composite must include the symmetry elements o f the point 

group o f the composite.<2) Therefore, the properties demonstrated by composites and 

polycrystalline materials are limited by the overall symmetry elements of the comprising 

phases and their geometrical and microstructural arrangements. This idea has been 

labeled as Curie’s principle of symmetry superposition.

By Neumann’s Principle, the internal arrangement of the ions in a crystal is 

reflected in the external properties of the crystal. The symmetry of a crystal can be 

separated into 7 crystal systems which include in descending symmetry: cubic, 

hexagonal, trigonal, tetragonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic. These crystal 

systems can be subdivided into 32 different point groups in which the symmetry is 

composed of combinations of rotations, mirror planes, and center of symmetry elements. 

The elements of a specific point group symmetry, when applied to a material property, 

will display the “allowable response” of a crystal possessing that specific symmetry.
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The magnitude and direction of the response will depend on its specific symmetry and the 

intrinsic capability of the crystal.

1 2  PIEZOELECTRICITY

The piezoelectric effect can be described as follows:

Di= djkiXu + Ex,kEk (Direct) Eq. 2.1

Xjj= sEijUXu+ dkijEk (Converse) 2-2

where D, is the dielectric displacement, Xu is the applied mechanical stress, £** is the 

dielectric permittivity (measured at constant stress), Xjj is the induced strain, sEiju is the 

mechanical compliance (measured at constant field), £* is the applied electrical field, and 

duu is the piezoelectric coefficient/33 The direct piezoelectric effect is defined as the 

linear relation between an applied stress and an induced electrical polarization. The 

converse effect is where a mechanical strain is proportional to an applied electric field. 

As seen from Eqns. 2.1 and 2.2, the direct and converse piezelectric effects are linear and 

reversible, and the magnitude of the response is directly related to the direction and 

magnitude of the applied stress or electric field. Both equations are expressed in tensor 

form, but the piezoelectric coefficient is usually simplified to a subscript matrix form 

where dijt is reduced to d,> where i=l,2,3 and j= l,...6 . The above equations in matrix 

form describe the piezoelectric effect for different orientations of the material, where 1,2, 

and 3 are parallel in direction to the x, y, and z Cartesian axes, except in hexagonal and 

trigonal systems/3'41
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Since the piezoelectric effect is a third rank tensor (dy*), then the application of 

the symmetry elements of a point group containing a center of symmetry would eliminate 

the piezoelectric effect. For a noncentrosymmetric crystal, an applied stress would 

displace both the positive and negative ions with respect to each other, producing a net 

dipole within the material.

Within the 32 point groups, 11 of the point groups possess a center of symmetry 

which eliminates the piezoelectric effect for the crystals possessing this symmetry. Of 

the remaining 21 point groups, the 432 point group is non-centric, but due to the 

combination of its symmetry elements, the piezoelectric effect is canceled. Therefore, 

there are 20 crystal point groups which display the piezoelectric effect (Table 2.1).(U>

1 3  FERROELECTRICITY

Of the 20 piezoelectric point groups, 10 point groups show a spontaneous 

polarization (Table 2.1). These materials are termed pyroelectric materials. The 

magnitude of the dipole varies with a change in temperature, as shown by the linear 

pyroelectric effect:

AP, = piAT Eq.2.3

where AP, is a change in the dielectric polarization, AT is a change in temperature, and p, 

is the pyroelectric coefficient.

A subgroup of the pyroelectric family consists of ferroelectric materials. 

Ferroelectric materials display a spontaneous polarization, where in the limit of a single 

crystal, the dipole or dipoles can be reoriented between crystallographically defined 

equilibrium states by the application of an electric field. This phenomenon can be

15
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Table 2.1: Symmetry classes which exhibit the piezoelectric and pyroelectric effect.(1)

Crystal System Piezoelectric Classes Pyroelectric Classes
Triclinic 1 1
Monoclinic 2, m 2, m
Orthorhombic 222, mm2 mm2
Tetragonal 4 ,4 .4 2 2 ,4mm, 42m 4,4mm
Trigonal 3 .3 2 ,3m 3,3m
Hexagonal 6 ,6 ,6 2 2 .6mm. 6m2 6 ,6mm
Cubic 23.43m None
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observed by viewing the dielectric polarization as a function of electric field after 

applying a large amplitude sinusodai electric field across the material (Fig. 2.1). The 

resultant trend indicates the ability of the dipoles within the material to switch orientation 

in response to the applied electric field. The magnitude of the coercive field (Ec) is a 

quantitative indication of the degree of resistance the dipole or dipoles experience during 

reorientation. The remanent polarization (Pr) represents the macroscopic polarization 

which remains in the material, parallel to the direction of the applied field, after the field 

is removed.

The ferroelectric (and pyroelectric) state of a crystal is dependent on temperature. 

Most ferroelectric materials possess a specific transition temperature below which the 

crystal structure distorts to a noncentrosymmetric structure. This temperature is termed 

the Curie temperature (Tc). The phase transition from the ferroelectric to the paraelectric 

state can occur as a first or second order phase transition for “normal” ferroelectric 

materials. At the transition temperature, a first order phase transition shows a sudden 

change in the spontaneous polarization as a function of temperature (Fig. 2.2(a)), where a 

second order phase transition does not (Fig. 2.2(b)).(3,4) The designation of a “normal” 

ferroelectric will be described later.

Due to the development of the reorientable dipoles within the crystal below Tc, 

there develops a localized surface charge density and an accompanying depolarizing 

field. The energy associated with the localized fields can be minimized by a 

microstructural twinning mechanism where adjacent regions within the material possess 

different dipole orientations. The regions where the dipole directions are aligned in the 

same crystallographic direction are called domains. Domains also nucleate in response to

17
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the dielectric polarization (P) as a function of
electric field (E) behavior for a ferroelectric material below 
its Curie temperature.

Spool

T*cTemperature

Spont

Temperature Tc

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the spontaneous polarization behavior as a function
of temperature tor a (a) first-order and (b) second-order ferroelectric 
material.
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internal or applied mechanical stresses. Crystals are usually composed of multiple 

domains unless a field is applied parallel to one of the polar directions. The domains 

which consist of dipoles aligned in the direction of the applied field will grow at the 

expense of the misoriented domains. The process of realigning the dipoles with an 

applied electric field is termed poling.l5)

2.4 PIEZOELECTRICITY IN FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS

Ferroelectric ceramics below Tc initially behave as non-polar materials, since the 

crystallites in the ceramic are randomly oriented. This is a reflection of Curie’s principle 

of symmetry superposition which was previously described (Fig. 2.3). A polycrystalline 

ceramic can be thought of as a composite material which is composed of multiple single 

crystals which incidentally are composed of multiple domains of various orientations. 

Therefore, the macroscopic symmetry of a randomly oriented ferroelectric material, 

which has never experienced a DC field bias, will show spherical symmetry (oooom 

symmetry).'2' This macroscopic symmetry is centrosymmetric, therefore, the unpoled 

ferroelectric ceramic does not show the piezoelectric effect. By poling the ferroelectric 

ceramic, some of the dipoles within the randomly oriented grains will reorient, 

consequently reducing the overall energy of the system under the field. Poling a 

ferroelectric ceramic alters its macroscopic symmetry from spherical to conical symmetry 

(«>m symmetry)/2' The conical symmetry is not centrosymmetric, thus, the poled 

ceramic displays the piezoelectric effect. The effectiveness in maximizing the 

macroscopic polarization of the ceramic by poling is limited due to the random 

orientation of the grains within the ceramic.
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Figure 2.3: Curie symmetry groups composed of various symmetry elements
including rotations, mirror planes, and handedness.<2)
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Due to the multidomain state of ferroelectric ceramics, there are both intrinsic and 

extrinsic contributions to the piezoelectric effect(6) The intrinsic effect refers to the 

distortion or strain of the unit cell due to the applied electric field. The extrinsic effect 

represents the ferroelastic response caused by the motion of non-180° domain walls.(6~9) 

This ferroelastic response is exhibited in the nonlinear and hysteietic nature of the 

mechanical strain and dielectric polarization with an applied AC field or stress. The 

piezoelectric response of ferroelectric ceramics, like BaTi03 and Pb(Zr,Ti)03 (PZT), is 

often dominated by the contribution of domain-wall motion at room temperature. Several 

studies have reported that up to 60-70% of the piezoelectric effect for BaTi03 and soft 

PZT ceramics is contributed by the extrinsic sources/6-9* The effect of grain boundaries, 

space charge, and defects control the reversible and irreversible nature of the domain- 

wall motions within the grains, thus controlling the reversible and irreversible changes in 

the ferroelectric polarization and strain.00-13)

The measured longitudinal and transverse piezoelectric coefficients of 

ferroelectric thin films display much lower values than their ceramic counterparts. The 

reason for the discrepancy has been attributed to the mechanical clamping by the 

substrate, as well as, limited domain-wall motion in the thin film. Since over half of the 

observed piezoelectric effect of ceramic compositions like PZT is attributed to extrinsic 

sources, the piezoelectric coefficients of thin films of these compositions is substantially 

diminished/12-13*
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IS  PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS

There are many ferroelectric ceramics which display a spectra of different 

structures and compositions. The perovskite family is the most widely used for 

piezoelectric ceramics/14) Perovskites in their idealized form are cubic having the 

general formula AxnBVI03VI, where A ions occupy the comer sites, B ions occupy the 

center site, and O (oxygen) ions occupy all of the faces of the cube (Fig. 2.4).(>S) The 

Roman numerals represent the coordination number. The geometrical structure formed 

allows for a nearly closed-packed array of A-0  ions with B ions occupying octahedrally 

coordinated sites between the packed arrays. A ions (e.g. Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb, La, Cd, K, 

Na...) are large and comparable to the size of the oxygen ion. The B ions (e.g. Ti, Zr, 

Mg, Nb, Ta, W, Mn, Zn, Ni, Al, Sc, Sn...) are rather small, since they must fit in the 

interstices. Below the Tc of a perovskite ferroelectric material, a slight displacement of 

the B ion from the idealized center position of the cube toward either the face, edge, or 

comer results in the formation of a dipole within the unit cell. This slight displacement 

and the unit cell distortion from the origin position results in the spontaneous 

polarization.

The family of ceramic lead-based perovskite ferroelectrics at compositions near 

their morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) show anomalously high dielectric and 

piezoelectric properties. The MPB is the compositional phase boundary separating two 

distinct ferroelectric phases usually appearing as a constant composition over a wide 

temperature range up to the ferroelectric phase transition temperature (Tc).(>6) MPB 

ceramics show enhanced poling efficiency due to the multiple available dipole directions. 

At the MPB composition, the structure of both phases are nearly equivalent in energy,
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the prototype perovskite structure (m3m symmetry).
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therefore, the material possesses two structural alternatives and multiple stable polar 

directions. The most notable lead-based ferroelectric MPB perovskite is 

Pb(Zro.52Tio.48)03 (PZT). Table 2.2 compares the properties of some typical ferroelectric 

ceramic compositions/>4) “Soft” PZT compositions (like PZT-5H and 

(Pbo.92Lao.o8)(Zro.6sTio.3s)03) show the highest piezoelectric coefficients (d33=550-700 

pC/N) and electromechanical coupling coefficients (k33=0.7-0.75). Although these 

compositions show some of the best electromechanical properties of any ceramics, their 

utility is limited by the large hysteresis, high dielectric loss, and high mechanical loss 

which is associated with “soft” ferroelectric materials.

The 0.65Pb(Mgi/3Nb2/3)03-0.35PbTi03 (PMN-35PT) composition, also shown in 

Table 2.2, displays piezoelectric and dielectric properties similar to that of “soft” PZT. 

Choi et al. systematically investigated the effect of PbTiCh content in PMN on the 

dielectric and piezoelectric properties of the solid solution.(l7) Choi reported anomalously 

high dielectric constants and piezoelectric constants at PbTi03 compositions between 

27.5-30 mol% (Table 2.3, Fig. 2.5). The largest dielectric values (K„mUnpoted= 36,469, 

KmaxPolcd= 33,289) and piezoelectric values (d33=669 pC/N) were reported for the -30 

mol% PbTi03 composition, indicating the compositional location of the MPB for the 

PMN-PT system. A phase diagram of the PMN-PT was then estimated by Choi by 

plotting the variation in transition temperature as a function of composition at 1 kHz. 

Zhao et al. later reported a PMN-PT phase diagram similar to the one introduced by Choi 

et al. (Fig. 2.6).(IS> This phase diagram indicated that the MPB, separating the pseudo- 

cubic (rhombohedral) and tetragonal phases, was located at a PbTi03 composition of -35 

mol%. The work by Kelley et al. supported the phase diagram reported by Zhao et al. by
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Table 2.2: Properties of various piezoelectric ceramics.<l4>

CofnpaMlka Drwuly
(f/cmf) K

UK ft
<%> *J» (xlO-'*C/N) 4».(KlO*11 C/N)

BaTiO, 5.7 115 1700 0.5 0.36 0.5 190 -78
PZT-4 7.5 328 1300 0.4 0.58 0.7 289 -123
PZT-5A 7.8 365 1700 2.0 0.6 0.71 374 -171
PZT-5H 7.5 193 3400 4.0 0.65 0.75 593 -274
PMN-PT (65/35) 7.6 185 3640 0.58 0.70 563 -241
PMN-PT (90/10) 7.6 40 24000 5.5 0 0 0 0
PbNb20 6 6.0 570 225 1.0 0.07 0.38 85 -9
(N«o,Ko,)NbO, 
PLZT 7/60/40

4.5
7.8

420
160

496
2590

1.4
1.9

0.46
0.72

0.61 127
710

-51
-262

PLZT 8/40/60 7.8 245 980 1.2 0.34
PLZT 12/40/60 7.7 145 1300 1.3 0.47 235
PLZT 7/65/35 7.8 ISO 1850 1.8 0.62 400
PLZT 8/65/35 7.8 no 3400 3.0 0.65 682
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Table 2.3: Dielectric and piezoelectric properties of (l-x)PM N-xPT.(l7>

Sample Unpoled Paled

PMN-PT K(RT) D(RT) *» .. 7-.CC) 7>~. (pC/N) K(RT) D(RT) 7-.CC) 7>m.. n c c )
0.775-0.225 3533 .032 29552 112 .036 297 1695 .022 28688 114 .042 96
0.75-0.25 2778 .031 30192 127 .061 305 2435 .018 28714 130 .070 124
0.725-0.275 2873 .035 33432 136 .045 353 2091 .030 31986 138 .051 130
0.7-0.3 3782 .034 36469 139 .035 669 4936 .027 33289 143 .057 136
0.675-0.325 4170 .029 33350 155 .029 663 5260 .018 30048 159 .049 156
0.65-0.35 3190 .013 30623 177 .098 456 3119 .006 29020 182 .069 230
0.625-0.375 2434 .015 28524 190 .018 405 2781 Oil 28126 198 .038 191
0.6-0.4 2097 .016 27156 202 .030 323 2371 .010 25189 207 .044 204
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Figure 2.5: Dielectric behavior of ( l-x)PMN-xPT ceramics as a function of
temperature measured at 1 kHz (Choi etal.)Sl7)
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further refining the effect of PbTi03 composition (2 0 -7 0  mol% PbTiCh) on the dielectric 

and electromechanical properties of PMN-PT ceramics (Table 2 .4 ) . (19) Kelley et al. 

showed that ceramic PMN-PT displays its highest room temperature dielectric constant 

( K rt= 5 4 1 9 ) ,  piezoelectric coefficient (d33= 7 2 0  pC/N), and electromechanical thickness 

coupling coefficient (k,= 0 .4 5 )  at a PbTi03 composition of - 3 4 .5  mol% (Fig. 2 .7 ) .  From 

the electromechanical and x-ray diffraction data, Kelley et al. proposed the coexistence of 

the two ferroelectric phases between the composition of 2 8 -6 5  mol% PbTi03. Below 

- 2 6 - 2 8  mol% PbTiCb composition, PMN-PT exhibits exclusively a rhombohedral 

structure and relaxor ferroelectric behavior.

2.6 PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF LEAD-BASED RELAXOR-PbTiOs 
SINGLE CRYSTALS

Many lead-based relaxor ferroelectric materials, like Pb(Mgi/3Nb2^)03 (PMN), 

display a complex perovskite structure with a general formula of Pb(B|B2)03 (B|:Mg, Zn, 

Sc, Ni; B2: Nb, Ta...). These materials receive their “relaxor” identification, in contrast to 

a “normal” ferroelectric, from the frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity 

below the ferroelectric transformation temperature (Tm,.). Relaxor materials are also 

characterized by: 1) displaying anomalously high permittivites at Tmu, 2) showing a 

broad maximum in permittivities at Tm,,. and 3) not exhibiting Curie-Weiss behavior 

above the ferroelectric transition.*20*211 The typical lead-based relaxor single crystal 

shows rhombohedral 3m symmetry below Tmax, where their polar directions are in the 

<111>.(2Z23) As shown above for the PMN composition, lead-based relaxor ferroelectric 

materials can be combined with PbTi03 to form solid solutions with varying dielectric,
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Figure 2.7: Dielectric behavior of ( l-x)PMN-xPT ceramics as a function of
temperature measured at 1 kHz (Kelly et al ).(l9>
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ferroelectric, and piezoelectric properties. Unlike the lead-based relaxor ferroelectric 

materials, PbTiCb shows a typical ferroelectric/paraelectric transition at the 490°C 

transition temperature (Tc). Below Tc, PbTi03 single crystals show tetragonal 4mm 

symmetry where the polar vector is in the [001].

Solid solutions of lead-based relaxors and PbTi03 (general formula Pb(BiB2)03 - 

PbTiCb) have shown superior piezoelectric properties in single crystal form at 

compositions on the rhombohedral side of the MPB. Park and Shrout(24,2S) showed that 

single crystal PtHZniftNbi^XVPbTiC^ (PZN-PT) and PMN-PT oriented and poled in the 

<001> can produce large E-field strain values, as high as 1.7%, with minimal ferroelastic 

hysteresis below the field-induced rhombohedral-tetragonal phase transformation. The 

<001>-oriented crystals showed piezoelectric coefficients (d33> as high as ~2500 pC/N 

and electromechanical coupling coefficients (k33) of >0.9.

PZN-PT and PMN-PT on the rhombohedral side of the MPB composition show a 

pseudo-cubic or rhombohedral crystal structure with a 3m symmetry. By poling a 

rhombohedral PZN-PT or PMN-PT single crystal in the <001>, the crystal will possess 

four allowable and equivalent domain states with the polar vectors directed along four 

adjacent <111> directions (Fig. 2.8). Since these polar dipoles have equal components 

along the <001>, there is no driving force to move the domain walls for an <001>- 

oriented applied E-field. Thus, the observed strain is a result of intrinsic piezoelectric 

contributions. This type of crystal manipulation to access a specific domain 

configuration has been termed “domain engineering”/ 25* The stable domain engineered 

configuration has been reported to show three distinct features: 1) hysteresis-free strain 

vs. E-field behavior due to the restricted domain wall motion, 2) a change of macroscopic
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of a unit cell showing the domain
configuration for rhombohedral <001>-oriented PMN-PT 
under an electric bias.(25)
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symmetry due to the formation of the four equivalent domain states after poling, and 3) 

higher piezoelectric constants/25'28* The macroscopic symmetry has been suggested to 

transform to the tetragonal 4mm symmetry after poling in the <001>, but this matter is 

still under some debate/291

The higher field induced strains for these domain engineered, rhombohedral lead- 

based relaxor-PbTi03 crystals have been attributed to the rotation of the <lll>-oriented 

dipoles towards the <001> due to a field-induced rhombohedral to tetragonal phase 

transition/24,25* For these crystals at a PbTi03 composition just short of the MPB, there 

remains only a small stress which must be supplied to drive the phase transformation. 

Depending upon the compositional distance from the MPB, the required energy can be 

supplied by either an increase in temperature, a mechanical force, or an applied electric 

field. The application of an electric field will induce a substantial strain as the structure 

is driven from the rhombohedral to the tetragonal state. <001>-oriented 

0.92Pb(Zni/3Nb2/3)03-0.08PbTi03 (PZN-8PT) single crystals display a large strain and a 

large piezoelectric coefficient at fields <20 kV/cm due to the softening of the structure 

just before the phase transition. The strain then further increases at a DC field of ~ 20-30 

kV/cm where the material undergoes the phase transition (Fig. 2.9)/24,25* This phase 

transition can be identified by the change in the slope of the strain/field plot.

2.7 SOURCES OF PMN AND PMN-PT

The following subsections present an overview of the various processing methods 

for producing PMN and PMN-PT single crystals, thin films, ceramics, and powders.
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17.1 PMN-PT Single Crystals

Single crystal PMN was first grown by high-tetnperature solution growth in PbO 

and/or P b O -B ^  fluxes encapsulated within Pt crucible.02,23’30'32' Similar procedures 

were applied to the growth of various single crystal PMN-PT compositions at 

temperatures between 980°C to 1300°C in PbO-based solvents and with cooling rates 

<10°C/hr.(24,25,33,34) The high-temperature solution process is limited by difficulty in: 1) 

achieving chemical homogeneity throughout the produced batch, 2) controlling 

nucieation frequency, which affects the size distribution of the crystal batch, and 3) 

removing the usable crystals from the solidified flux. In addition, the high-temperature 

solution process requires extremely long soak and growth times which can exceed a few 

days.

Recently, a great deal of attention has been focused on the Bridgman (or 

Bridgman-Stockbarger) process to produce PMN-PT and other Pb-based ferroelectric 

single crystals. The Bridgman process consists of loading a charge, consisting of the 

solute and solvent material, within a crucible. The crucible may be sealed to control the 

evaporation of the solvent material. The loaded crucible is pulled into a heated zone or 

zones to a temperature allowing for full or partial melting of the charge. The crucible is 

pulled out of the heated furnace zone at a specified rate in order to manipulate the 

solubility of the melt. The temperature gradient and the rate of cooling determines the 

nucieation frequency and growth of the nuclei within the m elt Therefore, the primary 

process variables are the temperature gradient and the cooling rate, which are controlled 

by the temperature change within the heated zone or zones and the rate of pulling of the 

loaded crucible, respectively.(3s> The gradient-freeze growth technique is analagous to
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the horizontal Bridgman method, but instead, the temperature gradient is moved over the 

charge. These directional solidification processes have been applied to the growth of 

single crystal GaAs, GaP, InAs, InP, other III-V compounds, superconductor 

compositions, and also to volatile compounds like PbTe, PbSe, PbS, and the fluorides of 

Ca, La, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn.(35J6) The Bridgman technique proved to be invaluable 

for some of these material systems, since single crystals may be difficult to produce by 

other means due to the solvent and solute volatility, as in the case of PMN-PT.

Both PZN-PT and PMN-PT single crystals have been produced by the Bridgman 

method.(37'39) The typical process consists of first producing a highly dense charge. A 

powder mixture of the solute (PMN-PT or PZN-PT) and PbO (-50/50 mixture) is pressed 

into pellets and sintered at temperatures >1000°C. This is done to insure that there is a 

uniform dispersion of the solvent and to increase the fill density of the crucible. The 

pellets are loaded into a Pt crucible, and the crucible is sealed with a Pt lid to control the 

volatility of the PbO. As described above, the crucible is loaded into the furnace and 

slowly pulled out of the hot zone to initiate the nucieation and growth of the crystal/s. 

Growth rates have been reported between 0.2-0.5 mm/hr.(37'39) The first growth 

experiments employed a “self-seeded” technique, which means that multiple nucieation 

sites were allowed during the growth process. During growth, it was found that one or a 

few crystals dominated and grew at the expense of the surrounding crystals. Lee et al.<38) 

determined by Laue that the larger single crystals displayed a threefold symmetry parallel 

to the growth direction indicating that the <111> is the fastest growing direction. To 

control the nucieation frequency and orientation of the growing boule, small crystals 

were added to the charge end to act as both a seed and a template. The addition of the
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small crystals controlled the degree of nucieation and aided in determining the direction 

of crystal growth. Luo et alP9* showed that single crystals with a boule size of >40 mm 

(diameter) x 80 mm (length) could be achieved, but the crystals still showed various 

structural and chemical defects. Chemical examination of the grown crystal showed that 

the PbTi03 content increased throughout the crystal growth indicating chemical 

inhomogeneity throughout the crystal. Therefore, the use of the Bridgman growth 

technique to produce PMN-PT and PZN-PT crystals is currently still limited by chemical 

inhomogeneity, crystal size, and crystal quality.

Li et al.m  investigated an alternative method to produce millimeter size PMN-PT 

single crystals which they termed “seeded polycrystal conversion (SPC)”. They inserted 

a singular millimeter size crystal into polycrystalline PMN-35PT powder. After hot- 

pressing, the sample was annealed at temperatures between 900-l200°C. The boundary 

of the single crystal migrated into the surrounding polycrystalline material due to the 

difference in surface free energy between the crystal and the polycrystalline matrix. The 

process produced a millimeter-sized crystal composed of a porous crystal layer 

completely surrounding a dense PMN-35PT crystal core. Khan et o/.(4I) showed that the 

fastest growing direction (-0.14 mm/hr) of the crystal was the <111>, which is similar to 

the findings for PMN-PT growth by high-temperature solution and Bridgman growth. Li 

et al}*2) modified the process by substituting {Hl}-SrTi03 crystal for the PMN-35PT 

seed crystal. The use of the SPC technique to produce high-quality PMN-PT single 

crystals is limited by template availability, template size, density of polycrystalline 

matrix, control of PbO volatility, and a change in crystal growth rate over time due to the
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grain growth in the matrix. Also, the final grown crystal must be cut or chemically 

etched from the remnant poiycrystalline material.

2.7.2 Thin Film PMN and PMN-PT

The enhanced piezoelectric properties displayed by <001>-oriented PMN-PT at 

compositions near the MPB would be very beneficial for thin film applications in the 

MEMS field. PZT has been studied for these same applications. The piezoelectric 

response of PZT films is limited due to the restricted non-l80° wall motion, especially in 

films under 1 pm thickness.(l2,l3,43,44)The intrinsic electromechanical response of <00l>- 

oriented rhombohedral PMN-PT single crystals appears not to be related to domain wall 

motion due to the domain engineering concept. Therefore, a relatively larger fraction of 

the single crystal piezoelectric response should be available to PMN-PT thin films.

PMN and PMN-PT thin films have been synthesized by a variety of techniques 

which include sol-gel, metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), rf sputtering, 

and pulsed laser deposition (PLD).(43,45 S6) All of these thin film techniques have been 

shown to produce oriented films containing from 0- 1% pyrochlore phase, especially at 

higher PbTi03 content compositions. The sol-gel spin-coating technique has produced 

[11 l]-textured (on Pt-coated Si substrates) and [001]-textured (on LaNiO^ substrate and 

{001}-PT buffered layered Pt-coated Si substrates) PMN-PT at annealing temperatures 

near 800-850°C.(48'50) <001>-textured thin films of PMN were produced by MOCVD on 

{001}-SrTiO3 and SrRuO^SrTiOj at substrate temperatures between 700-780°C at a 

reactor pressure of ~6 Torr.(5,) Recently, a great deal of research has been focussed on
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the deposition of <001>-oriented PMN-PT by PLD. PLD has been shown to produce 

epitaxial PMN-PT thin films at a substrate temperature ranging between S00-700°C and 

an oxygen pressure ranging between 200-700 mTorr. Recently published experiments 

describe growth on {001 {-single crystal MgO, SrTi03, and LaAIOj and on bottom oxide 

electrode materials like LaNi03, SrRu03, YBa2Cu307^  (YBCO), and Lao^Sro^CoOs 

(LSCO).<43'52'56) These techniques collectively have produced <001>-textured PMN-PT 

thin films of a thickness between 0.15-1 {im. The dielectric and piezoelectric properties 

of these thin films are smaller than single crystals. The room temperature dielectric 

permittivity ranged between 800-2000 and the piezoelectric coefficients, d33(efn and 

d3i(eff)' were between 20 and 185 pC/N and -28 to -69 pC/N, respectively. The low 

properties indicate that the films are affected by in-plane stresses developed along the 

substrate. In addition, mechanical clamping by the passive substrate restricts the free 

piezoelectric response and the domain wall contributions. PMN-PT thin films are still 

plagued by inhomogenous distribution of the free charge carriers, high defect 

concentrations, and thermal and mechanical stresses at the film-substrate interface.0113'441

2.7 J  PMN and PMN-PT Powder and Ceramics

As previously described, the piezoelectric and dielectric properties of PMN-PT 

ceramics at a composition near the MPB are comparable or better than “soft” PZT 

ceramics when the use temperature remains below the Tmu of the PMN-PT composition. 

PMN-PT ceramics are processed and sintered in a similar manner as PZT ceramics. The 

difference in processing between the two compositions lies with the higher degree of 

compositional control that is required during powder synthesis, consolidation, and
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sintering of the PMN and PMN-PT ceramics. Phase instability plagues the fabrication of 

PMN-PT ceramics, due to the formation of a Pb-based pyrochlore phase during powder 

synthesis and ceramic densification. The dielectric and piezoelectric properties of PMN- 

PT can be dominated by the presence of a small fraction of the pyrochlore phase due to 

its low dielectric constant (~130).(57)

The typical transformation path to PMN includes the initial formation of various 

pyrochlore phases which later react with the slow diffusing MgO to form final 

stoichiometric, perovskite PMN. The crystallization path for the formation of PMN was 

first proposed by Inada.(S8) He concluded by differential thermal analysis (DTA) and x- 

ray diffraction (XRD) studies that the reaction follows as:

3PbO + 2Nb20s —> PbjN b^u  (PjN^-cubic pyrochlore)

(530°C to 600°C)

Pb3Nb4Oi3 + PbO —» 2PbjNb207 (P2N2-rhombohedral pyrochlore)

(600°C to 700°C)

PbiNbiOr + l/3MgO -> Pb(Mg1/3NbM)03 + l/3Pb3Nb40 13 

(700°C to 900°C)

Other researchers have since reported another reaction sequence for the formation of 

PMN. Their findings indicate the formation of only a cubic-pyrochlore 

(Pb3(Mg,Nb2>Og+j) between the temperatures of 200-700°C which in turn reacts with 

PbO and MgO at temperatures >700°C to form pure perovsidte PMN.(57J9̂ 3) Therefore, 

when the MgO is not dispersed homogeneously throughout the precursor or if the 

reaction is incomplete, MgO was found to reside as residual inclusions within the
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transformed PMN grains.(64) The isolation of the MgO as small inclusions within the 

PMN leaves the intermediate pyrochlore phase stranded in the grain boundaries. 

Furthermore, if there is PbO loss at high temperatures (>1000°C), the PMN-perovskite 

will revert back to an A-site deficient pyrochlore phase with a formulation of Pt>3-,(Mg 

NlhKVv157'59'60*

The basic rule for perovskite instability, based on geometrical considerations, was 

first proposed by Goldschmidt(6S> through the concept of the “tolerance factor” (TF), 

which is expressed as:

TF = + r°— Eq. 2.4
>/2(ra + ro)

where rA, rB, and ro are the ionic radii of the A, B, and oxygen (O) ions, respectively. An 

ideal perovskite would have a tolerance factor equal to 1, and the perovskite structure is 

stable for materials with tolerance factors ranging between 0.88- I.09. Halliyal and 

Shrout(66'67) reported that the stability of perovskites actually depends on two 

requirements, 1) the material must possess the proper tolerance factor and 2) there must 

be strong cation-anion ionic bonding within the material. Therefore, to identify the 

perovskite stability of specific compositions, Halliyal and Shrout plotted the average 

electronegativity difference between cations and anions versus the tolerance factor of the 

composition (Fig. 2.10). Without kinetic restrictions, compositions which display a high 

average electronegativity difference and a tolerance factor close to 1 have the tendency to 

form a stable perovskite. Since the tolerance factor and average electronegativity 

difference of PMN are both low, like most lead-based relaxors, these compositions are 

less stable than perovskites. The structures of these compositions are prone to collapse
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Figure 2.10: Electronegativity difference versus the Goldschmidt 
tolerance factor for various perovskite materials 
(Shrout and Halliyal).(“ -67)
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into the pyrochlore structure, especially with the introduction of any vacancies which 

would further disrupt the structure.

Swartz et al.m  repotted a method to make pyrochlore-free ceramic powder by 

circumventing the above reaction sequence, therefore, eliminating the formation of the 

pyrochlore phase. This process includes the prereaction of MgO and Nl^Os to form the 

columbite M g N b ^  phase before the reaction with PbO. The full process reaction is 

shown as:

MgO+Nt^Os -»  M g N b ^

(~1000°C)

MgNb206+ 3PbO—> 3Pb(Mg,/3NbM)03 

(~700°C)

This process has been termed the columbite percursor method. Through this method, 

pyrochlore-free PMN ceramics can be formed, exceeding the quality of phase purity of 

the ceramics where the powder was formed by conventional mixed oxide, co

precipitation, and sol-gel methods/45,68'74’

2.7.4 PMN Ceramic Powders Synthesized by Coprecipitation, Sol-gel, and Seeded
Precursors

PMN and PMN-PT ceramic powders have been synthesized by the coprecipitation 

method in which water soluble nitrates, chlorides, acetates, or oxalates of Pb, Mg, Nb, 

and Ti are dissolved in water, mixed, and finally driven to coprecipitate as hydroxides 

through alteration of the pH.(68*71) The typical precursors used for these processes are: 

PbfNOsfe or Pb(CH3COO)r3 H2 0 , Mg(N0 3>2, NbCI2, and TiCU- The precipitated
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precursor is transformed to PMN or PMN-PT after calcination at temperatures ranging 

between 650-850°C. The final calcined powder for all reported work still included small 

traces of the pyrochlore phase regardless of the precision of measurement and quality of 

mixing.

Organic solution methods, like citrate or sol-gel method, have been applied to 

prepare a multitude of ceramic powders at low temperatures with high purity and 

nanometer size.145'72'741 The organic methods have been employed to produce PMN 

powders at temperatures <800°C, but again, the residual pyrochlore phase is present in 

the final powder product. Therefore, the concept of seeding the phase transformation was 

adopted to provide low-energy heteroepitaxial interfaces which selectively increases the 

crystallization rate and controls the nucieation frequency.*60'75'81’ Isostructural perovskite 

seeds were added to lower the activation barrier for the perovskite PMN phase to a level 

lower than the activation barrier for the pyrochlore nucieation. The addition of pre

existing nucieation sites to the amorphous precursors affects the solid state 

transformation by: 1) effectively lowering the transformation temperature, 2) increasing 

the rate of transformation, and 3) forming particles of a specified phase, size, and 

orientation.

Ravindranathan et al. (7S> seeded an amorphous diphasic xerogel of PMN with fine 

PMN seed particles. The use of lwt% PMN perovskite seeds led to a pure perovskite 

phase with a significant lowering of the phase transformation temperature (77S°C) of the 

gel by at least 7S°C. Utilizing the knowledge of these doping and seeding experiments 

on PZN and PMN, Carvalho et al. (76> seeded an amorphous PMN precursor prepared
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from organic citrate solutions with 1 wt% BaTi03. As a result of the seeding, the fraction 

of perovskite phase increased from 88% for a pure sample to >95% in the seeded samples 

calcined at 800°C for Ihr. Similarly, Narendar et al.(77,78) seeded EDTA-PMN precursor 

with approximately 5 wt% fine BaTi03 particles. This amount accounts for a seeding 

density of about 1.2x1014 BaTi03 particles/cm3 of material. At this concentration the 

formation temperature for the perovskite crystallization decreased from 700°C to 

approximately 600°C, due to the heteroepitaxial nucieation of the PMN on the seeded BT 

nucieation sites. Mazon et al?9) seeded PZN-0.05PT with both BaTi(>3 and PbTi03 in 

order to control the pyrochlore content, particle size, and uniformity of the final ceramic 

microstructure.

The seeding additions of BaTi(>3 and PbTi03 provided low energy heteroepitaxial 

nucieation sites to aid in the PMN perovskite phase transformation. These additions also 

decreased the probability of pyrochlore formation, possibly by stabilizing the final 

perovskite structure after chemical homogenization. As predicted by Halliyal and 

Shrout<66,67), BaTiC>3, PbTi03, and SrTi03 display stable perovskite structures (Fig. 2.10). 

Small amounts of BaTi(>3 and SrTiC>3, and larger amounts of PbTiC>3, added to PMN 

increase the stability of the PMN perovskite structure when completely dissolved as a 

solid solution. These additions raise both the tolerance factor and average 

electronegativity difference of the PMN solid solution composition.
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1 8  GRAIN-ORIENTED FERROELECTRIC CERAMICS

Randomly-oriented ceramics show a macroscopic symmetry of (spherical 

symmetryXFig. 2.3)/2’ This symmetry forces the ceramic to display an average of its 

crystallographically dependent physical properties. The symmetry of ferroelectric 

materials may be beneficially altered by poling the sample with an applied electric field, 

forcing dipole alignment. The increased alignment of the dipoles induces a new 

macroscopic symmetry which may be described as °°m (conical symmetry)/2’ This lower 

symmetry allows for the piezoelectric effect to appear for ferroelectric ceramics.

The piezoelectric effect for the ceramic can be further increased by lowering the 

overall macroscopic symmetry closer to the symmetry shown by its single crystal 

counterpart. The broadness of the conical symmetry can be reduced by initially orienting 

the grain structure (texture) before poling, so that the ceramic displays microstructural 

fiber-texture. An unpoled fiber-textured ceramic would show a macroscopic symmetry 

of oo/mm (cylindrical symmetry)/2’ A high degree of fiber-texture in the polar direction 

enables a higher degree of dipole alignment (poling efficiency).

By producing a ferroelectric ceramic which shows a high degree of

microstructural texture, the dielectric, pyroelectric, and piezoelectric properties become

more directionally dependent like a single crystal. This has been demonstrated for fiber-

textured (S rJJaJN b ^ /82’ PbNb206,(83) and BUTisO^84'85’ and sheet-textured

(SrXa)2Nb207.(86) When the fiber-texture of the grains is in the direction of the polar

axis, the piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties were shown to improve drastically due

to the increased poling effectiveness. After poling, fiber-textured (Sr3 a)Nb206, and

PbNb206 show pronounced increases in their dielectric, piezoelectric, and/or pyroelectric
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properties (close to their single crystal values in the polar direction). Duran et a/.<82) 

showed that there was a direct correlation between the degree of fiber-texture in the polar 

direction with the percentage of single crystal-like properties for (Sro.53,Bao.47)Nb206 

ceramics. As the fiber-texture increased in the [001], the piezoelectric coefficient 

increased to a high fraction of the single crystal values. Therefore, by texturing 

ferroelectric ceramics by conventional ceramic processing routes, it is possible to obtain 

an inexpensive substitute for single crystals which display similar dielectric, pyroelectric, 

and piezoelectric properties.

Grain-oriented ceramics (textured ceramics) have been produced by various 

processing means primarily for materials with low symmetry crystal structures. The 

development of the texture is usually the result of the orientation and grain growth of 

aligned anisometric grains. Grain-oriented ceramics have also been formed by 

directional solidification or melt-texturing.<87,88) The melt-texturing process requires the 

fastest growing crystallographic direction from the melt, which will dominate the 

oriented growth, to be either parallel or perpendicular to the desired texture direction. 

This is most common for materials which have low symmetry crystal structures. The 

different crystallographic planes have different growth kinetics based on the variance in 

surface energy leading to the textured microstructures composed of faceted grains.

The critical initial step in forming textured ceramics by most conventional 

ceramic processing methods is the alignment of the anisometric particles within the 

starting powder. This is usually done by an applied anisotropic stress during powder 

consolidation. The particles may be aligned by various green processing methods like 

tapecasting, extrusion, centrifugal casting, slip casting, sinter forging, and hot-
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pressing.182'86-89’961 The efficiency of these processing methods is limited by the 

interaction of the anisometric particles which controls the degree of initial alignment and 

green density. The alignment of these grains is retained through the various thermal 

processing steps (burnout, sintering, annealing...) leading to the development of a 

textured ceramic. The volume fraction of texture may increase during the thermal 

processing step due to subsequent densification and grain growth of the aligned particles. 

In most systems where the grain population is primarily composed of anisometric grains, 

the increase in texture due to grain growth may be limited by the early impingement of 

the grains.

In order to avoid particle interaction during green processing, a small fraction of 

anisometric seeds (or templates) may be aligned in a fine-grained matrix, allowing the 

templates to be isolated within the matrix during the consolidation process (Fig. 2.11). 

During thermal processing, the dispersed, aligned templates then grow at the expense of 

the matrix (Fig. 2.12). This process is typical of exaggerated grain growth where the 

process is driven by the difference in surface free energy between the matrix and the 

larger template grains. This process has been termed templated grain growth (TGG).(89) 

Therefore, TGG allows for improved texturing of ceramics due to a decrease in particle 

interaction during green processing and minimal grain impingement before texture 

conversion during thermal processing. The TGG process has been applied to texturing 

structural ceramics like AI2O3 (Figs. 2.l3(a,b)),<89) SiC,(90) Si3N4,(9l) and mullite{92) and 

ferroelectric ceramics like SriNbjO^ 86,961 (Sr,Ba)Nb206,(82> and B i ^ O ^ 84'8̂  TGG can 

also be applied to the growth of an oriented single crystal by aligning only a single
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Tapecast Direction

Figure 2.11: Schematic of the process in which the template particles are aligned 
by the applied shear force under the doctor blade during tape casting.

Increasing Heat Treatment

Figure 2.12: Schematic of the TGG process in which the texture fraction increases 
with further growth of die template particles within the matrix material 
during thermal processing.
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(b)

Figure 2.13: SEM micrographs of (a) random and (b) TGG textured A120 3
with S wt% CaO+Si02 liquid phase sintered at 1600 °C for 2 h.(89)
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template crystal within the matrix. TGG has also been used to produce single crystal 

AI2O3/971 BaTiO3,(98' 100) ferrites,(101) and PMN-PT.(40’42)
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Chapter 3 

TEMPLATE SELECTION FOR TGG OF PMN-PT

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Texturing materials by the Templated Grain Growth (TGG) process is primarily 

dependent upon the initial alignment of the template particles within the ceramic body 

during green processing and the epitaxial nucleation and growth of the desired phase on 

these oriented templates during high temperature treatment. Therefore, an essential 

physical component in TGG is the template particle which acts as a substrate for epitaxy 

and as a seed for the exaggerated grain growth. The epitaxy dictates the crystallographic 

alignment of a small population of grains, which could be thought of as a population of 

oriented “exaggerated” grains. Thus, with further exaggerated grain growth, the volume 

fraction of textured material increases.

For template particles to serve both purposes, there are a few requirements which 

must be satisfied. The template particle must possess a crystal structure and lattice 

parameter which is similar to the desired phase to be templated. The templating phase 

must be able to nucleate and grow from the oriented template particle at elevated 

temperature. The template particle must have a suitably high aspect ratio morphology 

(like a whisker, blade or platelet), so that it can be mechanically oriented under an 

applied shear force during green forming, hi instances where the purpose of texturing is 

to access physical properties which are directly related to crystallographic orientation 

(like thermal conductivity, dielectricity, piezoelectricity, electrical conductivity...), the 

template axis must match the desired crystallographic orientation. And, the template
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panicle must be thennodynamicaliy stable within the environment at which it is to 

function, meaning that the template must not react or dissolve within the matrix material 

before nucleation and growth of stable oriented nuclei. Since most TGG systems contain 

a liquid phase to enhance growth kinetics, the template must show sufficient stability in 

the presence of the liquid phase at the growth temperature. The template must not react 

with the liquid to form a rogue phase on the surface which would act as a barrier to the 

nucleation of the desired phase.

In TGG systems where the template and matrix materials are of the same 

composition, the solubility (5) of the material in the liquid is governed by the Gibbs- 

Thomson equation:

where Sto and 5«0 are the respective equilibrium solubilities of the template and matrix, y 

is the solid-liquid surface energy, Q  is the molar volume, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is 

temperature, and r is the radius of the particle (template or matrix). The larger template 

particles have a lower solubility than the matrix particles due to the solubility dependence 

on r  (rr» r* f) which incidentally drives the Ostwald ripening process.1 ̂  In the case 

where the template and matrix are of different composition, then:

Eq. 3.1

StF^To^Mo Eq. 3.2

S ^ t^ S mo Eq. 33

and therefore, for TGG to occur
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_ ,2yrQ. c ,2ywQ. 
ST, exP(“7“ ) »  5 «o e x p ( - ^ — )

«> r kTr»
Eq. 3.4

This indicates that the TGG process is dependent on the difference in particle size 

between the template and matrix (Ar=rrr»), the respective surface energy of the 

template and matrix (yr and y„), and the equilibrium solubilities of the two compositions. 

If the overall solubility of the template is close or below the critical solubility (5*) of the 

system, then the stability of the template will be in question.

Single crystals and thin film-coated substrates of many compositions have been 

used to template the growth of textured Pb-based ferroelectric thin films. Epitaxial thin 

films of Pb(Mg,/3NbM)03 (PMN), PbfMg^Nb^XVPbTiOs (PMN-PT), Pb(Zr,Ti)03 

(PZT) and PbTi03 (PT) can be grown on MgO, SrTiOj, M g A l^ , LaAl(>3, LaNi03, 

YBa2Cu307, (La,Sr)Co03, SrRu03, and Pt at temperatures usually less than 800°C.(2J) 

Many of these compositions should be avoided as candidate templates for the TGG of 

PMN-PT to eliminate problems with template stability and adverse effects on the 

dielectric and piezoelectric properties.

The most desirable templates would be whisker or platelet PMN and/or PMN-PT 

in the size range of 10-50 jun, so that after growth the average grain size will remain 

<100 |tm. Molten flux and hydrothermal crystal growth processes can be controlled to 

produce large quantities of PMN and PMN-PT crystallites, but currently well-faceted 

particles with whisker or platelet morphologies have not been produced by these
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processes.14-’̂  Both processes are also plagued by the formation of various pyrochlote 

phases similar to those observed for PMN-PT powder synthesis by the co-precipitation 

and mixed-oxide routes.

The best alternative template candidates would be other perovskite ferroelectric 

materials which display a similar lattice parameter (~4 A) and can be synthesized into 

well-faceted, high aspect ratio crystallites. The formation of PZT crystallites by molten 

flux and hydrothermal methods produces spherical and cuboidal morphologies, similar to 

those of PMN and PMN-PT.0 M6) Unlike PZT, PbTiC>3 crystallites can be produced in 

both fiber and tabular morphologies primarily by hydrothermal synthesis. Moon et 

a/.°7,l8) synthesized phase-pure, tabular-like (001 }-PbTi03 particles which are <10 pm in 

size (aspect ratio <3) and show significant faceted overgrowth. Cheng et a/.°9,20) and 

Ohara et a/.<2,) showed that various morphologies (spherical, platelet, and fibers) could be 

fabricated by altering the pH, Pb/Ti ratio, and temperature. Both Cheng and Ohara’s 

work produced well-faceted, high aspect ratio particles, but the particles consisted of a 

metastable lead titanate structure.

Lead-free compositions which have the perovskite structure, like BaTi03 and 

SrTi03, could also be used as template materials. Similar to PbTK>3, BaTi03 and SrTi03 

show very low lattice mismatch to PMN and PMN-PT even at high temperature (Fig. 

3.1(a,b».<22J3) Hydrothermally prepared BaTi03 results in the formation of nanometer 

size spherical and cuboidal particles.(24'26) Molten salt synthesis of BaTi03 crystals has 

been intensively investigated since the early 1950’s. The most common morphologies 

are {001 }-plateIet and -“butterfly” twinned platelets of the hexagonal and cubic phase, 

respectively, which can be grown in KF, BaCl2, K2CO3, and Na2C03.(27,28) Utilizing an
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ion-exchange reaction within the molten salt and hydrothermal processes, partially 

crystallized (001)-fiber BaTi03 has been formed by reacting potassium titanate fibers 

with a Ba source (i.e. BaCC>3 or BafOH^)/29*30* Tabular SrTi03 has been synthesized by 

a hydrothermal reaction. Takeuchi et a/.(3,) first demonstrated that epitaxial layers of 

SrTi03 could be grown on the surface of Sr3Ti2(>7 tabular particles. Watari et al.i32) 

utilized this knowledge to react and excess Ti02 in molten KCl-NaCl to form

tabular stoichiometric {001 }-SrTi03 particles which are 10-20 pm in diameter and -5 in 

thickness.

As confirmed by both Takeuchi et al. and Watari et al., the SrTi03 cubic 

perovskite phase nucleated and grew from a layered-perovskite structure (SnTizO?) at 

high temperatures (> 800°C). Sr3Ti207 has a Ruddlesden-Popper-type structure where 

the c-plane is composed of perovskite blocks separated along the c-axis by SrO 

layers.'31-32) The (001)-face has a lattice parameter of a= 3.9 A which is similar to the 

lattice parameter of most perovskite materials ( -  4 A). Takeuchi et al.03) also showed 

that epitaxial single crystal layers of {001}-PbTiO3 could grow on {001}-Bi4Ti30i2 

platelets, another layered perovskite type phase. Bi4Ti30i2 possesses the Aurivillius 

structure which consists of three perovskite-like units (BiTiOJ separated by two 

(Bi202>2+ layers along the c-axis.(34) Ramesh et a/.'35-36’ and Ghonge et al.{57) used a thin 

film of Bi4Ti30i2 to template the epitaxial growth of various heterostructures of PZT in 

the [001] by pulsed laser deposition. These reports reinforce the idea that compositions 

which possess layered perovskite structures can be utilized to template cubic perovskite 

materials, especially Pb-based ferroelectric perovskite compositions like PMN-PT. This 

would be very beneficial for the TGG of PMN-PT, since anisotropic, (001)-faceted
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particles of layered perovskite materials are relatively easy to form by molten salt and 

hydrothermal processes.

Chen et a/.(38J9) was the first to investigate the reaction between ceramic PZT and 

Bi4Ti30 |2 powders which were randomly mixed. It was reported that the reaction formed 

a mixture of isotropic and elongated grains, and the XRD pattern indicated that the final 

composition of the ceramic was a mixture of PZT and a secondary Bi4Ti30i2 phase. This 

work suggested that BuTisOu was stable within the PZT and Pb-rich environment, but it 

did not directly indicate templated growth of PZT from the Bi4Ti30i2 particles.

The objective of this work was to identify possible template candidates for 

texturing PMN-PT ceramics by TGG in the <001> by comparing various cubic 

perovskite and layered-perovskite materials using the criteria previously stated. This 

work primarily focused on the use of non-lead based compositions in which the texturing 

is dependent on heteroepitaxial nucleation and growth. This heteroepitaxial 

TGG process is different from the usual systems, which are textured by a homoepitaxial 

TGG process, since the stability of the template within the matrix becomes of great 

importance to the whole process.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Eight compositionally different template particle systems were synthesized to 

investigate their applicability to the TGG of PMN-PT. BuTisOu, Sr3Ti207, KSr2NbsOt5, 

and SriNtnO? compositions are not perovskites, and were all made by molten salt 

processes. The crystal structures of BUTisOu and were given above. Sr2Nt>207

possesses the high temperature prototype S rfl^O r structure, which belongs to the
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orthorhombic space group Cmcm.(40) The crystal structure can be envisioned as

a layered perovskite structure, where the unit cell is composed of stacked perovskite-type 

layers along the c-axis containing comer-shared Nb06 octahedra and twelve-coordinated 

Sr cations. KSr2NbjOi5 has a tetragonal tungsten bronze structure (space group P4bm) 

which is similarly characterized by layers of comer sharing 6-fold coordinated cation 

sites (perovskite-Iike units) which are stacked along the c-axis.(4,) BaTi03, SrTiCh, and 

PbTi03 all have the cubic perovskite structure at elevated temperatures. BaTi03 and 

SrTi03 were both synthesized by a molten salt process, and the PbTi03 templates were 

made by a hydrothermal process. The following subsections will describe the procedures 

used to synthesize the desired template particles. The stability and epitaxial growth of 

single crystal PMN-PT layers were observed by x-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM).

3.2.1 Synthesis of BUTijOu Templates

39.75 wt% Bi20 3 (99.99%, Alfa-Aesar, Ward Hill, MA), 10.25wt% fumed Ti02 

(Degussa-HUls, Frankfurt, Germany), 22wt% NaCl (99.0%, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA), 

and 28 wt% KC1 (>99.0%, Alfa Aesar) were ball milled in 60 ml high density 

polyethylene (HDPE) bottle by 3 mm Zr02 media for 10 hours in isopropanol. The slurry 

was dried in air and loaded into a 100 ml alumina crucible. The powder mixture was 

heated at 1000°C for 6 h. After the isothermal hold, the crucible was cooled at 10°C/min 

to room temperature. The Bi4Ti30 i2 powder was removed from the cake by washing in 

hot de-ionized water. The resultant powder was phase pure BUTi30 |2 by XRD. Figure
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3.2(a) shows the platelet morphology of the template particles with an average diameter 

between 5-20 pm and a thickness of >0.5 pm.

$ 2 2  Synthesis of KSrjNbsOu Templates

KS^NbjOis template particles were synthesized by the method described by 

Duran et a/.(42) SrNb206 was first prepared by ball-milling S(C03 (99%, Alfa Aesar) and 

NbiOs (H.C. Starck, Newton, MA) for 24 h in ethanol using 3 mm Z1O2 media in a 

HDPE bottle. The powder was dried and calcined at 1050°C for 5 h in an alumina 

crucible. The KSN templates were then formed by reacting KCI salt (>99.0%, Alfa 

Aesar) with the SrNb20 6 at a weight ratio of 1:1. The powder mixture was sealed in an 

alumina crucible and fired at a heating rate of 5°C/min to 1 L00°C and held for 6 h. The 

crucible was then cooled to room temperature at 2°C/min. The salt was removed from 

the powder through multiple washings in de-ionized water. These procedures produced 

phase pure KSr2NbsOis acicular template particles (Fig. 3.2(b)) with an average length of 

5-20 pm and diameters of >1 pm.

3.2J Synthesis of SrjNbjOj Templates

The process to form SriNthO? templates was based on the results of the Ph.D. 

thesis of B. Brahmaroutu.143-441 S r N b ^  particles were first formed by mixing Nb2Q5 

(H.C. Starck) and SrCh (99%, Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., Milwaukee, WI) at a 1:1 

molar ratio in isopropanol. The mixture was ball-milled using 3 mm Zr02 media in an 

HDPE bottle. The mixture was dried and heated in a sealed alumina crucible at 900°C
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(C) (d)

Figure 3.2: SEM micrographs of (a) Bi4Ti30 I2, (b) KSr2Nb50 ,5, (c) SrjNbjO,, and
(d) Sr3Ti20 7 template particles after molten salt synthesis.
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for 4 h and then cooled at 3°C/min to room temperature. The excess salt was removed 

from the powder by multiple washings in de-ionized water. The S r N b ^  particles were 

then mixed with StC03 (99%, Alfa Aesar ) at a 1:1 molar ratio by the same mixing 

procedures described above for the synthesis of S rN b ^ . The mixture was dried and 

hand mixed with 67wt% KCI (>99.0%, Alfa Aesar). This mixture was then reacted in an 

alumina crucible at 1100°C for 4 h to form the particles. The final product was

washed multiple times in de-ionized water to eliminate any residual salts. The final 

SrjNt^O? particles displayed a blade-like morphology with average lengths of 

approximately S-IS pm (Fig. 3.2(c)).

3 1 4  Synthesis of S rjT IA  and SrTiO) Templates

The Sr3Ti207 and SrTi03 template particles were fabricated by the procedures 

described by Watari et alP2) StC03 (99%, Alfa Aesar) and fumed Ti02 (Degussa-HQls) 

were ball-milled in ethanol by 3 mm Zr02 media in an HDPE bottle. The SrC03 and 

Ti02 were mixed at a 3.1:2.0 molar ratio for 10 h KCI (>99.0%, Alfa Aesar) was then 

added to the slurry, so that the total powder weight consisted of 50% KCI. The slurry 

was dried and the mixture was sealed in an alumina crucible and reacted at 1300°C for 6 

h. The crucible was cooled to room temperature at a rate of 3°C/min. The contents were 

washed in hot de-ionized water. The resultant powder consisted of only the Sr3Ti20? 

composition. These particles were distinctly rectangular platelets with an average length 

of 10-20 pm and an average thickness of approximately 5 pm (Fig. 3.2(d)).
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The Sr3Ti207 platelets were used as the precursor material for the formation of the 

platelet SrTiC>3 particles. Sr3Ti207 platelets and fiimed-Ti02 (5.4:1 weight ratio) were 

mixed in isopropanol in a Pyrex™ beaker with a magnetic stir bar. KCI was added to the 

suspension after mixing for 24 h, so that the total weight of the powder consisted of 50% 

KCI. The powder was then allowed to mix for approximately 12 h before drying. The 

powder was sealed in alumina crucibles and heated at 1200°C for 4 h. The sample was 

cooled at approximately 10°C/min to room temperature. The powder was washed in hot 

de-ionized water to remove the KCI. While washing, the suspension was sonicated for 15 

min. and then allowed to sit untouched for 4 min. The upper part of the suspension was 

decanted to remove the fine particles and the unreacted Ti02. The resultant powder 

consisted primarily of rectangular platelet particles approximately 10-20 pm in length 

and >5 pm in thickness which indicates that the aspect ratio slightly decreased from the 

original Sr3Ti2<>7 dimensions (Fig 3.3(a)).

3 I S  Synthesis of BaTiOj Templates

Both platelet and whisker morphologies of BaTi(>3 were investigated in this work. 

The platelet BaTi03 was formed by the Remeika method.(27,28) 32.5wt% BaTiC^ (BT-8, 

Cabot Performance Materials, Boyertown, PA) powder was combined with 67.5wt% KF 

(Acres, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) in a Pt crucible and sealed with a Pt lid. The 

crucible was heated at 5°C/min. to L100°C and isothermally held for 6 h. The crucible 

was then cooled at 0.35°C/min to 850°C and quenched in air to room temperature. The 

excess KF was removed by hot de-ionized water. Crystals displaying a  thickness <100
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(C) (d)

Figure 3.3: SEM micrographs of (a) SrTi03, (b) platelet BaTi03, (c) fiber BaTiO},
and (d) PbTiOj template particles after molten salt or hydrothermal 
synthesis.
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pm were selected. These crystals were crushed and then sieved to 75-150 tun (100-200 

mesh) which produced templates with an aspect ratio ranging from 2-5 (Fig. 3.3(b)).

The BaTi03 whisker templates were obtained directly from Sekisui Plastics Co. 

Ltd., Tenri-city, Japan. The BaTi03 whiskers were produced by Sekisui Plastics Co. and 

reproduced in this work by the procedures reported by Ohara et al.i29) The initial step 

was to first form the hydrous potassium titanate (2K20-llT i0 2-3H20 ) phase by mixing 

K2CO3 and anatase Ti02 at a K20 :Ti02 molar ratio of 1:3 in H20.(45,46) The paste was 

dried in an alumina crucible at 80°C and then fired in the alumina crucible to 1000°C for 

48 h. The product is washed in hot de-ionized water. The resultant 2K20 -l lTi0 2*3H20 

was then mixed with a 1 M aqueous solution of Ba(0H)2-8H20  at a weight ratio of 

20:61.8 in a pressure autoclave (60 vol% fill). The reaction was completed at 500°C for 

20 h. The BaTi03 product was washed again in hot de-ionized water. The BaTi03 

whiskers formed by these procedures have a diameter <1 pm and a length ranging from 

20-100 pm (Fig. 3.3(c)). The XRD of the BaTi03 whiskers show that there is no splitting 

of the peaks as would be seen for fully crystallized tetragonal BaTi03. Therefore, the 

BaTi(>3 whiskers may contain residual K* and OH* ions and vacancies within the 

structure to produce the metastable cubic BaTi03 phase.

3.2.6 Synthesis of PbTiOj Templates

Fibrous PbTi03 was fabricated by the procedures described by Ohara et al.(2l) and 

Cheng et o/.(I9'20> Before undertaking the hydrothermal reaction process, three precursor 

stock solutions were formed. An aqueous 0.5 M stock Pb-acetate (PbfCHsCOOh)
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(Aldrich Chemical Co.) solution was made in de-ionized water. A stock 0.5 M Ti- 

isopropoxide (Ti(OPri)4) (Aldrich Chemical Co.) solution in ethanol was prepared and 

stored in an argon filled glove-box. KOH was then added to de-ionized water to form a 2 

M stock KOH solution. 0.1 wt% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was added to the KOH stock 

solution.

The Ti-isopropoxide solution was added to the Pb-acetate solution in a 21 ml 

Teflon-lined Parr hydrothermal autoclave (Parr Instrument Company, Moline, IL) at a 

Pb/Ti ratio=l.4. The 2 M KOH solution was added to the Parr autoclave until the pH was 

13.8. The addition of the KOH produced a thick yellowish-white gel in the Parr 

autoclave. The gel filled 50 vol% of the Teflon autoclave cell. The Parr autoclave was 

sealed and heated to 165°C for 5 h. The resultant powdered cake was filter-washed with 

de-ionized water. The pH of the wash water was altered to -10 by NH»OH to decrease 

Pb leaching from the PbTi03 particles during washing. The PbTi03 fibers are <1 pm in 

diameter and between 10-20 pm in length (Fig. 3.3(d)). Cheng et al. (l9-20) reported that 

the resultant particles show a (PbTi03)„ pattern. The (PbTi03)n phase was determined to 

have a tetragonal, body-centered structure (14 symmetry). Cheng et al. and Suzuki et 

al.m  reported that the acicular particles crystal structure changed to the tetragonal 

PbTi03 structure above 650°C without altering the morphology of the particles.

3.2.7 Stability of Templates within a PMN-35PT Matrix

As previously stated, the three primary requirements which dictate the utility of 

templates for the TGG process are: I) the template must display a sufficient aspect ratio
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in order to mechanically orient by a shear force during green processing, 2) the template 

must provide the proper atomic structure and lattice parameter for heteroepitaxial 

nucleation of the desired phase and orientation, and 3) the template must be 

thermodynamically stable within its environment at the nucleation and/or growth 

temperatures. The templates described above were chosen since they fulfill the first 

requirement. The stability of the templates and their ability to act as nucleation sites for 

the growth of oriented PMN-PT were then investigated. The stability of the templates 

was investigated in a 0.65Pb(Mgi/3Nb2/3)03-0.35PbTi03 (PMN-35PT) matrix powder 

containing 0 and 1 wt% excess PbO. PMN-PT powder containing excess PbO has been 

shown to increase densification and grain growth, and decrease the formation of the 

pyrochlore phase due to PbO vaporization.

PMN-35PT was synthesized by the columbite method by milling MgNt^Cfe (TRS 

Inc., State College, PA), (PbCOjhPbfOHh (Aldrich Chemical Co.), and fumed T1O2 

(Degussa-HQls) at the proper stoichiometry in de-ionized H2O (pH=I0.5). The 

composition was ball-milled for 12 h with high purity Zr02 media (3 mm diameter). The 

slurry was dried and the powder was reacted in an alumina crucible at 850°C for 6 h. The 

excess PbO was added by ball-milling the proper concentration of (PbC03)2Pb(0 H)2 with 

fully calcined PMN-35PT in toluene for 10 h. The powder was dried at -100°C and 

calcined at SS0°C for 4 hours. The average particle size of the PMN-35PT powders after 

milling, measured by centrifugal sedimentation (Horiba CAPA-700), was approximately 

0.8 pm.
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The two PMN-35PT matrix compositions were mixed with 10 vol% of each 

template composition in isopropanol The slurries were mixed in Pyrex beakers by 

magnetic stir bars for 24 h, and then dried while stirring. 0.3 grams of each composition 

was uniaxially pressed in a 6 mm diameter die. The compact was uniaxially pressed at 7 

MPa, and then cold isostatically pressed at 210 MPa. Each sample was encapsulated in 

an -7  mm diameter, two piece Pt crucible. The Pt encapsulated samples were packed in a 

double crucible setup using PMN-35PT as the packing powder to control PbO 

volatilization.

Two separate heating profiles were used to sinter the samples in this experiment. 

The first heating profile (hereafter named Profile 1) consisted of a 10°C/min ramp to 

800°C with a 5 h isothermal hold followed by a second ramp at 10°C/min to the sintering 

temperature of 1150°C with another S h hold. The intention of this heating profile was to 

investigate the possibility of a necessary nucleation step below the melting temperature of 

the Pb-based liquid phase in the system (~830-885°C).(48*SO) The second profile 

(hereafter named Profile 2) consisted of heating the samples at lO°C/min directly to the 

sintering temperature of 1150°C where the samples were isothermally held for S h. The 

samples were weighed after thermal processing to monitor the degree of PbO 

volatilization. Samples which lost greater than 0.S wt% were disregarded to obtain 

samples with a relatively constant PbO concentration over the processing conditions.

X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy 

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were utilized to characterize the stability and the ability to 

nucleate and grow the PMN-PT composition from the templates.
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3 J  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3J.1 Template Compositions with a Non-Perovskite Crystal Structure

The XRD pattern of the sintered PMN-35PT ceramic samples containing 

Bi4Ti30 i2, Sr3Ti207, KS^NbjOu, and Sr2Nb207 templates and no excess PbO is 

displayed in Fig. 3.4(a). These samples were first isothermally held at 800°C for S h 

before being heated to the sintering temperature of il50°C. The purpose for Profile 1 

was to allow for a possible nucleation process to occur below the melting temperature of 

any Pb-rich liquid formation (<830°C).(48'so> This temperature also reflects the upper 

thermal conditions (~800°C) used by Ramesh et a l?5M) to nucleate epitaxial 

heterostructure PZT films on Bi4Ti30 i2 thin films. The XRD pattern for Profile I and 

Profile 2 were found to produce the same diffraction patterns, therefore, only the results 

of Profile I will be described.

The Bi4Ti30 i2 templated sample shows the diffraction pattern (Fig. 3.4(a)) of 

randomly oriented PMN (JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 27-1199) and the 

presence of a second phase with the highest intensity peaks at 20 values of 29.3°, 58.0°, 

48.86°, and 33.94° (order in descending relative intensity). The secondary set of 

diffraction peaks do not correspond to the diffraction pattern of Bi4Ti30 i2 (JCPDS 

Powder Diffraction File Card No. 35-0795). This indicates that the Bi4Ti30 i2 templates 

were not thermodynamically stable in pure PMN-35PT during the thermal processing. 

These additional diffraction peaks match well with the cubic-pyrochlore structure of 

Pbi.s3Mgo.29Nbi.7106.39 (JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 33-0769). This result 

indicates that the high temperature reaction of Bi4Ti30 i2 and PMN-PT powder gives rise
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Figure 3.4: X-ray diffraction patterns of PMN-35FT ceramics containing 10
vol% SrjNbjO,, Sr3Ti20 7, KSrjNbjOu, and Bi4Ti30 12 templates 
with (a) 0 wt% and (b) lwt% excess PbO (sintered by heating 
Profile I).
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to the pyrochlore phase. Since Bi3* ions and Pb2+ ions are of similar sizes and their 

oxides form a low temperature eutectic (602°C), it is understandable that there would be 

interdiffusion between the two phases. The B i ^ O u  composition closely resembles the 

composition of a cubic-pyrochlore, therefore, the reaction and interdiffusion between the 

two phases would probably result in the degradation of the perovskite and the formation 

of the pyrochlore structure. This result contradicts the observations reported by Chen et 

a/.(38J9) Chen et al. indicated that a mixture of perovskite PZT and BuTisOi 2 resulted in 

the formation of the Bi^VTUOis phase (JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 43- 

0972) and residual BiVI^Ou when sintered at temperatures between I000-1200oC in air. 

The three highest intensity peaks observed by Chen et al. were located at 20 values of 

-28.75°, -32.5°, and -69.69° which differ from the three highest intensity peaks of 

PbBi4Ti4Ois (30.22°, 23.2°, and 32.93°). Instead, the secondary phase should have a 

composition closer to the pyrochlore P b i^ C ^  (JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 

26-0142), with Bi3+ substituted in the A-site with accompanying vacancy formation. The 

results obtained by Chen et al. correlate better with the findings of this work stating that 

there is a high temperature (>800°C) reaction between B i^ijO uand  Pb-based perovskite 

ferroelectric materials (like PMN-PT and PZT) to form the pyrochlore phase. Additions 

of Bi4Ti30i2 either destabilizes the PMN-PT perovskite by an ion-exchange process or 

acts as a seed for the phase formation of isolated pyrochlore throughout the material. In 

either case, this work shows that Bi4Ti30i2 is an unacceptable template candidate for 

TGG at this sintering and growth condition.
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The diffraction patterns for PMN-35PT containing both B i ^ O u  templates and 

lwt% excess PbO sintered using Profile 1 are displayed in Fig. 3.4(b). Again, Profile 1 

and Profile 2 resulted in the same diffraction pattern. The diffraction pattern shows the 

same peaks and peak intensities as the diffraction pattern for the 0 wt% excess PbO 

composition. The presence of the excess PbO did not alter the reaction between the 

Bi4Ti30i2 and PMN-35PT. The intentionally added excess PbO should form a Pb-rich 

liquid phase at temperatures between 830-886°C which would wet the grain 

boundaries/48*30* The liquid would enhance the kinetics of sintering and grain growth by 

allowing for higher mobility of the species through the grain boundaries by a 

dissolution/precipitation process. The presence of the liquid phase, and thus, the 

enhanced ion mobility, did not alter the degree of pyrochlore formation. Therefore, it 

may be assumed that either the pyrochlore formation is not drastically dependent upon 

the dissolution of the BUTi30 i2 templates or the reaction occurs rapidly without a need 

for enhanced kinetics or transport.

Figure 3.4(a) and Fig. 3.4(b) show similar results for the PMN-35PT samples

containing KS^NbsOis and S^Nt^O? templates as for the samples containing the

Bi4Ti30i2 templates. The KS^NbjOis and S^Nt^O? templates both reacted in the PMN-

35PT matrix composition containing 0 wt% excess PbO (Fig. 3.4(a)) or I wt% excess

PbO (Fig. 3.4(b)). Like the B i ^ O u  containing samples, these samples formed the

same pyrochlore phase represented in the diffraction patterns with peaks at 20 values of

approximately 29.3°, 58.0°, 48.9°, and 33.9° (ordered in descending relative intensity).

The presence of the excess PbO did not affect the relative extent of the pyrochlore

formation. Also, there was no effect of the heating profile (Profile I versus Profile 2) on
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the reaction. Therefore, BuTisOu, KS^NbsOu, and Sr2Nt>207 templates all react 

similarly with PMN-35PT; they form the parasitic pyrochlore phase, making these 

compositions undesirable TGG templates in the given environment.

The additions of Sr3Tt207 to PMN-35PT resulted in the formation of the 

perovskite phase without the formation of the pyrochlore phase as displayed by the 

diffraction patterns (Fig. 3.4(a,b)). This result was consistent for both sintering profiles 

and both the matrix compositions (0 wt% and lwt% excess PbO). The SEM of the 

microstructure (Fig. 3.5(a)), for the sample sintered using Profile 1, shows a uniform, 

high density microstructure. The grains can be characterized as possessing a non-faceted 

morphology with an average grain size o f -10 pm. The absence of a bimodal population 

of grain sizes indicates that the Sr3Ti2(>7 did not succeed in templating the PMN-35PT 

composition. The uniform microstructure verifies normal grain growth of the PMN-35PT 

composition regardless of the presence of 10 vol% of Sr3Ti2(>7 particles. Figure 3.5(b) 

shows the presence of small inclusions within some of the grains. EDS indicates that 

these inclusions contain a higher concentration of Sr. Thus, the Sr3Ti207 particles are not 

stable at high temperatures, since the Pb-rich environment at these temperatures induces 

the dissolution and incorporation of the templates into the matrix material. This 

instability suggests that the use of the Sr3Ti2C>7 particles as templates is not plausible at 

these TGG conditions.

3 J J  Template Compositions with a Perovskite Crystal Structure

The XRD patterns of the sintered samples containing 10 vol% PbTi03, BaTi03, or 

SrTi03 and a matrix PMN-35PT composition containing 0 wt% or 1 wt% excess PbO
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Figure 3.5(a): SEM micrograph of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing 10 vol% 
Sr3Ti20 7 templates with I wt% excess PbO (sintered by heating 

Profile 1).
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Figure 3.5(b): SEM micrograph with EDS pattern of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing 
10 vol% Sr3Ti20 7 templates with 1 wt% excess PbO (sintered by heating 
Profile 1).
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are displayed in Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b), respectively. Samples in Figs. 3.6(a) and 

3.6(b) were sintered using heating Profile I, but again. Profile 1 and Profile 2 resulted in 

the same diffraction patterns. Therefore in all cases, a low temperature holding step did 

not seem to alter the final phase assemblage.

The additions of the various perovskite compositions to the PMN-35PT matrix 

did not initiate the formation of a pyrochlore phase during the high temperature 

processing. As shown by Fig. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b), additions of the PbTi(>3 and BaTi03 

whisker particles caused significant splitting of all of the diffraction peaks except for the 

(110) and (111). The powder diffraction pattern of PMN-35PT used in this work shows 

singular broad peaks at all peak positions since the composition lies at the MPB (Fig. 

3.7). At the MPB, both the rhombohedral and tetragonal forms of the perovskite phase 

are at equilibrium, and this state is displayed by broad peaks indicating various lattice 

distortions throughout the material. The distinct splitting of the peaks (especially 

noticeable for the {002} position) may indicate that the PMN-35PT composition was 

pushed into the tetragonal phase state. The preferential formation of the tetragonal PMN- 

PT phase implies that there was a compositional change initiated by the dissolution of the 

tetragonal perovskite PbTiC>3 and BaTiO; into the matrix PMN-35PT. The splitting may 

also indicate that a (Ba,Pb)TiC>3 solid solution formed, especially when excess PbO was 

added to the matrix composition. Figure 3.8 displays the microstructure of the sintered 

PMN-35PT ceramic containing 10 vol% PbTi03 template particles. The microstructure is 

uniform and dense and consists of equiaxed grains with an average grain size of -17 pm. 

There is no physical evidence of remnant PbTiQ* templates. The microstructure of the 

PMN-35PT samples containing the BaTi03 whisker particles (Fig. 3.9) distinctly shows
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PbTi03, SrTiO}, and BaTi03 templates with (a) 0 wt% and (b) lwt% 
excess PbO (sintered by heating Profile I).
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SEM micrograph with EDS pattern of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing 
10 vol% PbTiO} whisker templates with 1 wt% excess PbO (sintered by 
heating Profile I).
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Figure 3.9: SEM micrograph with EDS pattern of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing
10 vol% BaTi03 whisker templates with 1 wt% excess PbO (sintered by 
heating Profile I).
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the location of grains containing a high concentration Ba incorporation by the contrast 

difference between the grains. EDS indicates that the dark grains contain a high Ba 

concentration where as the light grains possess an EDS pattern like that of pure PMN-PT. 

Again, the microstructure is quite uniform and dense, but the average grain size (-8  pm) 

is almost half that of the PbTi03 additions.

The question of the stability of the PbTi03 and BaTi(>3 whiskers can be related 

back to the degree of crystallinity of these particles after hydrothermal synthesis. The 

diffraction pattern of the PbTi03 and BaTi03 whiskers after synthesis is shown in Figs. 

3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b), respectively. The PbTi03 whiskers did not show the 

macedonite-PbTi03 phase pattern (JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 6-0452), 

instead it showed the diffraction pattern of a metastable phase, which Cheng et al.(l9 20) 

described as a body-centered tetragonal (14); the details of the structure are still is 

uncertain. The PbTi03 whiskers were shown to transform to the tetragonal perovskite 

phase (Fig. 3.10(a)) after firing in air above ~600°C, as stated by Cheng et al. The 

stability of the perovskite phase, as indicated by the increased magnitude of the peak 

intensities, became greater with an increase in temperature from 650°C to 1000°C for 1 h 

isothermal holds. There was a slight development of a secondary pyrochlore phase, but 

this was probably due to the higher vapor pressure of PbO at these higher temperatures, 

hi this experiment, there was no attempt to suppress PbO evaporation by regulating the 

PbO vapor pressure. Even though the phase stability of the perovskite structure was 

preserved at the elevated temperatures, the morphological structure of the template 

particle was altered, transforming from the desired whisker shape to an isotropic shape 

(Fig. 3.11). The degradation of the particle morphology is probably a result of the phase
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transformation which causes the collapse of the original structure due to the multiple 

vacancies attributed to Ti deficiency (Cheng et a/.).(20) The collapse of the structure 

would cause the formation of multiple grains separated by low angle grain boundaries 

across the particles. The instability of the particle morphology and phase development of 

the perovskite structure indicates that these PbTi03 are unsuitable as templates for TGG 

of PMN-35PT.

The diffraction pattern of the BaTi03 whiskers (Fig.3.10(b)) after synthesis shows 

there is no tetragonal splitting of the diffraction peaks as expected at room temperature 

(JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 5-0626). The breadth of the diffraction peaks 

decreased slightly after annealing at either 800°C or 1000°C for 1 h. After annealing at 

1000°C for 1 h, a secondary pyrochlore phase also developed in the BaTiOs acicular 

powder. Unlike the PbTi03 whiskers, the morphology of the BaTi03 whiskers is 

preserved throughout the various high temperature treatments (Fig. 3.12). Although the 

morphology of the whiskers remains, the metastable state of the BaTi03 implies that the 

particles include multiple defects and vacancies which might prompt preferential 

dissolution of the particles into the PMN-35PT matrix and/or residual Pb-rich liquid 

phase.

The PMN-35PT ceramics which contained SrTi03 templates also show peak

splitting, but not as extensive as the PMN-35PT ceramics which contained the PbTi03

and BaTi03 whiskers (Figs. 3.6(a,b». The secondary diffraction peaks could not be due

to residual SrTi03 which remained in the final ceramic, since the location of all SrTi03

diffraction peaks (JCPDS Powder Diffraction File Card No. 35-0734) lie at least 1° (20)

higher than the PMN-35PT diffraction peaks. One would assume that the additions of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: SEM micrograph of whisker PbTiO, templates which were 
heat treated at 800°C for 1 h (magnification at (a) 750* and 
(b )2000x )
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: SEM micrograph of whisker BaTi03 templates which were 
heat treated at 800°C for 1 h (magnification at (a) 75Qx and 
(b )2000x )
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SiTiOs, when completely dissolved into the PMN-PT structure, would cause PMN-35PT 

to slightly favor the rhombohedral phase. Isupov(S1) proposed that Pb-based relaxor 

ferroelectrics which possess the perovskite structure have a rhombohedral structure when 

their Goldschmidt(S2) perovskite tolerance factor (TF) is <0.97, and otherwise, the 

materials will favor a tetragonal distortion of the perovskite structure (TF 20.98). 

However PMN, which displays a rhombohedral distortion, has a TF=0.989. In Isupov’s 

calculations, he used the ionic radii provided by Shannon and Prewitt, but the tolerance 

factors were calculated with different coordination numbers (CN) than those required for 

the ions in the perovskite structure (CNA.5iu:=12, CNB-$ite=6, and CNo.Site=6)> Using the 

correct coordination numbers, the rhombohedral perovskite distortion would be stable at 

an approximate TF<1.0 and the tetragonal distortion would be stable at TF>l.0.(S3> Since 

TF=1.0 for PMN-35PT, dissolving SrTiOj (TF=1.0) into PMN-35PT would further 

stabilize the PMN-35PT structure. The problem with this assumption is that SrTi03 

lowers the Tc(54), which may force the solid solution to reside in the tetragonal phase field 

at room temperature. Therefore, the origin of the tetragonal-like peak splitting is still not 

evident. Figure 3.13(a) shows the microstructure of the S1T1O3 containing PMN-35PT 

ceramics. The microstructure shows a diversity of grain sizes and morphologies with 

clusters of grains <10 pm surrounded by grains >20 pm in size. Figure 3.13(b) is a 

higher magnification SEM micrograph of one of the larger grains. The EDS of the region 

of the grain which shows the different etching characteristics, has a high content of Sr. 

The Sr-rich areas of the larger grains do not present a clear distinction of the fate of the 

SrTi03 template. It is unclear if the PMN-35PT matrix is templating from the surface of
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Figure 3.i3(a):SEM micrograph of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing 10 vol%
SrTiOj templates with I wt% excess PbO (sintered by heating
Profile 1).
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Figure 3.13(b):SEM micrograph with EDS pattern of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing
10 vol% SrTiOj templates with I wt% excess PbO (sintered by heating
Profile 1).
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the S(Ti03 particles or if the Pb-rich environment is dissolving the particles and 

redistributing the Sr and Ti ions throughout the matrix. If the PMN-35PT is templating 

from the SrTi03 templates, then the secondary diffraction peaks may be the result of a 

population of grains with a mixed PMN-PT-ST composition.

The diffraction pattern of the PMN-35PT ceramic with the additions of platelet 

BaTiC>3 particles shows two distinct diffraction patterns (Figs. 3.6(a,b». The first is the 

diffraction pattern of PMN-35PT and the second is of BaTi(>3. This indicates the two 

materials did not undergo complete solid solution during the thermal treatment. The 

SEM micrograph (Fig. 3.14) supports this result by showing the presence of the two 

distinct phases. The micrograph displays the original BaTi03 particles (dark regions) left 

as inclusions within large PMN-PT grains (lighter regions). The BaTi03 tabular particles 

are located at the center of the large grains. Also, it can be seen that the large grains all 

contain multiple spherical pores radiating from, but never contained within the BaTiOs 

particle. These two results insinuate that the growth of the large grains was initiated on 

the surface of the BaTi03 particles and that the growth rate of these grains was very high. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the BaTi03 particles successfully acts as a template 

for the growth of PMN-PT.

3 3 3  Characterization of Heteroepitaxial TGG from BaTiOs Template Crystals

In order to isolate the growth process, so that it may be investigated more closely, 

a single millimeter size {001}-BaTiO3 single crystal (1.0 mm2 x 0.4 mm) was embedded 

into the PMN-35PT matrix. The PMN-35PT matrix composition contained 3 wt% excess 

PbO in order to enhance the growth kinetics of the single crystal layer. The cross-section
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Figure 3.14: SEM micrograph of a PMN-35PT ceramic containing 10 vol%
tabular BaTiO} templates with I wt% excess PbO (sintered by
heating Profile 1).
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of the TGG sample sintered at 1150°C for IS min. is displayed in Fig. 3.1S. The figure 

shows >60 pm growth of a crystal layer from the original {001}-BaTiO3 interface. 

Within the grown crystal layer, there are entrapped spherical pores that increase in size 

further from the original BaTi03 interface. The size of the pores in the crystal ranged 

from <1 pm at the initial interface of the BaTi03 to -5  pm at the matrix interface. The 

gradient in the size of the pores in the grown crystal is a result of the coarsening of the 

porosity in the matrix.

An electron diffraction pattern performed on the sample by transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) confirms that the grown layer is a single crystal with an epitaxial 

match to the BaTi03 template crystal (Fig. 3.16). The TEM image and diffraction pattern 

were completed on a sample containing a {001 }-BaTi03 Remeika crystal embedded in a 

PMN-35PT matrix composition containing 3wt% excess PbO heated at lO°C/min. to 

9S0°C and then quenched to room temperature.

EDS (Prism EDS system, Princeton Gamma Tech) was preformed across the 

BaTiOs/templated crystal interface. The minimum mass sensitivity, concentration 

resolution, spatial resolution, and spectral resolution of the EDS system are lx l0 ‘l3g, 

1000 ppm, 1.0 pm, and 130 eV, respectively. The EDS scan showed that there was 

diffusion across the BaTiCtytemplated crystal interface of the sample containing 3 wt% 

excess PbO sintered at 1150°C for 1 h. As seen in Fig. 3.17, a trace of Pb is detected 

within 2 pm of the interface in the BaTiOs crystal, but there was no Ba in the grown 

crystal. Trace amounts of Pb located in the BaTiOs crystal may reside within a  formed 

(BaJ*b)Ti03 precipitate*55,56' or as a defect of polishing and thermal etching. The
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Figure 3 .IS: TGG of a PMN-35PT single crystal layer on a {001 }-BaTi03 template crystal in a PMN-35PT
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PMN-PT Crystal

BaTi03 Template

Figure 3.16: TEM micrograph and electron diffraction patterns showing 
heteroepitaxy of PMN-35PT single crystal grown on a 
{001 }-BaTi03 template from a PMN-35PT matrix containing 
3wt% excess PbO, heated to 950°C and then quenched in air to 
room temperature. (TEM work courtesy of I.M. Reaney)
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intensity of the EDS peaks for Pb, Mg, Nb, and Ti were constant across the grown crystal 

beginning from 2 Jim into the newly formed crystal layer, which indicates that the PMN- 

35PT composition was constant over the grown region.

Single crystal {110}- and {Ul}-BaTi03 cuts (Lockheed-Sanders, Nashua, NH) 

were embedded in the same manner described for the {001}-BaTiO3 Remeika crystals. 

The matrix composition consisted of PMN-35PT with 3 wt% excess PbO. When these 

samples were sintered at U50°C for S h, the single crystal PMN-PT grew completely 

through the sample thickness (1.S mm) with the crystal originating from the BaTi03 

template crystal (-0.25 mm in thickness) in the center of the polycrystalline pellet. As 

seen in Fig. 3.18, the crystals grown from the {110} and {111} templates took on the 

respective 2-fold and 3-fold symmetry of the given orientation, as dictated by the 

perovskite prototype m3m symmetry. This result suggests that other BaTi03 plane 

orientations besides the {001} are stable within the high temperature, Pb-rich 

environment and that the growth kinetics of some of these orientations may be very high.

The stability of the BaTi03 crystals within the high temperature, Pb-rich

environment was further observed by a simple experiment in which 0.01 g of PbO was

distributed on the surface of {001}- and {lll}-BaTi03 crystals. After firing these

samples to 1150°C for 1 h in an ambient air atmosphere, the samples displayed well-

faceted (Pb3 a)Ti03 nuclei on the surface of the crystals (Fig. 3.19(a,b)).(55,56) The

{001 (-crystal showed approximately square nuclei while the {Ul}-crystal presented

triangular nuclei. Again, the features on the crystal surface reflected the symmetry of the

template crystal orientation. When the same experiment was carried out on a {001 }-

SrTi03, the crystal surface did not show any faceted features. The crystal surface showed
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Figure 3.18: Optical micrograph of PMN-35FT single crystals grown
by Tempiated Grain Growth from (a) {110}- and (b) {111 }- 
BaTiOj template crystals embedded in a PMN-35PT ceramic 
containing 3wt% excess PbO (1150°C, 5 h).
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(a)

(b )

Figure 3.19: SEM micrograph of the surface of (a) {111}- BaTi03 and
(b) {001 }-BaTi03 single crystals after their reaction with 0.01 g. 
of PbO at 1150°C for I h.
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a very rough appearance, indicating that the molten PbO attacked the {001}-SrTiO3 

surface at this temperature (Fig. 3.20). This result supports the notion that the {001 }- 

SrTi03 is not as stable in Pb-rich environments and that any Pb-based liquid phase 

available in the PMN-PT matrix would readily dissolve SrTi03 template surface, and 

thus, render it useless to act as a template for TGG. On the other hand, the results of this 

experiment further emphasize the stability of BaTi03 and its ability to act as a template 

for texturing PMN-PT by TGG.

3.4 CONCLUSIONS

This work emphasized the importance of the thermodynamic stability of the 

template within the matrix composition in the given sintering environment. Particles 

which show the proper template size, shape, and epitaxial relation may not be qualified to 

act as the template due to their instability. The instability can be exhibited by the 

degradation of the structure (morphologic or crystallographic), the dissolution, or the 

chemical reaction of the template particle. Many of these various possible 

template/matrix interactions were identified and presented in this work.

The template compositions which possess a layered perovskite or tungsten bronze 

crystal structure (Bi4Ti30 i2, Sr3Ti207, KS^NbjOu, and S^Nt^O?) were shown to be 

thermodynamically unstable in the PMN-35PT matrix regardless of the excess PbO 

content. The Bi4Ti3Oi2, KS^NbjOts, and Sr2Nb207 templates all reacted with the matrix 

material and formed a cubic-pyrochlore phase. The Sr3Ti207 templates did not similarly 

form the pyrochlore phase when added to the PMN-35PT matrix, but the Sr3Ti207 

templates showed signs of dissolution into the PMN-35PT matrix. Also, the
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Figure 3.20: SEM micrograph of the surface of a {001}- SrTi03 single crystal 
after its reaction with 0.01 g of PbO at 1150°C for 1 h.
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microstructure of the ceramic containing the Sr3Ti207 particles did not display the 

presence of any templated grains.

The particles with a perovskite composition and structure did not result in the 

formation of the pyrochlore phase when reacted with the PMN-35PT matrix. The PbTi03 

and BaTi03 whisker templates showed significant dissolution into the PMN-35PT matrix 

due to the chemical instability of the as-synthesized particles. The reaction between both 

the SiTi03 and BaTi03 platelet particles and the PMN-35PT matrix resulted in the 

formation of a population of exaggerated grains. The degradation of the (001 }-SiTi03 

template crystal in the presence of excess PbO and the slight presence of Sr in the 

surrounding PMN-35PT matrix implied that the (001 }-SrTi03 template crystals may not 

be the proper templates to use in a PbO-rich environment. The (001 }-BaTi03 platelet 

particles showed no significant dissolution into the PMN-35PT matrix and excess PbO. 

Templated growth of single crystal PMN-PT layers was observed from the surface of the 

BaTi03 crystals in various sintering conditions. Therefore, this work identified BaTi03 

as a suitable composition to act as a template material for the TGG of PMN-PT.
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Chapter 4

KINETICS OF TEMPLATED GRAIN GROWTH OF PMN-35PT 
CRYSTALS FROM BaTi03 TEMPLATE CRYSTALS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Lead-based relaxor-PbTiOj ferroelectric crystals are grown by high-temperature 

flux processes/1'5* Relatively large lead-based relaxor single crystals have been grown at 

mm/h rates by the Bridgman method/6,7* An alternative, but less efficient method, of 

growing lead-based relaxor single crystals is solid state conversion. In this method, a 

single crystal is embedded in a polycrystalline ceramic and heated to induce the growth 

of the embedded crystal. Li et a //8* produced millimeter size 0.6SPb(Mgi/}Nb2o)O3- 

0.35PbTiO3 (PMN-35PT) single crystals by the solid state conversion method. 

Contacting the ceramic with an oriented single crystal template produces a single crystal 

grown with a specific orientation. The term templated grain growth (TGG) is used to 

distinguish this process from solid state conversion.(9>

The TGG process, similar to that of solid state conversion, is driven by the 

difference in surface free energies between the advancing crystal plane and the matrix 

grains during thermal processing. TGG can be applied to the growth of either an oriented 

single crystal in a fine grained matrix or to the growth of many well oriented template 

particles in a matrix leading to an increase in the texture fraction of specific orientation. 

TGG has been used to produce single crystals of many materials as described in Chapter 

2. These materials were primarily grown by a homoepitaxial TGG process which means 

the growing single crystal or textured ceramic has the same composition and crystal
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structure as the template material. Alternatively, the TGG method can be heteroepitaxial 

when the template material has a different composition, but the same crystal structure as 

the matrix material, fat Chapter 3, various template materials were investigated to act as 

heteroepitaxial templates for the oriented growth of the PMN-PT composition. These 

materials were of different compositions and crystal structures. (001 }-BaTi03 crystals 

synthesized by the Remeika method were shown to be the most stable in the PMN-PT 

matrix and also showed signs of templated growth. This work indicated that BaTi03 

crystals could be used as templates for the TGG of PMN-PT single crystals or textured 

ceramics.

A fundamental understanding of the heteroepitaxial nucieation and growth of the 

single crystal PMN-PT from the oriented template crystal is useful for understanding the 

factors affecting TGG of textured ceramics. Rehrig et al.(m i) showed that BaTi03 and 

(Ba,Zr)Ti03 crystals of various orientations could be grown using either a BaTiOs or 

SrTi03 template crystal. This process was shown to follow cubic growth kinetics, and 

thus, was proposed to be controlled by diffusion. Similar information would be useful for 

the design of solid state processes for the growth of single crystal or textured ceramics of 

PMN-PT and other relaxor-PT systems.

PMN-PT single crystal and the PMN-PT matrix grains are usually grown in the 

presence of a PbO-rich liquid phase as a means to facilitate densification, crystal growth, 

and to compensate for PbO volatilization (Li et a/.(8>>2)). Both the crystal layer and the 

matrix grow by an Ostwald ripening-type process in which the surface free energy of the 

system provides the driving force for the process. Growth at the single crystal layer 

interface is controlled by supersaturation of the liquid (for both interface- and diffusion-
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controlled mechanisms). Therefore, the behavior of the matrix grains must be well 

characterized since the degree of supersaturation depends on the scale of the matrix.

The objective of this work was to systematically evaluate the growth of the single 

crystal PMN-35PT from BaTi03 template crystals. This investigation focused on the 

physical and compositional evolution of the growing crystal during various stages of 

thermal processing. The PMN-35PT matrix grain growth was also monitored to evaluate 

how the driving force changes during the growth process. To account for the effect of 

matrix growth, the template growth kinetics were fit to a diffusion-controlled model with 

a non-constant driving force.(l3) The effect of variables like temperature, template 

orientation, and matrix composition (liquid phase content) on the TGG of the crystal 

layer was investigated.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

PMN-35PT powder (TRS, Inc., State College, PA) was milled with basic PbCOj 

(Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wl, diameters -3 pm) in HDPE bottles 

by 3 mm Zr02 media for 10 hours to obtain powder compositions containing 0, 1,3, and 

S wt% excess PbO. For milling, 25 wt% powder was dispersed in toluene with 0.5 wt% 

dispersing agent (KD3 Hypermer, ICI Surfactants). The powders were dried and calcined 

at 550°C for 4 hours. The average particle diameter of the PMN-35PT powder, measured 

by centrifugal sedimentation (Horiba CAPA-700), was approximately 0.8 pm.

(001 }-BaTi03 crystals approximately 1.0 mm2 x 0.4 mm in size were synthesized 

by the Remeika process/1415* {110}- and (111 }-BaTi(>j crystals of the same dimensions

were cut from crystals obtained from Lockheed-Sanders, Inc. (Nashua, NH). The BaTiO?
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template crystals were embedded in 0.3 grams of PMN-35PT/PbO powder and uniaxially 

pressed in a 6 mm diameter die. The compact was uniaxially pressed at 7 MPa, and then 

cold isostadcally pressed at 210 MPa. For sintering and growth experiments, the 

samples were encapsulated in an ~7 mm diameter, two piece Pt crucible. The Pt 

encapsulated samples were packed in a double crucible setup using PMN-35PT (with 7 

wt% excess PbO) as the packing powder to control PbO volatilization. The double 

crucible setup first included encasing the samples within 2.S grams of the packing 

powder inside a 3.7S x 1.25 x 1.25 cm alumina boat. This alumina boat was then placed 

in a 2.5 cm x  7.5 cm diameter crucible and sealed with an alumina lid. The samples 

were heated at 10°C/min between 950°C-U50°C and held for 0 to 5 h. The samples 

were weighed after thermal processing to monitor the degree of PbO volatilization. 

Samples which lost greater than 0.5 wt% were eliminated to obtain samples with a 

relatively constant PbO concentration over all processing conditions.

The samples were cut perpendicular to the pellet face, polished to 0.5 pm, and 

then thermally etched at 100°C below the sintering temperature for 15 min. From the 

SEM micrographs, the extent of crystal growth was measured from the original BaTi03 

interface to the matrix interface. Since the growth distance of the PMN-PT crystal layer 

varied along the original BaTi03 template crystal, the average distance and standard 

deviation were calculated from distances measured every 20 pm along the length of the 

BaTi03 template crystal. The average grain size and standard deviation were also 

measured for all the samples in which the crystal growth was measured. The average 

lineal intercept was measured for approximately 350 grains from SEM micrographs by
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utilizing steteological analysis software/16’ The average lineal intercept was multiplied 

by 1.56 to obtain the average grain size.(l7)

4 J  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1 Grain Growth Kinetics of the PMN-35PT Matrix

Figures 4.1(a-d) display the average radius and standard deviation of the matrix 

grains within the TGG samples containing 0, 1, 3, or 5 wt% excess PbO, respectively. 

For all matrix compositions, the grains began to coarsen at temperatures as low as 950°C, 

initially starting from a particle size of -0.8 pm and growing to a diameter of 2.0-4.0 pm. 

This means that the dissolution/precipitation mechanism of growth began just above the 

melting temperature of the liquid phase, which ranges between 830-886°C (l8*20), 

depending on the liquid phase composition. With longer sintering times at all 

temperatures, the average grain size saturated for all matrix compositions. The liquid 

phase content did not seem to affect the final saturated grain size, which is contrary to the 

prediction of diffusion-controlled models.(2l>

The width of the grain size distribution increased for longer sintering times, as 

indicated by the larger standard deviations, but abnormally large grains were not 

observed. Chemical heterogeneity and PbO volatilization are reasons given for 

exaggerated grain growth in the PMN-PT system.<22) Thus, fine roll milling of the PbO 

precursor and the control of PbO vaporization (<0.5 wt% loss) probably contributed to a 

series of samples with a more homogenous distribution of the liquid phase than those 

demonstrating exaggerated grain growth.
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Figure 4.1: Matrix grain growth of PMN-35PT with a composition containing
(a) 0 wt%, (b) 1 wt%, (c) 3 wt%, and (d) 5 wt% excess PbO. (The 
solid line is the fitted Lay model.)
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The common characteristic of the growth kinetics for all compositions is the 

decrease in the growth rate resulting in a saturation of the grain size. To explain these 

observations, we need to consider the factors that affect the grain boundary mobility in 

ceramics containing a liquid phase. The increase in grain size indicates that the solubility 

gradient between the growing matrix grains decreases. As long as the size distribution 

around the critical grain size (average grain size) remains self-consistent, then the driving 

force for growth should decrease by a degree which would be predicted by the Lay 

model.(23) Since the distribution of grain sizes in this study remained relatively constant 

for all samples, the mobility may have decreased because of an increase in the liquid 

boundary layer thickness with matrix coarsening. The thicker grain boundary would limit 

the diffusion.

Figure 4.2(a) shows that the samples containing 3 wt% and S wt% excess PbO

densified quickly after the formation of the liquid phase at temperatures <9S0°C. The 0

wt% and 1 wt% excess PbO containing samples did not experience the same accelerated

densification as the higher liquid content samples. Figure 4.2(b) shows that the density

increased by increasing the sintering temperature to 1150°C. During extended isothermal

treatment at 1150°C, the density of the samples decreased by 1 to 6%, especially for 3

and S wt% excess PbO concentrations for longer sintering times. Therefore, another

reason for the decrease in growth rate is a reduction in mobility due to pore drag. The

source of the porosity in the PbO saturated PMN-PT ceramics is still uncertain. Kwon et

a/.(24) proposed that undissolved gases, like nitrogen, originally trapped within the liquid

and pores during densification migrates and forms pores during grain growth. Samples

sintered in oxygen do not undergo these pore coarsening and dedensification processes
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Figure 4.2: Density measured by stereology of the PMN-35PT samples 
sintered at (a) 950 °C and (b) 1150°C.
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which suggests that nitrogen plays a critical role in pore evolution for air sintered 

samples.

Alternatively, the change in mobility may have been the result of the faceting of 

the grains and/or the impingement of these faceted grains. This phenomena is typical of 

systems which display exaggerated grain growth in the presence of a liquid phase.(25) 

PMN-PT compositions containing excess PbO have been known to display well faceted, 

cubic grains. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the SEM micrograph of the grain structure of the matrix 

composition containing 3 wt% excess PbO after being heated to 950°C without an 

isothermal hold. The microstructuie is very uniform, consisting of grains with a 

spherical-like morphology. With an increase in temperature to 11 SOX, the grain 

morphology of the 3 wt% excess PbO sample was altered, where many of the grains 

began to present an angular, block-type morphology (Fig. 4.3(b)). After a 0.5 h 

isothermal hold at 11S0°C for the same composition, the grain morphology of the entire 

grain population displayed the block-type shape (Fig. 4.3(c)). The other matrix 

compositions showed the same tendency for the grain morphology to evolve from the 

spherical to the angular shape (Figs. 4.4(a,b)). The system seems to be driving towards 

an equilibrium cubic shape which might be expected in a perovskite material like PMN- 

PT, but the grains never attain a distinctly faceted morphology. Therefore, it is unlikely 

that the grain growth is governed purely by an interface- or nucleation-controlled 

mechanism, although, the observed morphology change at the higher temperatures may 

suggest a mixed growth mechanism.

Lay reported(23) the following equation for diffusion-controlled grain growth in 

the presence of a liquid phase;
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(a)

(b)

Figures 4.3: SEM micrograph of the microstructure of polycrystalline 
PMN-35PT containing 3 wt% excess PbO sintered at
(a) 950°C for 0 h. and (b) 1150°C for 0 h, and (c) 1 ISO for 
0.5 h.
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(b)

Figures 4.4: SEM micrograph of the microstructure of polycrystalline 
PMN-35PT containing (a) 1 wt% and (b) S wt% 
excess PbO sintered at USO°C for 0.5 h.
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r J - r B3* 1 .0 5 ^  

where t is time and K„ is the kinetic constant which is defined as;

*
" RTpc

In Eq. 4.2, D is the diffusion constant, S0 is the equilibrium solubility, M is the molar 

weight, y is the average surface energy of the matrix grains, R is the gas constant, T is 

temperature, p  is the density of the matrix grains, and c is a constant which relates the 

diffusion layer thickness (8) to the grain size r. The diffusion layer thickness is given by;

5 -c r  = ^  Eq. 4.3
3VS

where r  is the average radius of matrix grains and VL and Vs are the liquid and solid 

volumes, respectively. The matrix grain growth data in Figs. 4.1(a-d) was fit to Lay’s 

model. The kinetic constants (Km) ranged between 3.0xl0'2I-1.4xl0'19 m3/sec. The 

model agreed with the data for the times less than one hour for all temperatures and 

excess PbO concentrations (RSo.98). However, the model did not fit the t l/3 dependence 

for the I150°C data and for all PbO concentrations when a sintering time of five hours 

was included in the data set.

The variables contained within the constant Km directly determine the magnitude 

of the growth rate. By estimating values from published reports for the variables
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contained within Km, a theoretical kinetic dependence could be compared to the empirical 

fit of the Lay model. From published viscosity measurements for molten PbO, diffusion 

constants between 6.0x10*'° m2/cm and l.SxlO*9 m2/cm were estimated for temperatures 

between 9S0°C and 1150°C using the Stokes-Einstein equation.'26' This estimation is 

valid since it can be assumed that the liquid phase consists primarily of molten PbO. An 

equilibrium solubility of 3019-5179 kg/m3 and a c constant of 0.017-0.0S7 were 

estimated from the available PMN-PbO phase diagram08' for excess PbO concentrations 

of 1, 3, and 5 wt%. The average surface energy was assumed to be -500x1O'3 

J/m2.01,27,28' From the estimated values, Km was calculated to be between l.OxlO*'7- 

l.OxlO*16 m3/sec for all temperatures and PbO concentrations. The calculated Km 

constants were substituted into Lay’s expression and applied to the kinetic data obtained 

for the matrix growth for 950°C, 1050°C, and 1150°C and excess PbO concentrations of 

0, 1, 3, and 5 wt%. The magnitude of the calculated Km constants from the Lay model 

exceeded the collected data by at least three orders of magnitude. The deviation of the 

predicted model is probably due to inaccurate estimates of S0, c, and/or D which are 

contained within the kinetic constant. However, it is unlikely that inaccurate estimations 

of the surface energy, density, molar weight, or even the diffusion coefficient alone 

would affect the Km by three orders of magnitude. This issue is further discussed below.

4.3.2 Templated Grain Growth of PMN-35PT from {OOlJ-BaTiOs

The cross-section of a TGG sample heated at 10°C/min to 950°C and then cooled 

to room temperature without an isothermal hold is shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The sample
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contained an oriented {001}-BaTiO3 single crystal embedded in a PMN-35PT matrix 

with 3 wt% excess PbO. The figure shows -10 pm of growth of a crystal layer on the 

original {001 }-BaTK>3 interface. The crystal layer displays a uniform thickness across 

the BaTi03 crystal, indicating that the mobility of the crystal interface is reasonably 

uniform at these processing conditions and this environment. Fig. 4.5(b) displays a TGG 

sample of the same composition heated directly to 1150°C and then cooled to room 

temperature. The crystal layer thickness has extended to -40 pm. With further annealing 

time at 1150°C (0.5 h), the crystal layer grew to a thickness of -75 pm (Fig. 4.5(c)). 

Within the grown crystal layer for the samples heated to 1150°C, entrapped spherical 

pores are now present showing that the mobility of crystal interface was greater than the 

mobility of the coarsening pores in some cases. The variance in etching behavior 

between the samples processed at various temperatures (Fig. 4.5(a,b)) suggests that there 

is a compositional difference across the interface indicating that the nucleating 

composition may not be stoichiometric PMN-35PT. The alteration or absence of this 

structure for samples treated at higher temperatures implies that the interface becomes 

more homogenous through the interdiffusion of the chemical species. The difference in 

etching may also be attributed to the presence or elimination of excess PbO near the 

sample surface at different processing and etching temperatures. The concentration of 

excess PbO does affect the etching behavior of PMN-PT. The compositional evolution of 

the growing single crystal layer will be further discussed in the following sections.

Similar microstnictures were observed for all excess PbO concentrations at these 

temperatures and growth times. The general appearance of the crystal layer grown was
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(b)

Figure 4.S: SEM micrograph of the Templated Grain Growth of a PMN-35PT
single crystal layer on a {001 }-BaTi03 in a PMN-35PT matrix 
containing 3 wt% excess PbO sintered at (a) 950°C forO h.,
(b) 1150°C forO h., and (c) 1150°C for 0.5 h.
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similar for all cases. Figs. 4.6(a-c) display the SEM micrographs for TGG samples 

consisting of a PMN-35PT matrix containing 0, I, and 5 wt% excess PbO sintered at 

1150°C for 0.5 h.

4 J J  TGG Kinetics from {001 }>BaTiOj Templates

Figure 4.7(a) shows the average growth of the PMN-35PT crystal layer from the 

original {001 }-BaTi03 interface in 0 wt% excess and 1 wt% excess PbO, for various 

times and temperatures. The 0 wt% excess PbO sample shows no growth on heating to 

950°C, and at this temperature, does not show growth until annealing at 950°C for >1 h. 

The sample containing 1 wt% excess PbO grows approximately 1 pm during heating to 

950°C. The growth saturates quickly to a value of <10 pm with further heating at 950°C. 

When the I wt% excess PbO containing sample is sintered at 1050°C, the templated 

crystal grows approximately 16 pm during heating and then saturates to approximately 

35 pm after 5 h at 1050°C. When the 0 wt% and 1 wt% excess PbO matrix compositions 

are heated to 1150°C, the crystals grow approximately to 10 pm and 19 pm, respectively, 

during heating and then continue to grow at a decreasing rate for longer times at 1150°C. 

This result shows that the addition of just 1 wt% excess PbO to the PMN-35PT increases 

the growth kinetics -1.5 times.

Figure 4.7(c) displays the average crystal growth for the samples grown in the 

presence of 3 wt% excess PbO for the same temperatures and times as the 1 wt% excess 

PbO samples. The growth distances for the samples containing 3 wt% excess PbO 

display a similar growth trend as the 1 wt% excess PbO samples, but the magnitude of
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(b)

Figure 4.6: SEM micrograph of the Templated Grain Growth of a PMN-35PT
single crystal layer on a {001 }-BaTi03 in a PMN-35PT matrix 
containing (a) 0 wt%, (b) 1 wt%, and (c) 5 wt% excess PbO 
sintered at 1150°C for 0.5 h.
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Figure 4.7: Templated grain growth of PMN-35PT from {001 }-BaTi03
template crystals with a composition containing (a) 0 wt%,
(b) 1 wt%, (c) 3 wt%, and (d) 5 wt% excess PbO. (The solid 
line is the fitted Seabaugh et al. model.)
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growth is higher for all temperatures. The 3 wt% excess PbO samples show an initial 

growth of approximately 10 pm during heating to 9S0°C, which then saturates at 20 pm 

for longer sintering times. This value is 10 pm greater than that shown by the 1 wt% 

excess PbO samples fired at 9S0°C. The growth for the 3 wt% excess PbO samples at 

temperatures of 1050°C or 1150°C is 20 pm greater than the values displayed for the 

same temperatures for the 1 wt% excess PbO samples. This result indicates that the 

increase in the grain boundary thickness due to the increase of liquid phase volume did 

not significantly inhibit the growth of the crystal.

The magnitude and trend for the growth of PMN-35PT single crystal in the 

presence of S wt% excess PbO was similar to the samples containing 3 wt% excess PbO 

(Fig. 4.7(d)). Therefore, it may be concluded that the mechanism of growth is altered 

between liquid phase contents of 1 wt% and 3 wt% excess PbO. At compositions greater 

than 5 wt% excess PbO, the growth mechanism may remain constant, although the 

growth rate may vary due to the alteration in grain boundary thickness as a result of the 

higher volume of liquid phase.

The Hennings et al. model(28) considered that growth of exaggerated grains was 

controlled by the supersaturation of the intergranular liquid phase, which completely 

separated the matrix grains from each other and from the growing exaggerated grains. 

The environment described by Hennings is analogous to the PMN-PT system when the 

grain boundaries are completely saturated with the PbO-rich liquid. In the Hennings et 

al. model, the growth rate of the large grains is driven by a constant gradient composed of
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the difference in solubility between the exaggerated grain and the matrix (i.e. 

supersaturation). The Hennings et al. equation is;

where AS is defined as the difference in solubility between the exaggerated grain and 

average matrix grains, and kuj is defined as;

where Suu is the solubility of a specific crystal surface orientation and S0 is the 

equilibrium solubility.

In this study, the growth kinetics of the {0011-single crystal PMN-35PT layer did 

not display a linear relationship (L=kt) as predicted by Hennings and other authors*29,303 

for the growth of single crystal within a polycrystalline matrix. The single crystal growth 

process also did not display parabolic kinetics (L=ktl/2) which is typical of a reaction- or 

interface-controlled mechanism/30

Seabaugh et a/.(13) concluded that the Hennings et al. model could be applied to 

the growth of a single crystal within a ceramic matrix containing an intergranular liquid 

phase. However, they believed it was necessary to account for the non-constant driving 

force throughout the growth process due to the coarsening of the matrix grains and 

subsequent change in supersaturation within the liquid phase system. Seabaugh et al. 

combined Lay's expression (Eq. 4.1) and the Hennings' expression (Eq. 4.4). to give the 

following expression for single crystal growth in a coarsening matrix;

Eq. 4.4

Eq. 4.S
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where L, is the crystal growth thickness and L« is the original crystal growth thickness at 

time "zero". Km is the same kinetic constant that is contained within the Lay expression.

Because the Lay model fit the matrix grain growth kinetics for times <1 h at 

1150°C for all excess PbO concentrations (RS0.98), it is reasonable to apply the 

Seabaugh et al. expression (Eq. (4.6)) to the TGG of the PMN-35PT single crystal layer 

for growth times <1 h. In Figs. 4.7(a-d), the Seabaugh et al. model was best fit to the 

collected TGG data (RSo.98). The kinetics for the samples containing 0 wt% excess 

PbO sintered at 1150°C were better fit to the Seabaugh et al. expression (R2~0.986) than 

to a t l/2 dependence (R2-0.968). The solubility constant, kuu, was assumed to have a 

value of 1, since the equilibrium solubility (50) should be similar to the solubility of the 

{001}, which is the lowest energy plane for the perovskite structure of PMN-35PT. By 

applying this assumption, the resulting equation displays a t l/3 relation between the 

growth distance (Lt) and time (t). This tl/3 dependence is characteristic of a diffusion- 

controlled mechanism for grain growth in the presence of a liquid phase. The correlation 

between the kinetics of the 0 wt% excess PbO sample (where little liquid-phase is 

present) with the t l/3 relation is not well understood. A liquid phase may always be 

present in the PMN-PT system due to the metastable formation of a fine liquid layer 

within the grain boundaries due to incorporation of a small amount PbO from the 

environment. In these experiments, U, was assumed to be the crystal thickness at time 

"zero" of the isothermal hold. This normalizes the initial growth during heating for all
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growth trends. The kinetic constants, Km, calculated from the fitted equations, are 

comparable to those calculated for matrix grain growth. The calculated Km values are 

displayed in Table 4.1. The Km values decrease from l.ISxIO'19 m3/sec to LSSxlO*22 

m3/sec with decreasing temperature and decreasing amounts of excess PbO.

The morphology of the growing crystal further supports the proposed diffusion- 

controlled growth mechanism. SEM micrographs showing the interface between the 

matrix grains and growing crystal layer of samples containing 1 wt% and 3 wt% excess 

PbO are shown in Figs. 4.8(a,b) and Figs. 4.9(a,b), respectively. The micrographs for the 

1 wt% and 3 wt% excess PbO samples sintered at 950 °C for 15 min. display some 

curvature at the crystal interface with the matrix ((Fig. 4.8(a), Fig. 4.9(a)). The matrix 

grains, for both matrix compositions, display a spherical type morphology after limited 

grain growth from the starting grain size (-0.8 /tm). The presence of curvature at the 

crystal/matrix boundary is physical evidence of diffusion-controlled grain growth at these 

growth conditions.

When the same sample compositions are sintered at 1150 °C for 15 min., the 

curvature of crystal/matrix interface decreased, but the PMN-PT crystal still did not show 

a distinct facet (Fig. 4.8(b), Fig. 4.9(b)). The shape alteration of the crystal/matrix 

boundary appears to be the result of a change in the morphology and size of the matrix 

grains that are in contact with the crystal. The matrix developed an angular shape during 

heating above 950 °C, substantially reducing the matrix grain curvature. In the presence 

of the intergranular PbO-based liquid phase, the matrix grains appear to be proceeding 

towards the stable {001 (-faceted cubic shape for the perovskite structure, but either due 

to grain impingement or inhomogeneous solid/liquid interaction, the cubic shape was not
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Table 4.1: Kinetic constants (Km) calculated from the Seabaugh et al.
model fit to the collected TGG data.

Excess PbO Concentration
Temperature

(°Q
0 wt% 1 wt% 3 wt% 5 wt%

1150 2.50x10" 8.19x10" 1.15xl0*w l.OOxlO-”

10S0 5.73x10*' 9.21x10"

950 2.50x10“ 1.55x10“ 4.46x10*' 1.12x10*

units= m3/sec
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Figure 4.8: SEM micrograph of the Templated Grain Growth of a
PMN-35PT single crystal layer on a {001 }-BaTiO} in a 
PMN-35PT matrix containing 1 wt% excess PbO sintered at
(a) 950°C for IS min. and (b) 1150°C for IS min.
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Figure 4.9: SEM micrograph of the Templated Grain Growth of a PMN-35PT
single crystal layer on a {001 }-BaTi03 in a PMN-35PT matrix 
containing 3 wt% excess PbO sintered at (a) 950°C for 15 min. and
(b) ll50°C fo rl5  min.
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attained. It is reasonable that the solid/liquid phase reaction (dissolution/precipitation 

process) would not be homogeneous across a stable faceted plane in the PMN-PT system. 

As a consequence of the chemical variance of the off-valent Mg and Nb ions residing in 

the 0-sites of the PMN-PT perovskite structure, there would be uncompensated charge 

distributed across the planes which may induce preferential nucleation in isolated 

locations.'32,33* Therefore, stable planes like the {001} may show a distribution in 

localized surface energy values allowing for multiple nucleation sites across the 

plane.'26,34,35*

The change in the matrix grain morphology displayed in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9 

would decrease the average surface energy of a grain, since many of the high energy 

planes were eliminated during the grain growth. The matrix supersaturation or solubility 

(5m) at a given temperature is dependent primarily on the grain size and the average 

surface energy of the grain as dictated by the Gibbs-Thomson equation. Therefore, the 

decrease in surface energy would effectively decrease the matrix solubility, causing the 

matrix kinetics to deviate from Lay’s grain growth equation due to the non-steady state 

kinetics constant. This scenario may be an additional cause for the departure of the 

PMN-PT matrix kinetics from that predicted by Lay's expression, since the growth 

kinetics was fitted with a singular kinetic constant. A change in matrix solubility due to a 

change in surface energy would have a greater effect on the matrix growth kinetics than 

on the crystal growth kinetics since the relative difference between the average grain size 

of the matrix and the individual matrix grains is small compared to that of the template 

crystal.
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4 J 4  TGG Kinetics from {110}- and {Hl}>BaTiQ) Templates

The same TGG experiments performed with {001}-BaTiO3 template crystals 

were completed using {110}- and {111 }-BaTi03 crystals obtained from crystals donated 

by Lockheed-Sanders. The crystals were cut to the same dimension as the {001 }-BaTi03 

crystals used in the previous TGG experiments. The crystals were embedded and 

sintered in the same manner. These crystals were embedded only in a PMN-35PT matrix 

containing 3 wt% excess PbO and sintered for times < 1 h at 950°C and 1150°C.

Figure 4.10(a) is an SEM micrograph showing the cross-section of a TGG sample 

containing an embedded {110}-BaTiO3 crystal heated to 950°C and then cooled to room 

temperature. The initial growth of the crystal layer is not planar like that seen for the 

{001 }-BaTi03 crystal. The cross-sectional cut of the crystal interface is composed of 

non-parallel crystal faces which form multiple triangles of various sizes connected along 

the length of the {110}-BaTiO3 template crystal. The angle of the triangles are not 

consistent. The appearance of these multiple triangular sites suggest that nucleation of 

the crystal layer occurred in various locations across the template crystal at various times, 

and with further growth, these nuclei coalesced and formed a single covering layer across 

the template crystal. Fig. 4.10(b) and Fig. 4.10(c) further supports this by showing the 

elimination of the number of non-parallel faces with further growth at 1150°C.

The growth of the single crystal layer from the {UI}-BaTi03 template crystal 

was similar to that of the (110}-crystal (Figs. 4.11(a-c)). At temperatures <950°C, the 

crystal layer initially nucleated in separate locations across the template. In the cross- 

sectional view of the TGG sample heated to 9S0°C (Fig. 4.11(a)), the various crystal
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Figure 4.10: SEM micrograph of the Templated Grain Growth of a PMN-35PT 
single crystal layer on a {110}-BaTiO3 in a PMN-35PT matrix 
containing 3 wt% excess PbO sintered at (a) 950°C forO h.,
(b) 1150°C for 0 h., and (c) 1150°C for 0.5 h.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.11: SEM micrograph of the Templated Grain Growth of a PMN-35PT 
single crystal layer on a {111 }-BaTi03 in a PMN-35PT matrix 
containing 3 wt% excess PbO sintered at (a) 950°C forO h.,
(b) 1150°C for 0 h., and (c) 1150°C for 0.5 h.
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growth sites are represented as triangular features along the {111(-template. The size 

and peak angle are different for each of the crystal features. With further heating at 

higher temperatures (1150°C), the separate growth sites coalesce into a continuous crystal 

layer across the template crystal (Figs. 4.11(b,c». The structure of the crystal interface 

changes with further growth, where the number of the triangular sites decreases and the 

size of the remaining sites increases.

By the micrographs of the cross-sectioned TGG samples, it appears that the 

{110}- and {111 (-crystals show similar nuclei and growth shape. The ability to observe 

the topographical morphology of the growing {110}- and {111 (-crystal face is difficult 

in the TGG samples, since the template and growing crystal are embedded within the 

dense PMN-PT matrix. The removal of the intergranular PbO-based liquid phase and 

matrix material by various etches resulted in the alteration and degradation of the PMN- 

PT crystal interface. The optical micrographs, which were presented in Chapter 3, show 

that the {110} and {111} template crystals display a rectangular and triangular shape, 

respectively, when the crystals are grown on the surface of the sample (Figs. 3.18(a,b». 

This suggests that the crystal(s) growing from the {110(-template have a triangular prism 

shape (Fig. 4.12(a)) which would maintain the two-fold symmetry imposed by the crystal 

symmetry for prototype perovskite structure (m3m). The triangular shape at the surface 

of the sample would indicate that the crystal(s) are growing in a triangular pyramid shape 

(Fig. 4.12(b)) from the {Ul(-crystal template, thus, the crystal(s) are assuming the 3- 

fold symmetry dictated by the m3m symmetry.

Figures 4.13(a,b) compares the crystal growth kinetics of TGG samples 

containing {001 (-, {110}-, and {111 }-BaTi03 crystals embedded in a PMN-35PT matrix
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of the habit formation of a PMN-PT crystal growing 
from an a) {110}- and b) {111 }-BaTiO} template.
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Figure 4.13: Templated grain growth of PMN-35PTfrom { 0 0 1 { 110}-, 
and {111 }-BaTiO} template crystals with a composition of 3 
wt% excess PbO sintered at (a) 950 °C and (b) 1150 °C. (The 
solid line is the fitted Seabaugh et al. model.)
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with 3 wt% excess PbO sintered for <1 h at 9S0°C and US0°C, respectively. The 

average growth distance of the PMN-PT crystal layer was measured every 20 pm along 

the length of the BaTi03 template crystal. Since the crystal layer grown from both the 

{110}- and {111 (-crystals did not show a planar topology, the sample had to be sectioned 

at the point of maximum crystal growth. This was especially important for the {111 }- 

crystal due to the triangular-pyramid growth facet of this orientation. The maximum 

growth distance from the {110}-crystal was easier to observe since any cross-section of a 

triangular-prism perpendicular to the prism base would reveal the same distance. The 

location of the template crystal center was marked on each sample and cross-sectioned at 

this location after the growth. The growth distance was observed for each sample cross- 

section after multiple successive polishings in order to view the maximum extent of 

growth.

At a growth temperature of 950°C, the PMN-PT crystal layer grew at a higher 

average rate in the <110> than in the <001> (—3.5 times faster). The <1U> grew at an 

average rate that was at least 9.6 times greater than the <001> (Fig. 4.13(a)). The growth 

rate from both the {001} and the {110} began to quickly saturate after reaching 9S0°C, 

but the crystal layer continued to grow without saturating in the [111]. When the same 

samples where heated to 1150°C, the crystal layer grew an average of 8.7 and 24.1 times 

faster than the <001> in the <110> and <111>, respectively (Fig. 4.13(b)). Again, the 

crystal layer growth rate began to saturate for the {001} and {110} planar orientations 

after reaching the sintering temperature, but the crystal layer continued to grow from the 

{111 {-crystal without a significant decrease in rate.
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The Seabaugh et al. model was best fit for the growth kinetics of the PMN-PT 

crystal layer from the {110}- and {111 }-BaTi03 template crystals in a PMN-35PT matrix 

containing 3 wt% excess PbO. The kinetic constants for the matrix growth (Km) at 950°C 

and 1I50°C, reported in Table 4.1 for the growth from the {001} template crystal, were 

substituted into Eq. 4.6. The kinetics equation was then fit to crystal growth trends from 

the {110} and {111} planar orientations by altering the solubility constant (kw). The 

solubility constant accounts for the differences in localized solubility along various 

crystal planes relative to the equilibrium solubility (Eq. 4.5>.(l3) The solubility of a 

crystal plane reflects the ionic bonding and packing character of the plane, which would 

be different for the various orientations. The solubility constant was previously assumed 

to equal 1.0 for the {001} planar orientation at all temperatures and excess PbO 

concentrations. At 9S0°C, the solubility constants were found to equal 0.9% and 0.984 

for the {110} and {111}, respectively (RSo.98). The same solubility constants were 

found to best fit the Seabaugh et al. model to the collected data for crystal growth at 

1150°C. The fit confidence for the growth from the {110} remained the same, but the fit 

for the {111} decreased to an R2=0.95. The change in fit for the {111} at higher 

temperature is probably due to the difficulty in obtaining a representative micrograph of 

the full growth distance due the macroscopic crystal faceting into the triangular-pyramid 

shape after extensive growth and coalescence (Fig. 4.1 l(b,c».

The lower solubility constants indicate that the {110} and the {111} plane have a 

lower solubility than the {001} plane in the available PbO-based liquid phase. Since the 

proposed growth mechanism is driven by the solubility gradient between the average
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matrix grains (Sm) and the crystal (5u/), then the greater difference in solubilities (AS=Sm- 

Sua) would provide a greater driving force for transport and growth. Therefore, the lower 

solubility of the {111} plane would produce a greater solubility gradient than the other 

orientations, resulting in higher growth kinetics. As expected, the magnitude of the 

solubilities directly reflects the bonding character of these crystal planes in the perovskite 

crystal structure. The plane which shows the highest planar density and the strongest 

planar bonding would display the lowest solubility/ 261 Assuming the prototypical 

perovskite structure with an average lattice parameter of 4.0 A, the {111} has the highest 

planar packing density (0.144 ions/ A2) followed by the {110} (0.133 ions/ A2) and the 

{001} (0.125 ions/ A2). Therefore, the projected solubilites correlate well with the 

structure of the corresponding planes.

Crystal habit formation can be attributed to either the equilibrium surface energy 

of the crystal or the kinetics of the growth process.(36> The Seabaugh et al. model does 

not fully describe the effect of planar surface energy on the {001}-habit formation of 

PMN-PT, since the model focuses on the kinetics issues related to ionic transport in the 

liquid medium. The difference in surface energy between the crystallographic planes is 

only accounted in the difference in solubilities as defined by the Gibbs-Thomson 

equation. The surface energy plays a larger role in the thermodynamic issues relating to 

the formation of a stable nuclei and the final crystal habit.(37) Therefore, the effect of 

ionic attachment and thermodynamic stability of the planes are missing in the description 

of the TGG of PMN-PT. It is difficult to attribute the final formation of the {001 }-habit 

to thermodynamic or kinetic contributions.
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The magnitude of surface energies is commonly correlated to the planar density of 

uncompensated bonds (broken bonds) per area along the crystallographic plane/ 26,341 

When all cationic bonds are assumed to be equal in strength, the (111)-, {110}-, and 

{001 }-planes have a broken bond density of 0.32S bonds/A2, 0.354 bonds/ A2, and 0.313 

bonds/ A2, respectively. These bond densities are calculated for a unit cell with a= 4.0 A. 

The high uncompensated bond density of the {110} makes this plane the most 

thermodynamically unstable, while the {001} would be the most stable. If the growth of 

the crystal is entirely controlled by ionic attachment, the {001} plane would be the 

slowest growing plane due to the low broken bond density. Many materials with the 

perovskite structure are commonly associated to crystals which exhibit a cubic 

morphology displaying {001} habits, especially in cases when the ionic adsorption and 

attachment to the crystal surface limits the growth/ 26,381 Other crystal morphologies are 

displayed for perovskite compositions when the growth is controlled by defects like 

penetrating or lamellar twins along the [110] and/or [111].<26J8)

Comparing the broken bond density is not sufficient to explain the macroscopic 

habit formation of the {001} in PMN-PT/PbO system. It is more important to look at the 

type and number of bonds which are broken per area for each atomic plane in the 

perovskite structure/26,35-381 The ( 111) has 0.108 B-0  bonds/A2 (fl-oxygen ion 

bonds/area) and 0.217 A-0  bonds/A2 (A-oxygen ion bonds/area) broken. The (110) has 

0.088 B-0  bonds/A2 and 0.265 A-0  bonds/A2 and the (001) has 0.063 B-0  and 0.25 A-0  

bonds/A2 broken. This simple prediction assumes that the crystal terminates with the 

plane indicated and not other integer planes which may present a different ionic 

arrangement. The (200) and (222) planes have the same total and type of broken bonds
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as the (100) and (111) planes, respectively, therefore these orientations do not present 

alternative bonding arrangements. The (220) has 0.177 B-0 bonds/A2 and 0.088 A-0  

bonds/A2, which is different than the (110) plane and greater than that shown by the

(111). In the case where the {110} cut terminated with the (220) plane, then the growth 

kinetics may be greater than that displayed by the (111).

Since the 5-site in the perovskite structure is coordinated by 6 ions (CN=6) and 

has a +4 charge, its electrostatic bond strength (charge/CN) is -1.33. The A-site has an 

electrostatic bond strength of -0.33 (CN=12, +2 charge). Therefore, the (111) would be 

lacking a greater number of higher energy, stronger bonds/area which would increase the 

ability for the diffusing ions to adsorb and attach. In descending order, the (110) and 

(001) have the next greatest number of absent B-0 bonds/area. The difference in the 

number of missing B-0 bonds/area may account for the {001 }-habit formation of the 

PMN-PT crystals and grains, since the adsorption, surface diffusion, and final attachment 

of the ions would be affected by the total potential bond strength of the plane. As 

discussed in the last subsection, this issue is even more complex for the PMN-PT system 

since the 5-sites contain a high concentration of off-valent ions which have a mixed 

valence of +2 and +5 charge, resulting in variable distribution of electrostatic bond 

strengths across the crystal planes. The solvation character (adsorption and attachment) 

of the 5-site ions will be dependent upon these localized electrostatic attractions which 

are affected by both short- and long-range neighbor interactions/26,35,38*
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4 J i  Compositional Evolution of the Crystal Layer During TGG

The variance in etching behavior of TGG samples processed at different 

temperatures suggests that there is a difference between the composition of the initial 

nucleating crystal and the final crystal grown at high temperature. Fig. 4.14 shows the 

SEM micrograph and EDS patterns of the templated crystal growth from a {001 }-BaTi03 

crystal in matrix composition of 3 wt% excess PbO which was heated to 9S0°C at 

10°C/min. and then quenched in air. The sample was sectioned, polished, and cleaned, 

but never etched in order to preserve the sample surface. The resolution and sensitivity 

limits of the EDS system are stated in Chapter 3. The EDS pattern shows that at a 

distance of -1 pm within the BaTi03 crystal, the composition appeared to be qualitatively 

BaTi03. At a distance of ~l pm outside the BaTi03 crystal, the composition was similar 

to the composition displayed at a distance of -4  pm from the interface. The EDS pattern 

observed at 1 pm and 4 pm are identical to that obtained from the PMN-32.5PT matrix. 

Fig. 4 .IS shows an EDS elemental map of the same sample near the crystal interface 

taken over a two minute scan. The patterns show the chemical stability of the two phases 

at this temperature. These results indicate that the growing crystal has a PMN-PT based 

composition and there seems to be little interdiffusion between the template and the 

crystal layer when thermally processed to 950°C. The precision of the chemical 

measurements was limited by the resolution of EDS.

The TGG sample thermally treated to 950°C represents the beginning stage of the 

growth process. Fig. 4.16 shows a cross-sectional SEM micrograph and EDS patterns of 

a TGG sample annealed at 1150°C for 1 h. The TGG sample thermally treated at this
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Figure 4.14: SEM micrograph and EDS patterns at the template/grown crystal interface of a PMN-35PT
TGG sample containing a {001 }-BaTi03 template and 3 wt% excess PbO heated to 950°C 
and quenched in air.
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Figure 4.16: SEM micrograph and EDS patterns at the template/grown crystal interface of a PMN-35PT

TGG sample containing a (001 }-BaTi03 template and 3 wt% excess PbO heated to 11S0°C 
for 1 h and then quenched in air.



condition depicts the crystal growth process near its kinetic saturation point. Again, the 

sample was not etched in order to preserve the sample surface. The EDS spectra showed 

the same results as the sample processed merely to 950°C. The EDS pattern collected " I  

pm within the BaTi03 template displayed a BaTi03 spectra without Pb or any other 

residual ions. The patterns at a distance of ~1, S, and 10 pm from the interface displayed 

a PMN-PT spectra which was identical to that obtained from the matrix. The EDS 

elemental map (Fig. 4.17) near the crystal interface showed a similar distribution of ions 

as the sample processed to 9S0°C (Fig. 4 .IS). The EDS analysis identified little chemical 

redistribution even after the extended annealing at 1150°C. These results emphasize that 

the composition of the growing crystal seems to be consistent over time and distance and 

both the template and crystal are chemically stable at temperatures between 950-11S0°C.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

PMN-35PT single crystal layers were grown heteroepitaxially on {001}-, {110}-, 

and {lll}-BaTi03 template crystals. Excess PbO was found to be the primary factor 

controlling the growth rate of the single crystal layer and the matrix grains. A minimum 

excess PbO concentration between 1 and 3 wt% was shown to accelerate the growth of 

the crystal layer. Crystal growth kinetics were also found to differ for various 

crystallographic orientations with the <lll>-direction being the fastest and the <001>- 

direction the slowest.

The initial matrix grain growth was fit to the Lay model which indicated that 

diffusion controls the matrix grain growth for <1 h. The crystal growth fit the Seabaugh
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Figure 4.17: EDS elemental map of the template/grown crystal interface of a PMN-35PT TGG sample
containing a {001 )-BaTiO} template and 3 wt% excess PbO heated to 1150°C for 1 h and 
quenched in air.



et al. expression rather well. Therefore, the PMN-35PT single crystal layer must also be 

controlled by diffusion and the extent of growth was limited by the decrease in the 

driving force due to the coarsening and shape change of the matrix grains.
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Chapter 5

FIBER-TEXTURED PMN-32.5PT CERAMICS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

As stated in Chapter 2, traditional ceramic consolidation processes usually result 

in the formation of a material, which possesses a randomly-oriented grain structure. A 

ceramic with this grain structure generally displays an average of the directionally 

dependent physical properties due to the isotropic nature of the bulk ceramic/ 11 

Electrical, optical, magnetic, mechanical, thermal, electromechanical, and other physical 

properties of random ceramics are governed by the macroscopic «*»m symmetry. This 

macroscopic symmetry can be altered by orienting the grain structure of the ceramic, 

making the physical properties anisotropic in nature similar to the single crystal form. 

Various processing routes which have been used to form grain-oriented materials are also 

discussed in Chapter 2.

The objective of this work was to grain-orient (texture) the 

0.675Pb(Mgi/3NbM)O3-0J25PbTiO3 (PMN-32.5PT) composition in the <001> in order 

to access the enhanced electromechanical properties identified for the single crystal of 

this orientation. The Templated Grain Growth (TGG) was chosen as a viable processing 

route to form the textured PMN-PT ceramic. The TGG process involves the orientation 

of anisotropically-shaped template particles in a dense, fine-grained matrix by a shear- 

forming technique/ 21 The template particles must be relatively large and anisometric in 

shape, so that they can be effectively oriented during forming and grow preferentially 

during heating. The driving force for the TGG process is supplied by the difference in
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surface free energy between the templates and the matrix grains. This energy difference 

is supplied by the relative difference in the size between the templates and the matrix 

during growth. The final degree of texture is strongly dependent on the template growth 

rate, the initial template alignment and distribution, and the template concentration.

The effective use of the TGG process has been shown to produce highly textured 

samples with single crystal-like anisotropy and properties.(2*10> The majority of 

compositions previously textured by the TGG process possessed low symmetry crystal 

structures, therefore, anisometric template particles of these compositions were 

accessible. In most reported cases, the resultant texture due to the alignment and growth 

of these anisometric template particles produced a ceramic which displayed a cylindrical 

symmetry (Wmm symmetry). A textured ceramic which displays this cylindrical 

symmetry is considered to show fiber-texture (1-D texture).01' 12’ Fiber-texturing of a 

bulk ceramic composition which displays a high symmetry crystal structure has proven to 

be difficult.03' 14’ The ability to texture a high symmetry system by TGG or any other 

processing method is limited by comparatively isotropic growth character of these 

systems. Either due to thermodynamic or kinetic limitations, the grain and particle 

structures of these isotropic systems usually grow to a spherical, octahedral, or well- 

faceted cubic shape.os' 17) Thus, the ability to synthesize anisotropic template particles of 

these compositions is restricted. Since PMN-PT displays a high symmetry prototype 

structure, these same problems limit the ability to fiber-texture PMN-PT ceramics.

In Chapters 3 and 4, it was shown that BaTi03 was well suited to act as the 

template for the TGG of a PMN-PT ceramic. The other template compositions in 

Chapter 3 were shown to be unstable in an PbO and/or PMN-PT environment, where they
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either dissolved into the matrix or formed the pyrochlore phase. The Remeika process 

was shown to consistently produce {00l}-oriented BaTi03 crystals which displayed an 

anisometric geometry.0819’ These crystals proved to be quite stable in the Pb-rich 

environment, and they acted as suitable substrates to nucleate the desired growth of the 

PMN-PT crystal layer. It was also found that the TGG kinetics from the BaTi03 

templates were highly dependent on the excess PbO content within the PMN-PT matrix. 

By increasing the excess PbO content in the matrix, the growth kinetics were increasingly 

accelerated. These observations can be utilized to produce highly textured PMN-32.5PT 

ceramics.

This study focused on the effect of the TGG processing conditions on the degree 

of texturing and the quality of the final textured ceramic. Factors like the template 

concentration, growth temperature and time, and initial density were investigated. The 

degree of orientation and density of the final textured PMN-PT ceramic are important 

since these factors directly control the degree of property anisotropy and enhancement

52  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The 0.675Pb(Mgi/3Nb2/3)03-0.325PbTi03 (PMN-32.5PT) matrix powder was 

prepared by the columbite process by milling the appropriate amount of 

(PbCOshPbfOHh (Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wl), M g N b ^  (TRS 

Ceramics, Inc., State College, PA), and fumed TiOi (Degussa-HQls, Frankfurt, Germany). 

The precursor powder was ball milled in HDPE bottles by high density ZrC>2 media (3 

mm) for 10 h in deionized water. The slurry was dried on a hot plate while stirring with a 

magnetic stir bar and calcined at 850°C for 5 h. In this work, excess PbO was added to
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the matrix composition by milling with the appropriate amount of (PbCC^PtKOH^ in 

toluene with 0.5 wt% dispersing agent (KD3 Hypermer, ICI Surfactants). The matrix 

powder was dried and calcined at 550°C for 5 hours to remove the dispersant and to 

transform the lead carbonate to lead oxide.

(001}-BaTiO3 template crystals were synthesized by the Remeika process as 

described in Chapter 3 and 4. Only crystals displaying a thickness <75 pm were selected 

from the crystal batch. These crystals were roll milled and sieved to 75-150 pm (100-200 

mesh). This procedure produced template crystals which had an average thickness of -50 

pm and a diameter of -100 pm with an aspect ratio ranging from 2-5.

The {001 }-BaTi03 template crystals were aligned within the PMN-32.5PT matrix 

by tape casting. A slurry containing 69 wt% PMN-32.5PT matrix and 31 wt% polyvinyl 

alcohol binder solution (15.6 wt% Air Products 523 polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), 12.8 wt% 

glycerol, 71.6 wt% deionized water) was mixed with 5-10 vol% BaTiC>3 templates 

(calculated for the final ceramic volume) by a magnetic stir bar in a Pyrex™ beaker for 12 

h. Water was removed from the slurry to thicken the slurry to a viscosity of -1000 

mPa-s. The slurry was tape cast using a blade height of 400 pm at a shear rate of -200 s' 1 

(-7 cm/sec casting speed). The tape was dried, cut, and laminated to a thickness of -1 

mm. The laminated tape was bumed-out in air and then loaded into a 1.25 cm diameter 

graphite die. The samples were hot-pressed in argon at 900°C for 30 min at a pressure of 

70 MPa. The hot-pressed samples were then encapsulated in two piece Pt crucibles and 

packed in PMN-PT (3 wt% excess PbO) packing powder to control the PbO 

volatilization. The samples were heated at 10°C/min to 1150°C and annealed in an O2
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atmosphere for <10 h in order to drive the TGG process. The sample surface and cross- 

section were polished, thermally etched (same as Chapter 4), and characterized by both 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and x-ray diffraction (XRD). The degree of <001>- 

texture was estimated from the collected XRD patterns by applying the Lotgering 

method.<20) The Lotgering factor (/) is defined as the area fraction of textured material in 

the [hkl] of interest. The degree of <00l>-texture for the PMN-32.5PT ceramics was 

calculated by using the Lotgering relation:

1 /(00.) is the summation of the XRD peak intensities of all the (001) peaks (i.e. 001, 

002...) in the textured sample pattern. £/(hki) is the summation of the peak intensities of 

all (hkl) peaks which appear in the XRD pattern. £/„(ood and £/°<hki) are summations of 

the XRD peak intensities for a randomly, oriented sample. The/factors were calculated 

for a 20 scan between 20-70°. For XRD patterns containing broader peak widths, the 

Lotgering factor was calculated using peak area instead of peak intensity. The calculated

Eq. S.l

where

Eq. 5.2

Eq. 5.3
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/describes the degree of texture defined by the surface area which was characterized by 

XRD. The/factor is considered to be an estimation of the volume fraction of textured 

material.

The texture fractions which were measured in this work should be considered to 

be approximate values, since the XRD patterns varied across the thickness of the samples 

due to the size and inhomogeneous mixing of the oversized template particles. From 

multiple XRD patterns taken of the same sample at different thickness levels, the texture 

fraction was found to vary between ±0.047. Therefore, the reported texture fraction for 

each sample in this work were calculated and averaged over >3 XRD patterns taken at 

various depths through the sample thickness. The surfaces of both sides of the samples 

were x-rayed and then >50pm of each surface was removed by polishing. The listed 

texture fractions contain approximately ±5% error, therefore, the samples displaying 

texture fractions which were similar within ±5% were grouped.

5 3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

53.1 Prediction of Texturing Kinetics for an Ideally Templated Model

An ideally templated ceramic would contain a volume fraction of templates (fr) 

which display a square platelet morphology and are perfectly distributed and aligned in 

three dimensions. Let us assume that the square platelet templates have dimensions L 

(length) and h (height). In order for the ceramic to be completely texture, the templated 

grains must completely consume the total sample volume (V,) in all three dimensions by 

growing a distance Ac, which is restricted by the volume conservation relation:
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(L+Ax)1 (A+Ax) = V s - V t N t

N t

Eq. S.4

where Vr  is the volume of a single template and Nt is the number of templates. Eq. S.4 

can be further simplified to:

Figure S.l shows a schematic of the ideally templated ceramic in which the texture was 

constrained by the above relation. This calculation assumes that full-texture is achieved 

when all the faces of the perfectly packed grains touch and growth is not stopped by 

impingement. Also, this simple model assumes that the template growth distance (Ax) is 

equal in all three dimensions and the growth is limited by the kinetics in the template 

<001>. If the template particles have an average length of 100 pm and an aspect ratio 

(AR) ranging between 3*5, then all the dimensions of the templates must increase by 80- 

120 pm in order to achieve full-texture under these ideal assumptions (Fig. 5.2). Fig. 5.2 

shows that by decreasing the template size and increasing the aspect ratio for a 5 vol% 

template concentration, the templates would have to grow a smaller distance in order to 

fully texture the ceramic. Since the BaTi03 template particles used in this study are 

relatively large (-75-150 pm diameter) with low aspect ratios (<5), then the templates 

must grow over rather large distances (>75 pm) to produce a fully textured PMN-PT 

ceramic.

(L+ Ax)2 • (h + Ax) = (L1 *h) • (-f—  1) Eq. 5.5
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Figure S. 1: Schematic of an ideally templated and fully textured (f  s i )
sample.
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By applying the growth kinetics observed and fitted to the Seabaugh et al. 

model(2,) in Chapter 4, the total growth time for ideal 100%-texturing (/=1) conditions 

can be estimated for the PMN-PT matrix compositions containing various concentrations 

of excess PbO. This means that the minimum required annealing time to fully texture the 

PMN-PT ceramic can be found by solving the Seabaugh et al. relation as a function of 

Ac. Ax was previously defined as the total template growth distance in the <001>. 

Therefore, it must be assumed that the growth in the <001> dominates the TGG kinetics. 

This is physically suggested in the PMN-PT system by the observation of the {001 }-habit 

formation of the matrix grains and templated crystals, as discussed in Chapter 4. This 

assumption can be further supported by comparing the time required to form a {0011- 

habit for a spherical platelet due to anisotropic growth in the planar <hk0> at 11S0°C. 

Assuming the <110> is the fastest growing direction in the plane, a spherical platelet 

would display a square platelet morphology when the growth distance in the < 110> and 

<001> geometrically satisfies the condition:

(—+ .t) = V2(— + Ax) Eq. 5.6
2 2

where A is the growth rate ratio (v<//0s/  v<0o/>), x  is the growth distance in the <001>,

and L is the template length (diameter). The appropriate Seabaugh et al. relations from

Chapter 4 were substituted into Eq. 5.6, and the solutions for the growth time to {001 }-

habit formation for various matrix compositions were calculated for templates ranging in

size L=75-150 pm (Fig. 5.3). This simple calculation suggests that the habit formation is

very rapid (<6 min) for these template sizes regardless of the matrix composition, and the
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growth of the templated grains at I150°C is solely limited by the growth of the {001} 

planes. This will be further discussed in the following sections.

Figure 5.4 displays the time to full-texture as a function of template length for a 

matrix containing a 5 vol% template concentration and 0 wt% excess PbO annealed at 

1150°C. The idealized texturing model indicates that a sample would require an 

annealing time of 2-20 h for templates ranging in size from 100-150 Jim with aspect 

ratios between 3-5. Since the PMN-32.5PT templated sample possesses a distribution of 

template sizes and aspect ratios, the model indicates that the required growth time to full- 

texture can range anywhere over this time (2-20 h). Due to the large growth distances 

required to texture the PMN-PT ceramic and the slower growth kinetics, it is expected 

that the time required to highly texture the 0 wt% excess PbO containing ceramic would 

take >10 h.

It was calculated that when 1 wt% excess PbO is added to the matrix composition, 

the required growth time to attain the ideal full-texture at 1150°C significantly decreases 

below 5 h for all template sizes <150 }im (Fig. 5.5). If templates display an average 

length of 100 |un, then the required growth time would be <1 h for a matrix containing 1 

wt% excess PbO. Therefore, the idealized model predicts that the PMN-PT ceramic 

containing 5 vol% BaTi03 templates could be fully-textured in a time <5 h if 1 wt% 

excess PbO was added to the matrix composition.
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5.3.2 Texturing PMN-32JPT Ceramics Containing 0 wt% Excess PbO and 5 vol%
BaTiOs Templates

Figure 5.6 compares the XRD patterns of the annealed samples with those of 

randomly-oriented (hot-pressed, but unannealed) samples containing 5 vol% BaTiCh 

template concentration with no excess PbO in the matrix. The unannealed samples did 

not show a change in the relative peak intensities compared to that of the random pattern 

as a result of the presence of the aligned template particles. Annealing the templated 

samples at U50°C increased the intensity of the <001> peaks and decreased all other 

(hkl) peak intensities. This intensity change represents an increase in the <001>-texture 

volume fraction. The samples annealed at 1150°C for 5 h showed a Lotgering factor of 

-0.4. With a 5 h increase in annealing time (10 h total annealing), the texture fraction 

increased to -0.45. The texturing rate was shown to saturate by 5 h due to the decrease in 

TGG kinetics for reasons described in Chapter 4. Fig. 5.7 shows an SEM micrograph of 

a singular templated grain grown after a 5 h anneal at 1150°C. The BaTiG; template 

appears as a dark black region within a rectangular gray region (the templated PMN-PT 

crystal). The two parallel sides of the BaTi03 template are the (OOl)-crystal faces and 

the irregular-shaped ends are some <hki> direction. The micrograph shows that the 

PMN-PT crystal layer grew <25 pm in <001> and 30-45 pm in the <hkO>. These 

growth distances resulted in doubling the size (length and thickness) of the templated 

grain. The templated crystal is completely surrounded by the polycrystalline PMN- 

32.5PT matrix which remained randomly-oriented after annealing, since the matrix was 

not consumed by the growing crystal at these growth conditions. Therefore, a matrix 

composition containing 0 wt% excess PbO was shown to possess insufficient growth
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Figure S.6: XRD patterns of a PMN-32.5PT (0 wt% excess PbO) ceramics
containing 5 vol% oriented (001}-BaTiO3 templates annealed 
at ll50°Cfor0-5h.

Figure 5.7: SEM micrograph showing the cross-sectional view of a singular
templated grain in a  PMN-32.5PT (0 wt% excess PbO) ceramic 
sample containing 5 vol% oriented{001 }-BaTi03 templates 
annealed at 1150°C for 5 h.
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kinetics over a reasonable annealing time (<10 h) to highly texture the PMN-32.5PT 

ceramic with a template concentration of 5 vol%. This is in qualitative agreement with 

the idealized texturing model.

5 J J  Texturing PMN-3L5PT Ceramics Containing 1 wt% Excess PbO and
S vol% BaTiO) Templates

As discussed in Chapter 4 and suggested by the ideal texturing model, the 

presence of a Pb-based intergranular liquid phase during growth can increase the TGG 

growth rate >1.5 times. Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of the XRD patterns for 

templated samples with 5 vol% BaTi03 templates and a matrix composition containing 1 

wt% excess PbO annealed at 1150°C for 0-5 h. The samples were initially densified by 

hot-pressing as described in the experimental procedures. Included in Fig. 5.8 are the 

XRD patterns of a random and unannealed sample of the same composition. Fig. 5.8 

shows no alteration in the XRD pattern of the templated sample after hot-pressing 

compared to that for the random sample. The additional oriented template particles did 

not appear to affect the relative intensities due to the increased volume fraction of 

oriented material within the ceramic. When the templated samples were heated at a rate 

of 10°C/min to 1150°C and then quenched to room temperature, the peak intensity of the 

{001} increased and all other peaks decreased in intensity. A Lotgering factor of -0.8 

was calculated for these samples. This indicates that a significant amount of template 

growth occurred just on heating to 1150°C, which was similar to observations reported in 

Chapter 4 for the TGG of the PMN-35PT single crystal layers. With annealing at 1150°C 

for 1 and 5 h, the texture fraction was increased to -0.85 and 0.90, respectively (Fig. 5.8).
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The texture rate seemed to begin saturating before the sample reached the 1150°C 

annealing temperature. The saturation of the texturing rate can be attributed in part to the 

decrease in the growth rate of the single crystal layer due to the coarsening and shape 

change of the matrix grains, as described in Chapter 4. A second factor slowing the rate 

of texturing is the impingement of the templated grains, since the template particles are 

not ideally situated in the ceramic. But as predicted by the simple texturing model, the 

addition of 1 wt% excess PbO to the matrix composition did accelerate the template 

growth process resulting in the highly textured PMN-PT ceramic in <5 h.

Grain impingement is a process when faceted grains come into contact restricting 

the mobility of the stable planes.(2J’22> The impinged grains can only continue to grow by 

presenting planes of lower stability, resulting in an increase in the overall energy of the 

grain. Fig. 5.9(a) is an SEM micrograph of the cross-section of a templated sample (1 

wt% excess PbO, 5 vol% BaTi03 templates) heated to 1150°C and then quenched to 

room temperature (0 h annealing time). The micrograph shows the impingement of the 

templated grains and the area of non-textured matrix grains. As predicted above, the 

templated grains had already achieved the {001 >-habit before reaching the 1150°C 

annealing temperature. Fig. 5.9(b) is an SEM micrograph of the top surface of the 

templated sample, parallel to the fiber-textured direction. This figure shows the random 

in-plane orientation of the templated grains supporting the cylindrical (°°/mm) symmetry 

of fiber-textured ceramics. Fig. 5.9(b) also displays the grain capacity to remain (001 }- 

faceted even after impingement The growth distance in the template <001> ranged 

between -25-40 pm. The growth on just heating was greater than that displayed by the
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Figure S.9: SEM micrographs showing the (a) cross-sectional and (b) top
view of a PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramic sample 
containing S vol% {001 }-BaTi03 templates, heated to 
11S0°C (annealed for 0 h).
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templated samples containing 0 wt% excess PbO after 5-10 h of annealing (Fig. 5.2 and 

5.3). The SEM micrographs of the sample annealed at U50°C for 5 h shows that the 

matrix is further consumed by the growing oriented grains. However, some of the matrix 

still remains due to the inability of the impinged grains to effectively grow as a result of 

the limited interface mobility at the point of templated-grain/templated-grain contact 

(Fig. 5.10(a,b)). Figure 5.10(b) shows that some templated grains are still growing after 

impingement, even growing into other templated grains. This means that grain 

impingement does not completely stop the growth. As texturing increases, the volume of 

matrix decreases, and the total surface area/volume of templated-grain/matrix interfaces 

would also decrease. The decreased concentration of these types of higher curvature 

boundaries would cause a steady decrease in the overall growth and texturing rate.

The XRD patterns for the textured samples in Fig. 5.8 show broad {001} peaks,

sometimes displaying multiple overlapping peaks in close proximity of the 20 angle

position. The peak splitting is only observed for the {001} peaks. Therefore, the origin

of the splitting is related to the templated grains since the increased intensity of these

peaks is based primarily on the diffraction from the oriented grains. Fig. 5.11 shows a

XRD step scan around the (200) diffraction peak of the 90%-textured PMN-32.5PT (I

wt% excess PbO) ceramic containing 5 vol% BaTi03 templates. The BaTi03 peak

positions are shown for reference. It is clear that the splitting of the {200} peaks do not

overlap with the rhombohedral PMN-PT peaks and the (200)/(002) peaks of tetragonally

distorted BaTK>3. The multiple peaks could be the result of lattice distortions in the

templated grains due to interdiffusion between the template and the growing crystal layer.

This probably is not the case, since in Chapter 4 it was shown that there was <5 pm of
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Figure S. 10: SEM micrographs showing the (a) cross-sectional and (b) top 
view of a PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramic sample 
containing S vol% oriented {001 }-BaTi03 templates annealed 
at 1150°C for 5 h.
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Figure S. 11: XRD pattern of the (200) peak of a ~90%-textuied PMN-32.5PT 
(1 wt% excess PbO) ceramic containing S vol% oriented{001 }- 
BaTi03 templates annealed at i 150°C for S h.
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interdiffusion across the crystal interface, and this volume would be insufficient to 

produce these intense peaks. The templated PMN-32.5PT grains may also be 

mechanically constrained by the BaTiOj template which may locally lock the grown 

PMN-PT crystal into the tetragonal phase. Durbin et al}n) recently showed the 

coexistence of rhombohedral and tetragonal domains in poled PZN-8PT single crystals (a 

rhombohedral composition) by XRD of the {002} peak. The appearance of Fig. S .ll (at 

20 >44.8°) is similar to that shown by Durbin et al. The PMN-32.5PT composition is an 

analogous composition to the PZN-8PT composition in relation to the MPB. Therefore, 

the splitting in the diffraction pattern may indicate that the BaTi03 templates are 

stabilizing the tetragonal domain structure in the templated grains by clamping.

All of the textured samples discussed thus far were hot-pressed at 900°C in argon 

at a pressure of 70 MPa before being annealed at 1150°C in 0 3 to drive the TGG process. 

For both the 0 wt% and 1 wt% excess PbO sets of samples (5 vol% template 

concentration), the samples showed high densities (~8.1 g/cc) after hot-pressing and the 

densities remained above 7.92 g/cc even after annealing at 1150°C (Table S.l). Although 

the hot-pressing step was shown to be very effective, the process still remains as an 

inefficient technique which should be avoided if possible. Therefore, the S voi% 

templated PMN-32.5PT samples containing 1 wt% excess PbO were fired to 1150°C 

without hot-pressing in order to both densify and texture the samples. Fig. S. 12 shows 

the XRD patterns of the randomly-oriented and textured samples sintered at U30°C 

without the initial hot-pressing step. The patterns show a similar increase in peak 

intensity of the {001} and a decrease in intensity of all other peaks with prolonged
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Figure 5.12: XRD patterns of a PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramics 
containing 5 vol% oriented {001 }-BaTi03 templates which were 
not hot-pressed, but directly sintered at 1150°C for 0-5 h.
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thermal treatment. On heating to temperature, the texture fraction increased to ~0.80- 

0.83, and with further heating at 1150°C for S h, the texture fraction slightly increased to 

-0.85. The samples did not texture to the same degree as the samples which were hot- 

pressed. Fig. S. 13 shows the SEM micrographs of the cross-sectional (Fig. 5.13(a)) and 

top view (Fig. 5.13(b)) of the templated sample sintered for 5 h at 1150°C. The figures 

display similar grain structures as those presented for the hot-pressed samples of the same 

annealing temperature and time, but the percentage of unconsumed matrix grains is 

higher, visually supporting the texture fraction measured by XRD. The figures show the 

presence of delamination and porosity around the templated grains which have impinged 

during growth. Table 5.1 shows that the density of these samples is much lower than the 

samples which were hot-pressed with the samples showing anywhere between 4-10% 

porosity. The development of pores and cracks can be attributed to constrained sintering 

which would develop around the rather large, dense template particles. The shrinkage of 

the matrix around these relatively large particles causes tensile stresses to develop at the 

surface of the templates/24,25* Such stresses would result in void and crack formation 

which apparently can only be partially relaxed by the presence of the PbO liquid phase. 

Hot-pressing at 900°C for 30 min. allowed for full densification of the ceramics and the 

healing of any delamination or cracks without initiating a large degree of grain growth.

53.4  Texturing PMN-3&5PT Ceramics Containing 1 wt% Excess PbO and
10 vol% BaTiOs Templates

By increasing the template concentration above 5 vol%, the PMN-32.5PT ceramic 

should texture at a higher rate due to the smaller inter-template distance in which the
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Figure S. 13: SEM micrographs showing the (a) cross-sectional and (b) top 
view of a PMN-32.5PT (i wt% excess PbO) ceramic sample 
containing S vol% oriented {001}-BaTiO3 templates which was 
not hot-pressed, but directly sintered at 1150°C for S h.
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Table 5.1: Effect of processing on the density of templated
PMN-32.5PT ceramics (measured by Archimedes 
method).

Processing
Condition

S vo)% BT 
OwtftPbO  
Hot-Pressed

5 vd%  BT 
I wtifcPbO 
Hot-Pressed

S vol% BT 
1 wt%PbO 

Nat Hot-Pressed

10 voi% BT 
1 wt% PbO 
Hot-Pressed

Post Hot- 
Pressing

8.0 9±0 .0 8 8 .1 1 *0 .0 2 ------- 8 .1 1 *0 .1 2

1I50°C
Oh

8 .0 9±0 .0 9 7 .9 3 *0 .0 4 7 .8 4 *0 .1 4 7 .9 0 *0 .0 4

U50°C
5 h

8 .1 0 *0 .0 8 7 .9 2 *0 .0 2 7 .2 5 *0 .1 3 7 .7 0 *0 .0 4

II50°C  
10 h

8 .1 0 *0 .0 9
------- ------- -------

Density units=g/cc Pmw!rn =8.13 g/cc
A m m d  * 8.03 g/cc 
Pin*.m-«ns  ^.92 gfcC

1%
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oriented crystals must grow. Also, the initial orientation of the larger volume of 

templates would automatically increase the total textured volume even before growth. Of 

course, these assumptions neglect the possible interaction or percolation of the template 

particles during alignment which may cause the initial misalignment of the templates, and 

thus, a decrease in the volume fraction of textured material during growth. Fig. S. 14 

displays the time of full-texture solution for the idealized texturing model when the 

volume percent of template particles, which are perfectly dispersed and aligned in the 

PMN-32.5PT matrix (1 wt% excess PbO), is increased to 10 vol%. The solution shows 

that the PMN-32.5PT ceramic would fully texture in <45 min for templates sizes <150 

pm (AR=3-5) at 1150°C. It has been previously shown that there is significant PMN-PT 

crystal growth just on heating to 1150°C, therefore, the model suggests that the PMN- 

32.5PT ceramic at this PbO and template concentration would instantly texture. The 

degree of texturing would only be limited by grain impingement.

Figure 5.15 shows the XRD patterns of textured PMN-32.5PT ceramic samples 

containing 10 vol% aligned templates annealed for 0-5 h at 1150°C. The samples were 

hot-pressed and annealed in the same manner as the other samples in this work. The 

diffraction pattern after hot-pressing showed a slight increase in {001} peak intensity 

compared to that of the random sample, but the initially aligned templates did not 

significantly increase the volume fraction of textured material (f<0.2). On heating to 

1150°C, the samples were shown to quickly texture to a fraction of -0.85-0.90. With 

further annealing at 1150°C for 5 h, the texture fraction of the samples was shown to 

increase to as high as -0.95 (Fig. 5.15). The texture fraction did not increase beyond
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Figure S. 14: Required growth time at 1150°C calculated from an idealized
texturing model to produce a fully textured PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% 
excess PbO) ceramic containing 10 vol% BaTiOj templates of 
various lengths.
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Figure 5.15: XRD patterns of a PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramics 
containing 10 vol% oriented {001}-BaTiO3 templates annealed 
at 1150°Cfor0-5h.
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0.9S with further annealing. The obtained results strayed from the kinetics predicted by 

the idealized texturing model due to the early impingement, but the model did 

qualitatively characterize and contrast the texturing kinetics between samples of different 

PbO and template concentrations.

The cross-sectional and surface SEM micrographs (Fig. 5.16(a) and Fig. 5.16(b), 

respectively) of the 10 vol% templated samples heated to 1150°C (0 h anneal) shows the 

misalignment of the templates due to particle interaction during the forming process. 

Templates which were not homogenously distributed impinged early during growth due 

to the shorter inter-template distances. This restricted the continued growth of these 

grains, leaving areas of untextured matrix grains. The further 5 h annealing period drove 

the additional growth of the templated grains, but the extent of growth was limited by the 

impingement of the faceted grains. This is supported by the development of the XRD 

patterns during the growth duration. The growth, and therefore the degree of texturing, 

was also limited by the development of intergranular porosity and voids. Figs. 5.17(a,b) 

show the presence of these defects around and between the templated grains. The particle 

interaction and grain impingement brought about the formation of these defects which 

lowered the density of the samples (Table 5.1). The cause of the porosity is still 

uncertain. Other authors proposed that the porosity develops due to grain rearrangement 

forced by fast growing grains in the presence of a liquid phase.(26>27) The growing grains 

and the displaced liquid phase associated with these grains may push the matrix grains 

resulting in the development of porosity and liquid pools. The additional template 

concentration increased the degree of texturing and the texturing kinetics, but promoted a
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Figure S. 16: SEM micrographs showing the (a) cross-sectional and (b) top 
view of a PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramic sample 
containing 10 vol% oriented {00L}-BaTiO3 templates, heated 
to US0°C (annealed forO h).
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Figure S. 17: SEM micrographs showing the (a) cross-sectional and (b) top 
view of a PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramic sample 
containing 10 vol% oriented {001 }-BaTi03 templates annealed 
at 1150°Cfor5h.
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decrease in the final density of the samples which affects both the electrical and 

mechanical properties of the material.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

PMN-32.5PT ceramics were fiber-textured in the <00l> through the use of the 

TGG process. {001 }-BaTi03 Remeika crystals of -75-150 pm in diameter were used as 

the templates for the process. Samples which contained a 5 vol% template concentration 

without excess PbO were textured to f=QA5 in 10 h at 1150°C. The growth kinetics were 

increased with the addition of 1 wt% excess PbO such that ~90%-textured PMN-PT 

(/=0.90) was obtained at 1150°C for 5 h with a template concentration of 5 vol%. The 

saturation in the rate of template growth, and therefore the texturing, was found to result 

from a decrease in the driving force for growth due to the coarsening matrix. Also, the 

increase in grain impingement and the decrease in template/matrix interfaces restricted 

further template growth. The rate of texturing was further accelerated by increasing the 

template concentration to 10 vol% where the ceramic would texture to ̂ =0.90 on heating 

to 1150°C. Again, a further increase in texture fraction was limited by the contact of the 

templated grains. Template growth was also found to be restricted by the increase in 

porosity and intergranular void formation due to the grain impingement with further 

texturing.
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Chapter 6

DIELECTRIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF 
<001> FIBER-TEXTURED PMN-32.5PT CERAMICS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Rhombohedral single crystal PZN-PT and PMN-PT near the MPB composition 

show enhanced strain levels combined with large piezoelectric and electromechanical 

coupling coefficients.'1,2’ The large increase in these properties has been attributed to the 

domain engineering concept. Domain engineering of PZN-PT and PMN-PT requires 

single crystals to be poled in the <001>, which configures the dipoles along any of the 

four equivalent <111> directions -54.7° from the poling direction. The four equivalent 

domains have the same energy state when the field is applied along the <001>, which 

results in a low driving force for domain wall movement.<l 3) The limited mobility of 

the domain walls produces the low piezoelectric (strain-field) hysteresis below the field- 

induced rhombohedral-tetragonal phase transformation. The enhanced strains are a result 

of the rotation of the dipoles within the stable domains towards the <001> with 

increasing field. The macroscopic displacement during this phase transformation is 

pronounced for rhombohedral compositions very near to the MPB composition. The low 

hysteresis and high strain levels are desired for the next generation of piezoelectric 

actuators and transducers.

As previously stated, the enhanced electromechanical properties for the domain 

engineered materials have been primarily identified for PZN-PT and PMN-PT single 

crystals. Recently, BaTi03 and Zr-doped BaTi03 single crystals have shown similar
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increased properties and decreased piezoelectric hysteresis due to the application of the 

domain engineering concept for perovskite ferroelectrics which show a rhombohedral- 

tetragonal phase transition.14̂  The domain engineering technique seems to be suitable 

for single crystals, therefore, one would believe that domain engineering would also 

apply to thin films and ceramics textured in the <001> of the same compositional 

systems. Regardless of the <001> orientation of PMN-PT thin films, the piezoelectric 

coefficients always decreased by the substrate clamping.(6,7) The property enhancement 

due to <001>-texturing in rhombohedral Pb-based relaxor-PbTiCh ceramics, or in any 

ferroelectric ceramic showing an rhombohedral-tetragonal MPB composition, has not yet 

been investigated.

In this work, PMN-32.5PT ceramics were fiber-textured in the <001> by the TGG 

process using a low concentration (<10 vol%) of oriented {00l}-BaTiO3 crystals. The 

objective was to observe the effect of <001> fiber-texture on the dielectric and 

piezoelectric properties of the PMN-32.5PT ceramics. Many issues are addressed in this 

work relating to the effect of excess PbO, residual BaTi03, and texture degree on the 

piezoelectric response of the textured ceramics. The absence of three-dimensional 

texture and the presence of intragranular BaTiOj inclusions are two key issues which 

may have adverse effects on the piezoelectric response of the textured PMN-PT ceramics. 

Both may cause mechanical clamping of the oriented grains, which would decrease the 

overall property improvement related to crystallographic and domain engineering. These 

subjects are all addressed in this work.
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6.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

As described in Chapter 5, polycrystalline 0.675Pb(Mgi/3Nb2/3)C>3-0.325PbTiO3 

(PMN-32.5PT) was fiber-textured in the <001> by the TGG process. The matrix PMN- 

32.5PT powder used for the study was synthesized by the columbite method and mixed 

with (PbC03)2Pb(0 H)2 (Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wl) to produce a 

matrix composition containing 1 wt% excess PbO. All textured samples characterized in 

this work contained 1 wt% excess PbO in order to drive the TGG process to completion. 

The matrix was mixed with S vol% or 10 vol% {001}-BaTiO3 template crystals which 

were grown by the Remeika process. The template crystals displayed thicknesses of <75 

pm and diameters of approximately 75-150 pm. The matrix composition was tape cast, 

cut, and laminated. The samples were burned out and then hot-pressed in argon at 900°C 

for 30 min. at 40 MPa. The samples were cut to a dimension of 4x3x0.350 mm and 

annealed in O2 at 1150°C for times <5 h to allow adequate time for template growth to 

increase the total texture fraction. The surface of the samples was polished to 1 pm 

roughness and XRD was performed on the sample surfaces to determine the texture 

fraction. The texture fraction was determined by the Lotgering method.'8' Gold 

electrodes were sputtered on the sample surface perpendicular to the textured <001>.

The texture fractions varied across the volume of the samples due to the size and 

inhomogeneous mixing of the oversized template particles. The texture fractions 

reported for each sample in this work were calculated and averaged over >3 XRD 

patterns taken at various depths through the sample thickness. The listed texture fractions 

contain approximately ±5% error, therefore, the samples displaying similar texture
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fractions which were similar within ±5% were grouped for property versus texture 

comparisons.

Standard dielectric and piezoelectric data of randomly-oriented PMN-32.5PT 

ceramics containing 0 wt%, 1 wt%, and 3 wt% excess PbO were measured on the same 

matrix powder used for the texturing experiments. The cylindrical-shaped random 

samples were formed by isostatic-pressing at room temperature. The random samples 

were sintered at i 150°C and then polished to a final dimension of -6.3 mm. in diameter 

and 0.350 mm. in thickness. These sample dimensions were chosen in order to have 

random samples of similar area and thickness as the textured samples. The sample 

densities were -98-99% of theoretical density, depending upon the excess PbO content. 

Samples which lost >0.5 wt% after sintering were discarded from the study.

The low field dielectric constant and loss (at 1 V) were measured as a function of 

temperature by a multifrequency impedance meter (HP 4284A LCR meter) combined 

with an oven regulated by an Eurotherm controller (Euro 808). The dielectric constant 

and loss were measured between the temperatures of 0-300 °C for frequencies between i 

kHz-1 MHz. Poled samples were measured on heating and unpoled samples were 

measured on cooling. The samples were heated and cooled at a rate of 4°C/min. The 

untextured and textured PMN-32.5PT samples were typically poled with a DC-bias of 40 

kV/cm for 15 min at room temperature in polydimethylsiloxane (Dow Coming 200).

The dielectric polarization versus electric field measurements (P-E hysteresis 

loops) were completed using a modified Sawyer-Tower circuit. The unipolar strain 

versus electric field measurements (strain-field curves) were concurrently measured using
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the Sawyer-Tower circuit in conjunction with a linear variable differential transducer, 

driven by a lock-in amplifier (Standford Research Systems, Model SR830). The 

required high fields were generated by a Trek 609C-6 high-voltage amplifier. The strain 

and polarization of the samples were measured while immersed in Galden HT-200 to 

prevent arcing. The P-E measurements were traced using a triangular wave form. 

Unipolar strain-field curves were measured using the same apparatus by applying half of 

a sinusoidal wave to the poled samples.

The low-field piezoelectric coefficients (d33> for the samples were estimated from 

the slope of the unipolar strain-field curves. The piezoelectric coefficients were also 

measured with a Berlincourt d33 meter (Institute of Acoustics, Academia Sinica, Model 

ZJ-2). The longitudinal and lateral electromechanical coupling coefficients (k33, k3t) 

were measured in accordance with the IEEE standards for the resonance technique 

(ANSI/IEEE Std. 176-1978) using a HP 4194A impedance/gain phase analyzer. From 

the measured resonance (fr) and antiresonance ( f j  frequencies, the compliance (S33E, s33D, 

s„E, S|i°) and piezoelectric coefficients (d33, d3|) were also calculated. The fr and fa 

frequencies were determined from the first minimum and maximum impedance peaks in 

the impedance/frequency scan.

63 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6J.1 Dielectric Properties of Random PMN-325PT Ceramics

Figure 6.1 shows the dielectric constant and loss as a function of temperature for 

an unpoled (Fig. 6.1(a)) and poled (Fig. 6.1(b)) PMN-32.5PT randomly-oriented sample 

containing 0 wt% excess PbO. Both the unpoled and poled PMN-32.5PT samples show
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Figure 6.1: Dielectric constant and loss as a function of temperature for
an a) unpoled and b) poled PMN-32.5PT ceramic containing 
0 wt% excess PbO.
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little frequency dispersion and have relatively narrow permittivity peaks. The poled 

sample displays two major anomalies in the dielectric constant as a function of 

temperature. The anomaly at -90-l00°C (Tm) indicates the phase transition from the 

ferroelectric rhombohedral to the tetragonal state/9’11) The second anomaly describes the 

phase transition from the ferroelectric tetragonal state to the paraelectric cubic state.(9*l4) 

The unpoled sample shows only one distinct dielectric anomaly marking the paraelectric- 

ferroelectric phase transition. This temperature will be designated as the maxima 

temperature (Tmu), since the PMN-32.5PT composition shows a slightly diffuse phase 

transition. PMN-PT compositions containing lower PbTi03 concentrations usually show 

greater dielectric broadening at the paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition due to 

compositional fluctuations/ 9 1l0 l2*l3) The diffusive phase transition indicates the presence 

of multiple localized phase transition temperatures, therefore the dielectric anomaly 

maximum is usually termed the Tnu*. T,*, did not change with poling state (T(rtUunpokd 

=158°C and Tnu, pokd=159°C). The phase diagram reported by Zhao et a/.(,,) shows that a 

PMN-PT composition with 32.5 mol% PbTi03 has a TmiU= I62°C and a Tr.e= 78°C. This 

implies that the actual matrix composition may be between 31.5-32 mol% PbTi03. since 

the MPB of the PMN-PT system curves towards the PMN composition resulting in a 

higher T- , ,  and a lower Tr.t.

The unpoled sample showed a maximum dielectric constant (Emu) of -46,300 (1 

kHz) at Tmu with a loss tangent of -0.022 (Fig. 6.1(a)). The room temperature (25°C) 

dielectric constant (En) was -3060 (1 kHz) with a loss tangent -0.03. The maximum and 

room temperature dielectric constant was found to be smaller for the poled sample with a
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Emu =36900 (1 kHz) and a En =2880 (1 kHz) (Fig.6.1(b)). The Emu observed in these 

experiments were greater than those reported by Choi et al.{9'm  and Kelley el a/.(I3) 

(em«u,,po“  =30,000-40,000, Emupokd= 30,000) and the E„ was lower (EIt“ poW =3700-4100, 

ertpoled =5000). The maximum dielectric constant and loss were noticeably affected by 

poling and heating the sample through the rhombohedral-tetragonal phase transition. 

This may be due in part to the differences in the domain wall contributions to the 

dielectric constant and loss.05,16’

The effect of an intergranular Pb-rich phase on the dielectric properties of PMN- 

PT has been reported by many authors.07'25’ The thin, intergranular layer of a Pb-rich 

phase lowers the dielectric constant and increases the loss for various PMN-PT 

compositions. These effects have been successfully described by brick-wall dielectric 

mixing laws.07'23’ Similarly in this work, the addition of excess PbO to the PMN-32.5PT 

composition was found to suppress the dielectric constant of the material. A comparison 

of the dielectric constants, loss tangents, and transition temperatures for the PMN-32.5PT 

ceramic samples containing 0 wt%, 1 wt%, and 3 wt% excess PbO is listed in Table 6.1. 

With the addition of 1 wt% or 3 wt% excess PbO, the poled Emu decreased to -20,300 

and -17,700 (1 kHz), respectively (Fig. 6.2). The additions of excess PbO also shifted 

the phase transition temperatures (TM, Tmu) to higher temperatures. Shifts in the Tm.. for 

PMN and PZT have been attributed to the volume of intergranular Io w - e  (low 

polarizable) phases and defects/23,26’ The presence of 1o w -e  phases and vacancies at the 

grain boundaries affects the space-charge field and surface stresses around the grains. 

The presence of intergranular imperfections may alter the stress distribution and stabilize
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Table 6.1: Dielectric properties of random PMN-325PT ceramics.

Unpoled
BccessPbO

(wt%)
e„ TanS,, EmiX Tan^n*, Tm** (°C)

0 3060 0.030 46300 0.022 158
1 2430 0.019 21800 0.016 166
3 2290 0.026 20500 0.015 167

Poled
BccessPbO

(wt%)
E„ TanS,, Ema* Tan^m* Tim*(°C)

0 2880 0.018 36900 0.038 159
1 2 2 2 0 0.025 20300 0.019 166
3 1970 0.026 17700 0.019 167
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the space-charge field around the grains which would ulock-in” the ferroelectric 

polarization, allowing the dipoles to persist to higher than normal temperatures.'23-26’27) 

The dielectric loss for these samples containing excess PbO were still relatively low 

(5<0.05), therefore the influence of the space-charge may not have induced the 

temperature shift. The shift may be the result of incidental noise from the property 

measurement.

6J.2 Ferroelectric Hysteresis of Random PMN-315PT Ceramics

Figure 6.3 shows the effect of excess PbO content on the dielectric polarization as 

a function of applied electric field measured. All of the matrix compositions possess 

well-saturated P-E hysteresis loops displaying a “soft” ferroelectric nature. The remanent 

polarization (Pr) and coercive field (Ec) values measured from the P-E hysteresis loops 

are listed in Table 6.2. The obtained values for both the Pr (-32 pC/cm2) and Ec (—5-7 

kV/cm) were higher than those reported in literature (Pr=25 pC/cm2, Ec=4.5 kV/cm).(28) 

With an increase in PbO content, the Pr decreased and the Ec increased. This is expected 

since the low polarizability of the PbO-phase in the grain boundary would limit the 

localized applied field on the grains, therefore, the grains would experience a smaller 

fraction of the total applied field, resulting in an increase in the required field to move the 

domain walls. Also, as previously discussed, the presence of the Iow-e intergranular 

phase affects the surface space-charge restricting the dipole movement within the 

grains.'26-27-29'31’ This would cause a decrease in the macroscopic polarization and an 

increase in the field required to move the domain walls.
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Figure 6.3: Polarization-electric field hysteresis for PMN-32.5PT ceramics
containing 0 , 1 ,  and 3 wt% excess PbO.
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Table 6.2: Ec and Pr of random PMN-32.5PT ceramics.

BccessPbO Ec P,
(wt%) (kV/cm) (jcC/cnr)

0 5.1 34.6
1 6.7 32.4
3 7.1 30.4
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6 3 J  Diffuseness Characteristics of Random PMN-32£PT Ceramics Containing 
Excess PbO

For normal ferroelectric materials, the temperature dependence of the dielectric 

constant for a fixed frequency can be described by the Curie-Weiss relationship. Above 

the Tc, Curie-Weiss behavior exhibits a linear relationship between the inverse of the 

dielectric constant and temperature (T-Tc). This relationship does not hold for relaxor 

ferroelectric materials like PMN. Due to the diffuseness of the phase transition, 

Smolenski(32’33) found that relaxor ferroelectrics follow the empirical relationship:

1 i ( T - T ) 2 c   ------ + -— , ■ Eq.6.1
£ £ 28  £max max

where £ is the temperature dependent dielectric constant, is the dielectric constant at 

Tmax, and <5 is a diffusiveness parameter. This relationship shows that the dependence of 

the inverse dielectric constant to temperature follows a quadratic law. It has been 

reported that various pure or substituted PMN-PT and PZN-PT ceramic compositions 

show intermediate behavior between the Curie-Weiss and quadratic laws. Therefore, 

these expressions were modified to produce an intermediate empirical power law which 

is given as:

I I ( T - T ^ Y  c— =  + -  sss—— Eq. 6.2
£ £ CRBX
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where y is the diffuseness exponent/34' The y can range between 1 and 2, where y=l and 

y=2 describes the behavior of a purely normal and relaxor ferroelectric, respectively. The 

ratio of C/Emu (units are in °CY) is a relative measure of the degree of diffuseness for the 

material. By fitting Eq. 6.2 to the data presented in Fig. 6.2(a), the y and C/Emu were 

calculated (RS0.99) for the PMN-32.5PT ceramics samples containing 0 wt%, I wt%, 

and 3 wt% excess PbO. The pure PMN-32.5PT showed a dielectric behavior favoring 

that displayed by a relaxor ferroelectric (y=1.65 and a C/eItm=139). The magnitude of y 

increased with the addition of excess PbO, where y equaled 1.68 and 1.78 for the 1 wt% 

and 3 wt% excess PbO samples, respectively. The C/Em., also increased with the addition 

of PbO, 328 and 625 for I wt% and 3 wt% excess PbO, respectively. The increase in y 

and C/Emu indicated that the PMN-PT samples are shifting towards more diffuse phase 

transitions. The broad dielectric peak could be the result of the intergranular PbO acting 

as a Curie point depressor.(2I)

6.3.4 Piezoelectric Properties of Random PMN-32£PT Ceramics from Beriincourt 
and Strain-Field Measurements

The piezoelectric coefficient (d33> was measured using a Beriincourt d33 meter for 

randomly-oriented PMN-32.5PT ceramics containing 0 wt%, 1 wt%, and 3 wt% excess 

PbO. These samples showed initial d33 values of approximately 580±5 pC/N, 425±6 

pC/N, and 420±5 pC/N at 100 Hz, respectively. These d33 coefficients decreased at a rate 

of ~4%/decade (sec) due to aging (Fig. 6.4). The final, stable d33 values for the 0 wt%, 1 

wt%, and 3 wt% excess PbO samples were approximately 550 pC/N, 380 pC/N, and 360
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Figure 6.4: Piezoelectric coefficients ((I33) as a function of measuring time
by a Beriincourt meter for PMN-32.5PT ceramics containing 
0 , 1, and 3 wt% excess PbO measured.
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pC/N, respectively. The initial d33 values measured for the 32.5 mol% PbTi03 

composition were comparable with the coefficients reported in literature, but the stable 

d33 values were at least 40-160 pC/N lower.'9,10,13,35’36’

The d33 coefficients were also measured by direct observation of the unipolar 

strain-field curves collected by the low contact variable transducer. Fig. 6.5 shows the 

typical strain-field response for the PMN-32.5PT samples containing variable excess PbO 

concentrations. The sample having 0 wt% excess PbO showed a slightly higher strain 

response than the samples containing excess PbO. The strain (% strain/field) for all 

compositions decreased with higher fields. The d33 coefficients were estimated from the 

slope of the curves at fields <5 kV/cm and <10 kV/cm. The d33 values, maximum strain 

(at 50 kV/cm), and maximum piezoelectric opening in the strain/field curves (i.e. 

maximum difference between increasing and decreasing field curves) are reported in 

Table 6.3. The hysteresis is a result of domain wail motion due to non-stable domain 

configurations.'2’ The d33 coefficients, strain levels, and hysteresis were shown to be very 

similar for all samples regardless of the composition.

( 3 5  Piezoelectric Properties of Random PMN-315PT Ceramics from IEEE 
Resonance Measurements

IEEE resonance measurements were completed in order to investigate the set of 

low-field properties. The piezoelectric coefficients (d33, d3i), mechanical compliances 

(S33E, s33d, s „ e, su0), and the electromechanical coupling coefficients (k33, k30  can be 

calculated from the measured resonant frequency (fr) and the anti-resonant frequency (f») 

of the sample impedance, hi order to calculate the longitudinal coefficients (k33, s33...),
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Figure 6.5: Unipolar strain-electric field curves for PMN-32.5PT ceramics
containing 0 , 1 ,  and 3 wt% excess PbO.
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Table 6.3: Piezoelectric properties of random PMN-32.5PT ceramics 
measured from the strain-field plots.

Excess dJ3 (pC/N) djj (pC/N) % Strain Max. Opening
PbO(wt%) (<S kV/cm) (<10 kV/cm) (50 kV/cm) in Curve (%)

0 726 580 0.180 0.0180
I 721 593 0.177 0.0200
3 720 572 0.171 0.0195
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the samples were cut to the dimensional ratio of 5:1:1 (5x1x1 mm) and the impedance 

was measured along the length (poled direction). The transverse coefficients were 

obtained from samples with the dimensional ratio of 4:1:0.4 (4xlx0.4 mm) with the 

impedance measured in the thickness direction (poled direction). The various mechanical 

and electromechanical constants were calculated using the following relationships 

(ANSI/IEEE Std. 176-1978):

n f r ,n A/*. V  _n f a n ISf
*33= — — tan(— — ) - - -  tan(— • —-)

33 2 f a k2 f j  1 - V  2 f r 2 f r

P f .  r- - ir= 4  p / r /:
s33 sn

£ _  h i

(1~*33 )
S33 “ suD = ( 1- * 3i2)*i.£

^33 “  *33\e 0̂ 33 S33 ^31 ~  *3IV0^33 1̂1

The superscripts T, E, and D indicate that the property was measured at constant stress, 

electrical field, or dielectric displacement, respectively. Figure 6.6 shows the typical 

longitudinal resonance impedance spectra obtained for random PMN-32.5PT ceramics 

containing 0 wt% excess PbO (Fig. 6.6(a)) and 1 wt% excess PbO (Fig. 6.6(b)). The 

resonance and anti-resonance peaks are well defined with little interference from other
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PMN-32.5PT ceramics containing (a) 0 wt%, (b) I wt%, 
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Table 6.4: Piezoelectric, electromechanical coupling, and compliance 
coefficients of random PMN-32.5PT ceramics measured 
by the resonance technique.

Excess 
PbO (wt%) 3̂3

(pC/N)
3̂1

(pON)
3̂3 3̂1 S)jf

(xia,J
nr/N)

S ||E
(xiau
itr/N)

0 450 -211 0.719 0.403 17.7 12.5
±16 ±10 ±0.02 ±0.003 ±0.41 ±0.01

I 376 -195 0.673 0.402 15.6 11.7
±6 ±8 ±0.002 ±0.001 ±0.05 ±0.05

3 346 -168 0.635 0.355 15.0 11.9
±24 ±7 ±0.028 ±0.001 ±0.44 ±0.01
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peaks. The calculated values for the material constants are listed in Table 6.4. The 

standard deviations were collected for a set of >5 samples. The calculated constants 

show values similar to a soft PZT. The d33/d3i ratio was found to be ~2.05 which is close 

to that typically found for many perovskite ferroelectric materials (~2.32).(7) All of the 

calculated constants decreased with an excess PbO concentration. This is in contrast to 

the strain-field measurements, where there was little change in the piezoelectric response 

with an increase in PbO content. Also, the low field d33 values calculated from the 

resonance technique were only 48-62% of the values measured from the strain-field 

curves (<5 kV/cm). This shows that the d33 values observed from the stain-field response 

were inflated due to the extrinsic contribution of the domain wall movement even when 

the samples exhibited relatively little hysteresis.'1516-37̂  Since the resonance 

measurement is a low field technique (<0.05 kV/cm), domain wall movement contributes 

less to the piezoelectric response.

6.3.6 Effect of DC Bias on the Resonance Measurements of Random PMN*315PT 
Ceramics

The hysteresis in the strain-field curves indicated the presence of domain states 

which can be altered by an applied electrical field. In order to stabilize the domain state 

on the piezoelectric coefficient, a DC bias was applied to the sample during the AC 

resonance measurements. A DC bias <10 kV/cm was applied to a  k3t resonant sample 

containing 0 wt% excess PbO during an impedance sweep. The calculated k3i values 

decreased from 0.415 to 0.379 with an increase in DC bias from 0-10 kV/cm (Fig. 6.7). 

Fig. 6.8 shows the effect of a forward and reverse DC bias on the poled dielectric
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constant ( e33t ) . A s  expected, the e 33t  decreased with an increase in forward bias due to 

the decrease in dielectric compliance.*38* On reverse bias, the e33t  was shown to first 

increase as the coercive field (-5 kV/cm) was approached then dropped again as the 

sample repoled. Since, both the k3) and e33t  decreased with an increasing DC bias, the 

d3t also decreased (Fig. 6.7). This indicates that the samples were sufficiently poled, and 

the DC bias was shown to have a negative effect on the dielectric and mechanical 

compliance of the material.

6J.7 Dielectric Properties of <001>-Textured PMN-315PT Ceramics

Figures 6.9-6.11 show plots of the dielectric constant as a function of temperature 

for three PMN-32.5PT ceramic samples containing S vol% {001}-BaTiO3 template 

particles (PMN-32.5PT-5BT). The samples all contained 1 wt% excess PbO in order to 

increase the TGG kinetics. The samples were densified to -99% by hot-pressing in 

argon. Each sample experienced a different high temperature annealing treatment to 

drive the TGG process. Two sample sets were annealed to 1 IS0°C for 0 h or 5 h, which 

resulted in samples having a <001>-texture fraction of -0.80 (Fig. 6.10) and -0.90 (Fig. 

6.11), respectively. The last sample set was only annealed to 800°C for 10 h in order to 

reoxidize the sample without altering the random (/=0) PMN-PT/BaTi03 microstructure 

(Fig. 6.9). Table 6.5 lists the maximum and room temperature dielectric constant and 

loss for the poled and unpoled textured samples. The unpoled (Fig. 6.9(a)) and poled 

(Fig. 6.9(b)) dielectric responses of the random PMN-32.5PT-5BT sample were similar, 

with both showing a very broad peak at a Tnu*=167°C. This random PMN-32.5PT-5BT
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Table 6.S: Dielectric properties of textured PMN-32.5FT ceramics 
containing 5 vol% BaTi03 templates.

Unpoled
Texture
fraction

Tans,, ÎtWI TanS,,*, Tm« (°C)

0 2760 0.033 14460 0.020 164
0.80 2270 0.022 22800 0.020 164
0.90 2750 0.021 23350 0.016 164

Poled
Texture
Fraction e« Tans* TanS**, T n .fC )

0 2750 0.028 13700 0.020 166
0.80 2120 0.015 21300 0.018 167
0.90 2440 0.013 21400 0.017 165
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sample displayed a more diffuse transition, as well as more frequency dispersion than the 

samples without BaTi03 for the same PbO content. The rhombohedral-tetragonal 

transition at Tr., (-95-105°C for random I wt% excess PbO samples) could not be 

identified which may indicate the limited ability to efficiently pole the sample due to the 

presence of the BaTiOj second phase. The Tmu (-163°C) was not affected by the 

addition of the BaTi03 templates. This indicates that little Ba homogenization (i.e. solid 

solution formation) occurs at this temperature and time.*3*43’ Although BaTi03 did not 

affect the ferroelectric-paraelectric transition temperature, it did have a large affect on the 

magnitude of the dielectric constant. The PMN-32.5PT-5BT ceramic showed a lower 

Emu (-14,460 at 1 kHz) possibly due to the minor BaTi03 phase, which possesses a 

lower dielectric constant. By utilizing dielectric series and logarithmic mixing laws, it 

was calculated that a 5 vol% BaTi03 addition to PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) 

ceramic would cause a decrease of <2100 in the effective dielectric constant.*17,18,23’ 

Therefore, the addition of the BaTi03 phase could not account completely for the 

decrease in the dielectric response. Chu et a/. reported that Pb-vacancies in 

Pb(Sci/2Nb|/2)03 (PSN) ceramics resulted in a decrease in the transition temperature and 

dielectric constant.(44) The Pb-vacancies were reported to inhibit dipole coupling and 

broaden the ferroelectric transformation. The presence of Pb-vacancies remaining in the 

PMN-PT templated samples after the hot-pressing and annealing treatment may have 

influenced the dielectric behavior in a similar manner.

With an increase in texture ffaction to -0.80 for higher processing temperatures 

(1150°C, 0 h), the diffuseness of the permittivity peak decreased (y=1.75 and C/Enax=536)
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and the overall constant increased, especially at Tm* (Fig. 6.10(a)). Tnu did not change, 

remaining at a temperature -164°C. The rhombohedral-tetragonal transition was visible 

in the dielectric data for the poled sample (Fig. 6.10(b)), and the transition temperature 

was consistent with that of that of the random, BaTi03-ftee samples (Tr̂ 9S-10S°C). 

The stability of the transition temperatures indicates that the BaTiQ templates remained 

stable within the PMN-PT matrix without the formation of a solid solution between the 

two phases.139"43’ The increase in the dielectric constant may have been influenced by the 

high temperature processing which could have eliminated Pb and oxygen vacancies 

which remained within the ceramic after hot-pressing.<44) While the dielectric constant 

values increased with an increase in texture fraction, the maximum permittivity was still 

dominated by the presence of the intergranular low-e phase.

It is also clear that further texture development (-10% increase in texture, yM).90) 

with subsequent annealing at 1150°C for 5 h does not significantly alter the dielectric 

behavior (Fig. 6.11). The magnitude and diffuseness (y=1.74 and C/emu=342) of the 

dielectric-temperature curve for both the unpoled (Fig. 6.11(a)) and poled (Fig. 6.11(b)) 

samples remained virtually unchanged. Again, the transition temperatures were also 

retained, suggesting the high stability and low dissolution rate of BaTi03 in the PMN- 

PT/PbO matrix composition.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the dielectric constant versus temperature curves (1- 

100 kHz) for unpoled and poled PMN-32.5PT ceramic sample containing 10 vol% 

<001>-aligned BaTiC>3 templates (PMN-32.5PT-10BT). One sample set was only 

reoxidized (800°C, 10 h in O2) after hot-pressing (Fig. 6.12) and the other sample set was
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Figure 6.12: Dielectric constant and loss as a function of temperature for 
an a) unpoled and b) poled PMN-32.5PT ceramic containing 
10 vol% BaTiOj templates (PMN-32.5PT- I0BT) annealed at 
800°C for 10 h.
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annealed at 1150°C for 5 h in O2 (Fig. 6.13) in order to increase the texture fraction of the 

samples. After the 5 h thermal treatment at 1150°C, the PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples 

were textured to a fraction of -0.95. The unpoled and poled dielectric behavior of the 

untextured PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples were found to show a similar diffuse 

ferroelectric-paraelectric transition (Tmu=164°C) as the untextured PMN-32.5PT-5BT 

samples (~y=1-78 and C/ema*=939). Like the untextured PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples, the 

untextured, poled PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples did not clearly display the rhombohedral- 

tetragonal transition, probably because of the interference of a shoulder in the dielectric 

curve at I30°C associated with the BaTi03 paraeiectric-ferroelectric phase transition 

(Fig. 6.12). The magnitude of the dielectric constant was suppressed beyond that 

displayed by the PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples due to the addition of the extra 5 vol% 

BaTi03. But again, the additional BaTi03 could not completely account for the lower 

dielectric constant. Dielectric mixing laws predict a decrease of <3800 in the maximum 

dielectric constant for PMN-32.5PT (1 wt% excess PbO) ceramics containing 10 vol% 

BaTi03.(,7-18>23)

After a 5 h annealing time at 1150°C, the overall permittivity of the PMN- 

32.5PT-10BT ceramics increased with an increase in texture fraction, but the peak 

permittivity was still -5000 less than that achieved in the 90%-textured PMN-32.5PT- 

5BT samples (Fig. 6.13). The Tmu remained unchanged for both the unpoled and poled 

samples and the rhombohedral-tetragonal transition at Trt=95-105oC was apparent, but 

the shoulder in the permittivity at Tr.t was lower than that shown by the PMN-32.5PT- 

5PT samples. The diffuseness of the ferroelectric-paraelectric transition was decreased
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(~Y=1.69 and with the additional texture as a result of the extended 1 IS0°C

anneal.

The stability of the transition temperatures for both the PMN-32.5PT-5BT and 

PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples suggested the high stability of the BaTi03 templates. Since 

the BaTi03 does not seem to diffuse into the matrix, then the apparent increase in the 

transition breadth can not be attributed to dissolution, as has been reported for PMN and 

PZN solid solutions.'34*39 42’ Some of the broadening of the dielectric peak can be 

attributed to the presence of intergranular PbO acting as a Curie point depressor/21’ The 

diffuse transition can also be related to the possible distribution of space-charge in the 

material. Space-charge may also develop along the grain boundaries due the 

intergranular low-£ phase/23,24’ Therefore, the decrease in diffiiseness may not be the 

result of texturing, but a result of the high temperature annealing which can diminish the 

residual space-charges by eliminating the Pb and oxygen vacancies and increasing grain 

boundary uniformity/23,24'44’ The diffuseness may also originate from the combined 

contributions of both the BaTiOj and the PMN-PT which have transition temperatures 

that are ~40-50°C apart. This is suggested by the appearance of the additional shoulder 

in the permittivity plot.

63.8 Ferroelectric Hysteresis of <001>-Textured PMN-323PT Ceramics

The dielectric polarization as a function of bipolar electric field measured in the

textured <001> for both the PMN-32.5PT-5BT and PMN-32.5PT-10BT is displayed in

Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, respectively. The maximum polarization for the PMN-32JPT-

5BT and PMN-32.5PT-10BT compositions were similar for both the untextured and
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Figure 6.14: Polarization-electric field hysteresis for PMN-32.5PT ceramic 
containing 5 vol% BaTi03 templates (PMN-32.5PT-5BT) 
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textured samples, although the loop was mote square in the textured materials. The 

untextured PMN-32.5PT-5BT composition showed a Pr =22 pC/cm2 and Ec=5.9 kV/cm 

(Table 6.6). With an increase of texture fraction to -0.90, the polarization increased and 

the coercive field remained relatively unchanged (Pr =28 pC/cm2, Ec=5.6 kV/cm) (Fig. 

6.14). The remanent polarization of the highly textured sample was lower than that 

displayed by the random sample (-32.4 pC/cm2). This is understandable since 90% of 

the ceramic is textured in the non-polar direction. Due to the additional 5 vol% BaTi03 

templates in the PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples, the polarization decreased and the coercive 

field increased (Fig. 6.15). The increase in the coercive field, Ec=5.95 kV/cm 

(untextured) and Ec=5.78 kV/cm (95%-textured), indicates that the additional BaTi03 

templates either restrict the movement of the domain walls or perturb the internal electric 

field distribution. Similar to the untextured PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples, the remanent 

polarization of the untextured PMN-32.5PT-IOBT was Pr =21.9 pC/cm2 and increased 

with the increase in texture fraction (Pr=25.4 pC/cm2).

63.9  Piezoelectric Properties o f <001>-Textured PMN-32JPT Ceramics from
Berlincourt and Strain*Field Measurements

The d33 coefficients of the PMN-32.5PT-5BT and PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples 

with various degrees of <001>-texture were measured using the Berlincourt d33 meter. 

Reliable d33 values could not be obtained, since the d33 values for all samples decreased 

below 200 pC/N in less than a minute. This may be because the textured samples, which 

possesses both a ferroelectric and ferroelastic nature, have a low coercive stress allowing 

the samples to depole under the induced stress.
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Table 6.6: Ec and Pr of textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics 
containing S vol% BaTi03 templates.

Texture £ P,
Fraction (kV/cm) (AC/cm2)

0 5.9 22.0
0.80 5.7 25.0
0.90 5.6 28.0
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The unipolar strain-field behavior of the PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples possessing 

different degrees of <001>-texture were collected by a linear variable differential 

transducer in conjunction with the Sawyer-Tower circuit (Fig. 6.16). The d33 coefficients 

were measured from the slope of the strain-field plots for fields under <5 kV/cm and <10 

kV/cm in the same manner as the random PMN-32.5PT ceramics (Table 6.7). The plot 

shows that increasing the <001>-texture increased the maximum strain output of the 

samples. The improvement in strain performance was enhanced up to an annealing time 

of 1-5 h, where it began to saturate along with the rate of texturing (Chapter 5). A 

random sample containing oriented BaTi03 templates showed a maximum strain of 

0.161% at 50 kV/cm, and with -90% texture, the maximum strain increased to 0.279%. 

The low-field d33 coefficients (<5 kV/cm) for samples with ~90% texture (d33=l 150 

pC/N) were 1.5 times greater than that measured for randomly oriented PMN-32.5PT 

samples containing 0 wt% excess PbO (Fig. 6.5). The d33 coefficients of this magnitude 

are approximately 40-50% that measured for PMN-PT single crystals (30-35% PbTi03) 

in the <001>.(t>2'4S'46) The textured samples showed relatively little opening in the strain 

curves (0.02-0.03%), but the hysteresis of the textured samples was above that measured 

for random PMN-32.5PT samples (Table 6.3).

The effect of the hysteresis on the d33 coefficient is made even more evident by 

observing the relationship between the magnitude of the maximum applied unipolar field 

and the strain-field curve. Fig. 6.17(a) shows the strain-field plots of a ~90%-textured 

PMN-32.5PT-5BT sample with progressively increasing maximum applied fields from 1- 

50 kV/cm. At maximum applied fields <5 kV/cm (<Ec), the magnitude of hysteresis and 

the slope of the plot (d33 coefficient) rapidly increased with an increase in maximum
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Figure 6.16: Unipolar strain-electric field curves of PMN-32.5PT ceramic 
containing 5 vol% BaTi03 templates (PMN-32.5PT-5BT) 
displaying various degrees of texture.
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Table 6.7: Piezoelectric properties of textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics 
containing 5 vol% BaTi03 templates measured from the 
strain-field plots.

Texture
Fraction

d}j(pC/N) 
(<3 kV/ctn)

dn(pC/N) 
(<10 kV/cm)

% Strain 
(50 kV/cm)

Max. Opening 
in Curve (%)

0 590 500 0.161 0.0170
0.80 975 808 0.235 0.0150
0.8S 990 820 0.240 0.0220
0.90 1150 953 0219 0.0239
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field. The rale of increasing slope and hysteresis began to subside at fields >5 kV/cm. A 

similar trend was observed for randomly-oriented PMN-32.5PT ceramics (0 wt% excess 

PbO), but the slope and hysteresis quickly saturated at maximum applied fields >5 kV/cm 

(Fig. 6.17(b)). The d33 values were measured from the slope of the curves for fields <5 

kV/cm. The plot of the d33 coefficients as a function of maximum applied field for the 

random ceramic shows that the d33 coefficient is most strongly influenced by the 

hysteresis for AC drive fields greater than the coercive field (~5 kV/cm) (Fig. 6.18). This 

was not the case for the textured sample where effective d33 coefficient continued to rise 

even at fields much greater than the coercive field.

As previously described, the degree of irreversible domain wall contribution to 

the piezoelectric coefficient is presented in the strain-field plot by a large degree of 

piezoelectric hysteresis. Rhombohedral single crystal PMN-PT poled and measured in 

the <001> show nearly anhysteritic strain-field response indicating the absence of 

extrinsic contribution due to the stable domain configuration/2’

There are several plausible reasons for the hysteresis in the textured samples. The 

splitting in the (200) XRD peaks shown in Chapter S suggested a possible presence of 

tetragonal domain states in the textured samples.(47) The presence of the tetragonal 

domain structure would increase the hysteresis. The origin of the hysteresis can also 

result from porosity and internal stresses developing during texturing, which would 

impede domain wall movement/26'27'31,37’ Internal stresses may result from the remnant 

BaTi03 templates embedded within the oriented grains. This would produce an internal 

stress field within the grains which might, for example, contribute to locally stabilizing
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Figure 6.18: Low-field (<5 kV/cm) dj3 coefficients measured from unipolar 
strain-electric field curves of a (a) ~90%-textuted PMN-32.5PT 
-5BT ceramic and a (b) random PMN-325PT ceramic measured 
to maximum unipolar fields between 1-50 kV/cm.
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the tetragonal PMN-PT. Any of these factors would alter the domain wall response to 

electrical fields and mechanical stresses.

The effect of porosity on the strain behavior was shown in a PMN-32.5PT-5BT 

sample that was textured to -85% by sintering at U50°C for 5 h without hot-pressing. 

Without hot-pressing, the sample contained -8-10% porosity. The sample showed an 

increase in maximum strain and inflated piezoelectric coefficients (>1300 pC/N) due to 

the influence of the large hysteresis (>0.035%) (Fig. 6.19). The strain-field plot never 

“pinched off’ for the porous sample, showing that extrinsic contributions were activated 

at various field levels.

A similar strain response was shown for samples containing a greater 

concentration of BaTi03 templates (10 vol%). Fig. 6.20 displays the strain-field curve of 

a PMN-32.SPT-IOBT sample which was hot-pressed and then annealed at U50°C for 1 

h. Comparing the PMN-32.5PT-10BT to the PMN-32.5PT-5BT sample having the same 

texture fraction (-0.90), the PMN-32.5PT-10BT sample showed a higher degree of 

hysteresis (>0.03% opening in the strain-field plot). The resultant hysteresis amplified 

the strain levels, and therefore, increased the d33 coefficients (>1200 pC/N) measured 

from the strain-field plots at <5 kV/cm.

Overall, it is clear that the highly textured PMN-32.5PT samples prepared here 

showed a comparatively small enhancement in piezoelectric response relative to random 

samples. There are a number of factors which could effect the piezoelectric response of 

the textured samples. The piezoelectric behavior would be affected by the intergranular 

PbO, orientation distribution, and residual porosity. The piezoelectric response may also 

be limited by the remaining randomly-oriented matrix between the textured grains. The
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Figure 6.19: Unipolar strain-electric field curves of hot-pressed and non- 
hot-pressed PMN-32.5PT ceramics containing S vol% BaTi03 
templates (PMN-32.5PT-5BT)
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Figure 6.20: Unipolar strain-electric field curves of -90%-textured PMN
-32.5PT ceramics containing S vol% BaTi03 (PMN-32.5PT-5BT) 
and 10 vol% BaTi03 (PMN-32.5PT-5BT) templates.
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matrix grains could clamp the piezoelectric response between the templated grains. 

Lateral clamping may also arise due to the nature of the texture. A fiber-textured ceramic 

would not experience the same lateral response as a well-poled crystal. The random 

nature of the orientation perpendicular to the textured direction may complicate the 

polarization rotation responsible for the large single crystal strain. This lateral clamping 

of the textured grains would restrain the longitudinal response of the templated grains.

The strain-field plots of the textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics did not show the field 

induced rhombohedral to tetragonal phase transformation (-15-30 kV/cm) which is 

present in the <001> single crystals/2'3,48’ In addition to the above mentioned variables 

which may clamp the oriented grains, the residual BaTi03 templates could internally 

clamp the grains, restricting both the piezoelectric response and phase transformation. 

The d33 and d3t coefficients for single crystal PMN-33PT (d33=2500 pC/N, d3i=-1075 

pC/N)(l-2,45-46) are, respectively, 20-40 times greater than single crystal BaTi03 (d33=l40 

pC/N, d31=-34-60 pC/N).<49) Therefore, the BaTi03 core would restrict the expected 

strain of the PMN-PT grain.

63.10 In situ Observation o f Domain Movement in <001>-Orientcd PMN*32£PT
Grains Templated by BaTiOs

In order to observe the effect of the template particles on the domain movement in 

the templated PMN-PT grains, a highly textured PMN-32.5PT-5BT sample was polished 

perpendicular to the <001>-texture direction to 0.1 pm with diamond paste, and the 

sample was mounted in the center of a Teflon frame. Two windows on either side of the 

frame were centered on the sample, and the windows were filled with tap water. The
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water acted as transparent electrode for the sample. Wire leads were set into the water

and connected to a high voltage amplifier (IRCO Model C12K-20, Columbia, MD). The

macroscopic domain wall movement was observed in situ through an optical microscope

(Axioplan 2, Carl Zeiss, Inc, Thomwood, NY) fitted with a video camera (Sony CCD-

Iris) while applying a bipolar electric field. The macroscopic domain wall movement

was observed in a optical reflection mode with cross-polarizers while a field <10 kV/cm

was applied across the sample parallel to the textured <001>. Distinct domain walls were

difficult to image in reflection mode at a magnification of 20x due to the complex,

superimposed domain structure known for PMN-PT compositions close to the

Fig. 6.21 shows micrographs of oriented single crystal containing a BaTiC>3

template crystal. The BaTi03 template lies below the surface of the sample, therefore,

the template crystal remains completely surrounded by the grown PMN-PT crystal layer.

With increasing field, a change in the domain orientation initiated at the edge of the

crystal and moved inward towards the BaTiC>3 core. This was displayed by the change of

brightness and contrast due to the realignment of the dipoles which altered the strain and

birefringence/48,50'52* No domain reorientation was visible at fields <4.5 kV/cm (Fig.

6.21(a)). The applied field direction was in the <001> of the templated grain, which is

perpendicular to the micrograph. Visible domain wall movement was activated at a field

-5  kV/cm (Fig. 6.21(b)) and the contrast front accelerated inward towards the template as

the field was increased from 5-6 kV/cm at a rate of -0.01 kV/cmsec (Fig.6.21(c-f)). The

arrows in the figures are indicating the position of the domain walls at various field

levels. An area around and above the BaTi03 template crystal was not apparently altered

with the increase of field, even at fields as high as 7 kV/cm (Fig. 6.22). This may
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Figure 6.21: Optical micrographs (20x) of macroscopic domain wall movement in a templated grain oriented

in the <001 > (J. to micrograph) during poling at (a) 4.5 kV/cm, (b) S.0 kV/cm, (c) S.2S kV/cm, (d) 
5.5 kV/cm, (e) S.7S kV/cm, and (0  6-7 kV/cm. The field was increased at a rate of ~0.01 kV/cm-sec.



Figure 6.22: Optical micrograph (20x) showing a stable domain layer 
surrounding the BaTi03 template in an <001>*oriented 
grain at fields >7 kV/cm.
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indicate that the domains are pinned in an area surrounding the BaTiOj crystal. A stress 

field at the template/crystal interface may decrease the domain wall mobility and the 

activation energy to liberate the domain walls would then require fields >7 kV/cm. 

Therefore, it is plausible that the residual BaTiCb templates within the oriented grains 

contribute to the internal clamping of the dielectric and piezoelectric properties, and this 

clamping could also obscure the field-induced phase rhombohedral-tetragonal 

transformation identified for single crystal PMN-PT.

6J.11 Piezoelectric Properties of <001>-Textured PMN-32JPT Ceramics from 
IEEE Resonance Measurements

The piezoelectric coefficients (d33, d3i), mechanical compliances (S33E, S33D, SuE, 

s A  and the electromechanical coupling coefficients CIC33, k3l) were also measured for 

the textured PMN-32.5PT-5BT and PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples by the TFF.F. resonance 

technique. The experimental setup was the same as that used for the randomly oriented 

samples. The longitudinal coefficients were measured from samples which were cut to 

the dimensional ratio of 4:1:1 (4x1x1 mm) and the lateral coefficients were obtained 

from samples with the dimensional ratio of 4:1:0.4 (4x 1x0.4 mmXFig. 6.23). Fig. 

6.24(a) shows a representative resonance pattern of an untextured longitudinal PMN- 

32.5PT-5BT sample where the relative resonance difference ((f,-fryfr) produced a 

k33=0 .600. This k33 coefficient is far below that observed for random PMN-32.5PT 

ceramics, indicating that the initial addition of the BaTiC^ templates reduced the coupling 

of the samples. By increasing the texture fraction to -0.90, the electromechanical 

coupling increases to a value above that observed for random PMN-PT and PZT ceramics
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(0.75510.006) (Fig. 6.24(b)).(S3> The resonance and anti-resonance peaks of the textured 

samples showed some additional features, but the frequency of the minimum and 

maximum impedance were still reasonably well-defined. These features may have 

originated from grain pull-out or crack formation due to sample preparation. These 

defects would have a significant effect on the resonance patterns, especially since the 

longitudinal resonance samples had a low number of textured grains and a relatively 

small electrode area ( -  I mm2).

The calculated values for the material constants for the PMN-32.5PT-5BT and 

PMN-32.5PT-10BT samples are listed in Table 6.8 and Table 6.9, respectively. The 

PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples generally showed slightly higher values for all of the material 

constants. All of the constants increased with texturing. The compliances of the samples 

in the longitudinal and lateral directions showed greater anisotropy with additional 

texturing. The djs/dji ratio declined with texturing (-2.35 to 1.85), but the average 

d33/d3i ratio remained the same as the random PMN-32.5PT ceramics (-2.1). The 

discrepancy in the d33/d3i ratio may originate from the difference in poling efficiency 

between the textured longitudinal and transverse resonance samples.

The d33 coefficients measured by the resonance technique for the highly textured 

PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples were -1.2 times greater than that measured for randomly 

oriented PMN-32.5PT ceramics (0 wt% excess PbO). A better comparison would be to 

associate the textured samples with the PMN-32.5PT composition containing 1 wt% 

excess PbO. The 90%-textured sample was at least 1.4 times greater than its random 

ceramic counterpart Therefore, the resonance measurements concur with strain-field 

results indicating that fiber-texturing PMN-PT in the <001> with a low volume fraction
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Table 6.8: Piezoelectric, electromechanical coupling, and compliance 
coefficients of textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics containing 
5 vol% BaTiOj templates measured by the resonance technique.

Texture
Fraction

3̂3
(pC/N)

^3t
(pC/N)

3̂3 3̂1 «■*
(xia“
m3/N)

(xia“
nr/Nl

0 370 -162 0.600 0.287 16.7 12.1
±1 ±6 ±0.006 ±0.007 ±0.4 ±09

0.80 318 -254 0.744 0.448 262 16.4
±10 ±22 ±0.007 ±0.020 ±1.0 ±0.7

0.90 525 -282 0.755 0.484 27.6 163
±35 ±18 ±0.006 ±0.007 ±1.7 ±0.14

Table 6.9: Piezoelectric, electromechanical coupling, and compliance 
coefficients of textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics containing 
10 vol% BaTiOj templates measured by the resonance technique.

Texture
Fraction

ds3
(pON)

3̂1
(pC/N)

3̂3 3̂1 S33E
(xia11
mI/N)

Sufc
(xia“
nr/N)

0 439 -179 0.646 0.310 18.6 12.5
±7 ±4 ±0.005 ±0.009 ±03 ±0.01

0.85- 478 -252 0.682 0.456 23.8 15.9
0.90 ±3 ±15 ±0.026 ±0.017 ±03 ±0.01
0.95 480 -266 0.705 0.460 253 16.4

±5 ±20 ±0.002 ±0.016 ±0.6 ±0.1
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of BaTiCh templates increases the piezoelectric response. The difference in the degree of 

enhancement between the two measurement techniques may be the result of extrinsic 

contributions to the piezoelectric coefficients which were evident in the strain-field 

measurements.

Similar to the low-field piezoelectric coefficients measured for the random PMN- 

32.5PT ceramics, the resonance measured piezoelectric coefficients for the highly 

textured PMN-32.5PT-5BT samples were low. It is evident that the additions of the 

BaTiOs initially degraded the properties, but with an increase in the <001> orientation 

fraction, the electromechanical coupling, and compliance values increased. This resulted 

in an increase in the overall piezoelectric response. It was identified that the dielectric 

constant was not significantly altered with texturing, and the magnitude of the dielectric 

constant was primarily dominated by the intergranular PbO-based phase. Therefore, the 

calculated piezoelectric coefficients were dictated by the low dielectric constant of the 

textured PMN-32.5PT ceramics (E33t  <3000).

The important detail identified in this work was that the textured samples 

consistently displayed strains, piezoelectric coefficients, electromechanical coupling 

coefficients, and compliances greater than its randomly-oriented counterpart. This 

comparison was based on standard random ceramics which were synthesized with same 

materials and measured with the same techniques as the textured ceramics.
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63.12 Effect o f DC Bias on the Resonance Measurements of Textured PMN-323PT 
Ceramics

The d3i, k3i, and E33T coefficients as a function of an applied DC bias were 

measured by the AC resonance technique. A DC bias <10 kV/cm was applied to PMN- 

32.5PT-5BT k3i resonant samples during the impedance sweep. The measurement 

produced the same trend that was observed for the random PMN-32.5PT ceramic. The 

k3i decreased from 0.504 to 0.478 with the increasing applied DC field (Fig. 6.25). The 

E33T coefficient decreased monotonically at a relatively higher rate than the k3i over the 

same field range (Fig. 6.26). The pronounced reduction in these constants with the 

increasing bias resulted in lower d3t values (Fig. 6.25). The DC bias clamped the 

polarization resulting in lower dielectric coefficients, coupling coefficients, and 

compliances.

63.13 Piezoelectric Degradation Under Unipolar Testing of <001>-Textured 
PMN323PT Ceramics

Unipolar strain-field measurements were completed on highly textured PMN-

32.5PT-5BT samples (~90%-texture) in the <001> from 1-50,000 cycles (5 Hz) at

maximum fields of 5 and 10 kV/cm. The intent of the piezoelectric degradation

experiments was to identify the stability of the textured samples at various usable field

levels. Fig. 6.27 shows a slight increase in piezoelectric hysteresis with increasing cycles

at a maximum DC field of 5 kV/cm, but the overall strain-field plot opening remained

<0.01%. Comparing the initial high strain-field plot (<50 kV/cm) with the plot after

50,000 cycles (Fig. 6.28), it can be seen that the general strain behavior remained

consistent. By increasing the maximum applied voltage above the coercive field (-10
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Figure 6.27: Strain-electric field curves for a -90%-textured PMN-32.5FT
ceramic containing S vol% BaTiO} templates (PMN-32.5PT-5BT) 
measured to a maximum field of 5 kV/cm after 50,000 cycles.
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Figure 6.28: Strain-electric field curves for a -90%-textured PMN-32.5PT
ceramic containing 5 voi% BaTiO, templates (PMN-32.5PT-5BT) 
measured to a maximum field of 50 kV/cm after 50,000cycles at 
5 kV/cm.
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kV/cm), the textured material began to display progressive degradation (Fig. 6.29). The 

comparison of the initial and final (after 50,000 cycles) strain-field plot of the fatigued 

ceramic showed a large increase in the opening of the strain-field response (>0.04%) 

(Fig. 6.30). The increase in hysteresis may be either due to the activation of various 

domain walls above the coercive field or possibly heating, microcracking, or space- 

charge buildup.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

PMN-32.5PT ceramics were fiber-textured in the <001> by the TGG process 

using (001 }-BaTi03 template particles. With an increase in texture, the PMN-32.5PT 

ceramic samples showed increased piezoelectric, electromechanical coupling, and 

compliance coefficients. The d33 piezoelectric coefficients of highly textured PMN- 

32.5PT ceramics were shown to be 1.2-1.5 times greater than randomly-oriented samples. 

The enhancement in the electromechanical response was limited by their relatively lower 

dielectric constant ( e33t < 3 0 0 0 ) due to the presence of the residual intergranular PbO- 

phase which was intentionally added to enhance the texturing kinetics. The piezoelectric 

response of the textured samples showed hysteresis when measured in the textured 

direction. This differs from the behavior identified for domain engineered PMN-32PT 

single crystals which show little to no piezoelectric hysteresis in the <001>. The 

hysteresis suggests some extrinsic contribution to the piezoelectric coefficient of the 

textured samples. Partial clamping by the residual intragranular BaTiQj template 

particles was identified to limit the mobility of the domain walls. Mechanical clamping
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6.29: Strain-electric field curves for a ~90%-textured PMN-32.5PT
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by unoriented grains, intergranular PbO, and porosity may also limit the poling efficiency 

and the polarization rotation.
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Chapter 7 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 SUMMARY

7.1.1 Template Selection for TGG of PMN-PT

Highly anisometric panicles of Bi4Ti30i2, Sr3Ti2(>7, KS^NbjOij, and Sr2Nl>207 

were fabricated by molten salt synthesis. Bi4Ti30 i2, Sr3Ti207, and Sr2Nb207 possess a 

layered-perovskite crystal structure and KS^NbsOu has a tungsten-bronze structure. Alt 

were potential templates for the TGG of PMN-35PT. These panicles were shown to be 

unstable in the PMN-35PT matrix regardless of the excess PbO content. All four 

compositions reacted with the PMN-35PT matrix, either dissolving or forming the cubic- 

pyrochlore phase with the matrix at temperatures >900°C. Molten salt and hydrothermal 

processes were also used to synthesize tabular or whisker PbTi03, StTi03, and BaTi03 

panicles. These compositions all possess the perovskite crystal structure. The {001 }- 

BaTi03 crystals made by the Remeika process were shown to be stable within the PMN- 

35PT matrix even in the presence of excess PbO. The other perovskite templates 

dissolved into the matrix composition during the sintering/growth step utilized in this 

work.

Templated growth of single crystal PMN-PT layers was observed from the 

surface of the {001}-BaTiO3 crystals at various sintering conditions and matrix 

compositions, and therefore, the Remeika BaTi03 crystals were selected as the most 

suitable templates for the TGG of PMN-PT. This work clearly demonstrated the 

importance of physical and compositional stability of the template particles at the desired
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growth temperature and environment. Other factors like template size, shape, epitaxial 

relation, and effect on physical properties were all identified as criteria which will limit 

template usage.

7.1.2 Kinetics of Templatcd Grain Growth of PMN-35PT Crystals from BaTiQj 
Template Crystals

PMN-35PT single crystal layers were grown heteroepitaxially on {001{110} - ,  

and {Ul}-BaTi03 template crystals. Crystal growth kinetics were also found to differ 

for various crystallographic orientations with the <lll>-direction being the fastest and 

the <001>-direction the slowest. Excess PbO within the matrix composition was found 

to affect the growth kinetics of both the matrix grains and the TGG single crystal layer. 

The Lay model which describes diffusion-controlled grain growth in the presence of a 

liquid phase was found to fit the matrix grain growth for <1 h at temperatures between 

950-1150°C, although, deviations were observed for sintering times exceeding 1 h. The 

deviation from the model for longer sintering times was attributed to the development of 

intergranular porosity and the suggested (001}-habit formation of the matrix grains. The 

TGG kinetics for all template orientations was described as diffusion-limited for the 

growth process of a single crystal within a polycrystalline matrix, with a non-constant 

driving force due to the coarsening matrix during growth. Therefore, the extent of the 

PMN-PT crystal layer growth was shown to be limited by the decrease in the driving 

force due to the coarsening matrix grains.
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7.1J Fiber-Textured PMN-315FT Ceramics by Templatcd Grain Growth

PMN-32.5PT ceramics were fiber-textured in the <001> by the TGG process by 

initially aligning {001)-BaTi03 platelets in the matrix by tapecasting. The {001 }-BaTi03 

template crystals (-75-150 pm in diameter) were synthesized by the Remeika process. 

Laminated samples of approximately I mm in thickness were hot-pressed in argon at 

900°C for 30 min to alleviate any problems with constrained sintering. Samples which 

contained a 5 vol% template concentration without an excess PbO concentration were 

shown not to texture to a high fraction (>0.45) when annealed at 1150°C for >10 h. The 

growth kinetics were increased with the addition of 1 wt% excess PbO to the matrix 

composition and the ceramic could be textuted to as high as> 0 .90  at 1150°C for 5 h with 

a template concentration of 5 vol%. The saturation in the rate of template growth, and 

therefore the texturing, was found to result from a decrease in the driving force for 

growth by the coarsening matrix. The increase in boundaries between templated-grains 

was identified as the cause of the decreasing rate of template growth. The rate of 

texturing was further accelerated by increasing the template concentration ( to 10 vol%). 

In this case, the ceramic would texture to>0.90-0.95 at 1150°C for annealing times >1 h. 

The texture fraction was again limited by the coarsening matrix, impingement of the 

templated grains, porosity, and intergranular void formation with further growth time.

7.1.4 Dielectric and Piezoelectric Properties of <001> Fiber-Textured PMN-
315PTCeramks

PMN-32.5PT ceramics were fiber-textured in the <001> by the TGG process 

using the {001}-BaTiO3 platelet templates formed by the Remeika process. The fiber-
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textured PMN-32.5PT ceramic samples showed an increase in the piezoelectric, 

electromechanical coupling, and compliance coefficients when poled and measured in the 

<001>-textured direction. All of these coefficients exceeded the values displayed by 

randomly-oriented ceramics of the same composition. The low drive field (<5 kV/cm) 

d33 piezoelectric coefficients of the highly textured (>90%-textured) PMN-32.5PT 

ceramics were shown to be -1.2-1.5 times greater than randomly-oriented samples. The 

piezoelectric response of the textured samples showed some piezoelectric hysteresis 

when measured in the textured direction. The hysteresis suggests a degree of extrinsic 

contribution to the piezoelectric coefficient of the textured samples. Partial clamping by 

the residual intragranular BaTi03 template particles affected the domain stability, which 

may contribute to the hysteresis. XRD of the textured ceramics suggests the stabilization 

of the PMN-PT tetragonal phase due to the remnant BaTi03 templates which would also 

increase the hysteresis. Mechanical clamping by misoriented templated-grains, 

unoriented grains, intergranular PbO, and porosity were also suggested to contribute to a 

lower poling efficiency and the piezoelectric activity.

Excess PbO and BaTi03 templates which remained in the textured ceramics 

resulted in lowering and broadening of the permittivity-temperature curves compared to 

the randomly-oriented PMN-32.5PT ceramic. The poled Emu and e* for a ~90%-textured 

PMN-32.5PT ceramic (5 vol% BaTi03 templates) were approximately 21500 and 2450, 

respectively. The inverse permittivity versus temperature response of the textured 

ceramics was fit to an empirical power law (a modification of the Curie-Weiss 

relationship). This relationship showed that the highly textured ceramics had a diffuse 

nature similar to that displayed by the randomly-oriented PMN-32.5PT ceramic
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containing excess PbO. Therefore, the dielectric data suggested that the excess PbO 

intentionally added to accelerate the TGG process was dominating the dielectric behavior 

of the textured samples. The paraelectric-ferroelectric transition temperature remained 

unchanged (~165°C) for the highly textured samples annealed at 11S0°C for >1 h. This 

further indicates the stability, and the low dissolution rate, of the BaTK>3 templates in 

PMN-PT.

12 FUTURE WORK

12.1 Template Synthesis and Selection

The quality and degree of texturing by TGG is primarily dependent upon the 

characteristics of the template particle. Chapter 3 reviewed some of the important traits a 

template particle must have in order to produce a highly textured ceramic. Four essential 

variables are shape, size, epitaxial relationship, and stability. The templates must display 

the proper shape, so that a high degree of alignment can be achieved by an applied shear 

force during consolidation and forming. Template size is important since the driving 

force for growth is supplied by the difference in size between the template and matrix 

grains. The size of the template is also important, since the final grain size of the 

templated grains will be determined by the initial size of the template. The crystal 

structure determines the epitaxial relationship between the template and the growing 

crystal layer. Thermodynamic stability was shown to be a very important issue, 

especially in the case of heteroepitaxial TGG where the matrix may react with the 

template of a different composition.
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Currently, the Remeika BaTi03 crystals are the best and most consistently 

reproducible templates available for texturing PMN-PT and possibly other lead-based 

relaxor-PbTi03 materials. The stability of the crystal is high, and the PMN-PT 

composition readily grows from the BaTi03 surface, but these crystals due not fit all of 

the criteria well. The negative qualities of the Remeika crystals include their shape and 

size. Since the Remeika crystals used in this study were >75 pm in diameter, the final 

grain size after growth exceeded >150 pm. These final grain sizes result in ceramics 

which are prone to mechanical and thermal cracking. This ceramic would be 

unacceptable for use in many actuator or transducer applications. Fully-crystalline 

{001}-BaTiO3 platelets that have a high aspect ratio and a size between -10-30 pm 

should be synthesized in order to produce a high quality textured PMN-PT ceramic. 

With templates in this size regime, there would be a high number frequency of templates 

for the same volume, resulting in smaller growth distance required to fully texture the 

ceramic. These templates would also be more homogeneously distributed throughout the 

volume of the ceramic resulting in a higher uniformity of texture. In addition, these 

templates will produce a ceramic with a reasonable final grain size that would have 

higher strength and fracture toughness.

It would be especially interesting from the standpoint of understanding the role of

the template in controlling the domain structures to compare the properties of a tetragonal

BaTi03 templated PMN-PT ceramic with that of a textured PMN-PT ceramic tempiated

with rhombohedrally distorted Ba(Zr,Ti)03. By adjusting the Zr concentration, the

mechanical constraints imposed on the templated PMN-PT grains would change. This

might change the stability of the domain state, as well as the propensity towards
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stabilizing tetragonal distortions in the PMN-PT grains. Synthesis of such compounds 

would be a first step towards distinguishing the relative importance of the orientation 

distribution and mechanical clamping induced by template particles of a different 

composition on controlling the piezoelectric coefficients and the hysteresis.

The work presented in Chapter 3 showed that it may be impossible to template 

PMN-PT from compositions which have a layered-perovskite or tungsten-bronze 

structure due to the inevitable formation of the cubic-pyrochlore phase at high 

temperatures. The same work suggested that the template compositions like PbTiOj and 

SiTiC>3, which have the perovskite structure, were limited by dissolution into the excess 

PbO and/or the PMN-PT matrix. The PbTi03 whiskers were shown to be 

morphologically unstable in the matrix due to their non-perovskite, PbTi03 structure. 

Therefore, well-crystallized perovskite, PbTi03 whiskers or platelets with the proper size 

and shape may provide a better template for the TGG of PMN-PT. PbTi03 would be 

advantageous relative to either BaTi03 and SrTi03, since additions of these compositions 

lower the Te and the dielectric permittivity as they dissolve into the PMN-PT structure.0 '

5) The incorporation of the PbTi03 templates into the PMN-PT ceramic will alter the 

composition, but this can be compensated by changing the original matrix composition, 

so that the final PbTi03 concentration will lie along the MPB. Stable PbTi03 platelets 

have been successfully formed by Moon et al., but the aspect ratio is low (<3) and the 

particles show the tendency to form multiple growth islands which further decreases the 

aspect ratio.(6,7)
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72 2  Matrix Composition and Reactive Templated Grain Growth (RTGG)

Due to the relatively large BaTi03 template size used in this study, an excess of 

PbO was required in the matrix to increase the TGG kinetics. As discussed in Chapter 5, 

at a low template concentration, these large templates had a large inter-template distance 

to grow in order to fully texture the ceramic. By synthesizing alternative template 

particles of the proper size and shape, as discussed in the previous subsection, the use of 

excess PbO in the PMN-PT matrix will not be required. This will eliminate many of the 

processing and property problems related to the presence of excess PbO. Also, the 

problem with template instability and dissolution may be circumvented by eliminating 

the excess PbO.

Recently, Sabolsky et a/.(8> showed that by using an Reactive Templated Grain 

Growth (RTGG) approach, PMN-32PT could be fiber-textured with the {001}-SrTiO3 

platelets synthesized by the Watari et al.{9) procedure. In Chapter 3, it was shown that the 

{001 }-SrTi03 crystal was unstable in the presence of excess PbO. As a result, the Pb- 

based liquid at the crystal interface complicated the potential nucleation of the PMN-PT 

phase. Sabolsky et al. showed that when a SrTiOs templated ceramic was fired in an 

uncalcined PMN-PT matrix below the melting temperature of PbO, the PMN-PT phase 

could nucleate and form a stable crystal layer on the template before reacting with the 

liquid phase.(S> The same approach may be utilized with other stable perovskite templates 

when they come available.
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7 1 3  Texture Characterization

The texture fraction for the grain-oriented PMN-PT ceramics produced in this 

work was characterized by applying the Lotgering method to the acquired XRD patterns. 

This texture characterization was appropriate, since the texture was the result of a few 

large oriented grains inhomogeneously distributed throughout the ceramic. Rocking 

curves, pole figures, and steteology were inappropriate, since the population of oriented 

grains was small. When a better template particle becomes available, the above texture 

characterization techniques would more applicable. These techniques may be useful to 

compare the texture quality and achievable properties limitations between highly 

symmetric systems like PMN-PT and systems which possess a higher anisotropy.

7.2.4 TEM Characterization of the Heteroepitaxial TGG of PMN-PT

This work showed that the TGG kinetics fit the Seabaugh et al. model, which is 

based on the premise that the growth mechanism is diffusion-controlled. Most systems in 

which the growth is diffusion-limited show non-faceted grain structures.00) The 

morphology of both the PMN-PT crystal and matrix distinctly showed a preference for 

habit formation. With transmission electron microscopy (TEM), it may be possible to 

distinguish the nature of the crystal-liquid or crystal-matrix interface and the degree of 

“roughness.” TEM could help determine the atomic smoothness of the (001}-habit, and 

the possible origin of the kinks and steps which allow for the diffusion-limited growth. 

The appearance of growth islands or spirals would indicate a change in the proposed 

growth mechanism. Observation of the crystal-solution interface at different stages of
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growth may show the extinction and coalescence of nuclei leading to the final {0011- 

habit formation for both the templated crystal and the matrix.

Through the use of a TEM fitted with election energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), 

the compositional evolution of the crystal could be monitored for samples at different 

stages of growth. The high resolution, quantitative character of EELS may be able to 

distinguish the composition of the first nucleation sites, and how the composition is 

altered with further growth and high temperature annealing. It would be especially 

important to monitor whether there is any Ti gradient in the templated grains, as has been 

observed in melt-grown PMN-PT single crystals.

7.15 Property Characterization and the Effect of the Remnant BaTiOj Templates

Fiber-texturing the rhombohedral PMN-PT composition in the <001> results in an 

enhancement of the piezoelectric response over that displayed by the randomly-oriented 

ceramic. This work reinforced the domain engineering concept and showed that it is 

applicable to perovskite ferroelectric ceramics with the rhombohedral-tetragonal MPB. 

Although, the fraction of single crystal properties was lower than that identified for other 

highly textured systems, some of this can be attributed to the less-than-ideal quality of the 

textured ceramics formed in this study. With better templates, the quality of the textured 

PMN-PT ceramics will increase, therefore, increasing the degree of orientation, 

uniformity, and density, and decreasing the excess PbO content and final grain size.

The effect of the residual BaTiOj within the templated grains on the piezoelectric 

properties must be further investigated. The BaTi03 inclusion may restrict the full 

potential of domain engineering on textured PMN-PT ceramics, therefore, further
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characterization of the pinned domain walls around the BaTi03 inclusion must be 

completed. Also, this work implied that the remnant BaTi03 templates may stabilize the 

PMN-PT tetragonal form within the templated grains. Structural characterization of the 

BaTiCtyPMN-PT crystal interface by TEM may give a better understanding of the 

domain state along the interface and across the templated grain. EELS preformed at 

various locations along and radiating from this interface would give a better 

understanding of the degree of interdiffusion (Ba and Pb movement) between the crystals 

and further assist in explaining the issues relating to the tetragonal stabilization.

The complete understanding of the effect of the remnant BaTi03 on the 

piezoelectric and dielectric properties will dictate the future applicability of certain 

template compositions for the TGG of PMN-PT. If it is found that the effect of the 

residual BaTi03 template is large and cannot be corrected for, then the use of this 

template must be discontinued. Transient templates, which will completely dissolve into 

the templated grains, will then be the only viable template option for PMN-PT.

7 1 6  Dielectric and Piezoelectric Models for Textured PMN-PT

The relation between the dielectric and piezoelectric properties with the degree of 

texture was shown in Chapter 6. This work indicated that with an increase in texture, 

there was an increase in the dielectric and piezoelectric coefficients. Due to the large 

grain size and the resulting texture inhomogeneity, it was inappropriate to make any 

generalized model comparing the texture fraction and the texture distribution with the 

observed properties. The texture/property relationship should be modeled for highly 

textured PMN-PT ceramics that are formed with a more ideal template, and thus, a more
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uniform and oriented grain structure. Previously reported effective-medium models, 

which describe the effect of various orientation distributions on the piezoelectric 

coefficients of ceramic BaTi03 and PbTi03, may be applied to such a PMN-PT textured 

ceramic.0 Ul3) By comparing the effective-medium model to the collected piezoelectric 

data, the contribution of excess PbO, porosity, and template clamping may be resolved 

for the textured samples.
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